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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Multiple-Group Games

by

Philip R. Neary

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California, San Diego, 2011

Professor Joel K. Sobel, Chair

Evolutionary game theory is a formal framework which enables one to model

how behaviour in large populations might develop. One of the most promising fea-

tures of evolutionary game theory is that by assuming agents follow simple rules

of thumb, equilibria can emerge as the end result of a dynamic process, rather

than just as a static, self-enforcing prescription of play. This in turn allows path-

dependent predictions to be made on which equilibrium will be reached. The

concept of stochastic stability (Foster and Young, 1990), allows a unique equilib-

rium to be selected if one also accepts that that the above simple rules of thumb

are subject to occasional errors.

My dissertation consists of four essays discussing various aspects of evolu-

tionary models, in particular focusing on equilibrium selection in a new class of

xii



games.

Chapter 1 proposes a new class of stage games, Multiple-Group Games

(MGG), which extends existing frameworks by allowing more than one type of

pairwise interaction. This surprisingly unstudied feature complicates the analy-

sis slightly but is necessary for describing certain settings with large numbers of

heterogeneous agents.

Chapter 2 studies a particular MGG with two groups, The Language Game,

in which all pairs of players potentially interact. In particular it focuses on stochas-

tically stable equilibria when the rules of thumb that players follow are myopic best

response, and the manner in which they err is uniform. It is shown that three prop-

erties a!ect equilibrium selection: group size, group payo!s, and rates of response.

Chapter 3 looks at The Language Game where all pairs of players are not

necessarily connected. It is shown that network architecture immediately a!ects

the set of stochastically stable equilibria. This result seems intuitive and should

be contrasted with the homogeneous agent models, in which network structure has

no e!ect on equilibrium selection.

Chapter 4, though technically a paper on equilibrium refinements, examines

the ways in which players might make mistakes. It places a simple and reasonable

constraint on the set of ways that players may err: if strategy A performs worse

against the current population behaviour than strategy B, then strategy A is less

likely to be played.

xiii
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Multiple-Group Games
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Abstract

This paper introduces a new class of games, Multiple-Group Games (MGGs),

that incorporates (a particular kind of) heterogeneity to existing large population

models. The game happens on a graph with vertices representing players, and

edges representing pairwise local-interactions. The population is partitioned into

homogeneous groups, with players in a given group defined by how they interact

with others. Clearly, local-interactions within-group must be constrained symmet-

ric, while those across-group need not. Utilities are the sum of payo!s earned

in all exchanges where the same action must be used in each. When each local-

interaction game of a MGG is a potential game (Shapley and Monderer, 1996), the

MGG inherits this property with potential equal to the sum of potentials of each

local-interaction. The strategy profile that maximizes this potential is stochasti-

cally stable (Foster and Young, 1990) under the Ising Model dynamics of Blume

(1993). Finally, I discuss some interesting 2-group, 2-action MGGs that can de-

scribe situations ranging from segregation, to technology adoption, to social capital

accumulation in ways that existing models cannot.
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1.1 Introduction

While evolutionary models provide a rich framework for studying how pat-

terns of behaviour develop in societies with large numbers of agents, tradition-

ally almost all attention has been on “evolutionary” explanations of equilibrium.1

That is, the literature has focused primarily on the many di!erent and interesting

ways that large populations of boundedly rational players learn/adapt/evolve to an

equilibrium, and less so with the games in which such learning/adapting/evolving

occurs. To put it another way, detailed analyses are often restricted to simple

classes of games - most frequently settings in which populations interact pairwise

via a common 2" 2 normal form game.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight what I feel is a limitation of

existing evolutionary models, and to extend them to incorporate (a particular

kind of) heterogeneity into the game form. In fact there is nothing “evolutionary”

about the contribution in that I add nothing to the way players might play games

over time.2 Rather, other than Section 3.6, I focus almost exclusively on the games

people play. Specifically, I propose a new class of games, Multiple-Group Games

(MMGs), that are interesting even from the perspective of a one shot playing.

MGGs build on the pioneering large but finite population evolutionary models of

Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993), Young (1993), Ellison (1993), Blume (1993),

Morris (2000), and others. The di!erence between MGGs and these existing models

is incredibly simple and was alluded to in the opening paragraph. It can be stated

concisely as: there can be more than one type of local-interaction.

To contextualize things, the following should help. I view any evolutionary

model as having two fundamental components. The first of these is the stage game

which describes the biological/economic/sociological setting of study. The original

and canonical stage game is a one-shot, simultaneous-move game, where agents

1Evolutionary Game Theory began with the seminal work of Smith and Price (1973), and
has now permeated such fields as biology, economics, and sociology. For textbook treatments,
see Smith (1982), Weibull (1995), Hofbauer and Sigmund (1998), and more recently Sandholm
(2011).

2However, one interesting aspect of proposing a new class of stage games is that there is
no reason why existing dynamic adjustment rules can not be applied. Although by adding
heterogeneity, existing dynamics may need to be modified - and sometimes in interesting ways.
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in the population are randomly matched to interact pairwise. It is then supposed

that the stage game gets repeated and that the players are boundedly rational.

Undiscounted payo!s are received every period, and strategies for tomorrow must

be chosen at the end of today. The second component, which fully characterizes

the evolutionary model, is to specify the exact dynamic adjustment rule(s) by

which the players choose strategies for the forthcoming period.3 This generates

population dynamics, with the focus being on which equilibrium decentralized

play will lead to. The basic tenet common to all evolutionary dynamics stems

from behaviour at the level of the individual - strategies that performed better in

the past, should be better represented in the future. Evolutionary dynamics di!er

across many dimensions, often due to the meaning of the word “better” in the

previous sentence.4

So to summarize: the stage games of evolutionary game theory are typically

simple, the beauty of the models and the insights gained from the models, lie

in the exact specification of dynamic, adaptive, learning processes by which an

equilibrium can emerge in a large population of boundedly rational agents given

su%cient time. That is pretty much all I have to say about dynamics in this paper.

I will now review how the stage games of evolutionary models have progressed.

The original finite population stage games, due to Kandori, Mailath, and

Rob (1993) (hereafter KMR), are one-shot games in which all players from a large

but finite homogeneous population of identical agents are randomly matched.5

(These are really just finite population versions of the continuum-population stage

games of Smith and Price (1973).) Due to the homogeneity of the population, the

pairwise local-interaction is by definition constrained symmetric.6

3This is what di!erentiates a repeated setting in an evolutionary framework from the literature
on Repeated Games.

4A variety of such dynamics exist in the literature: players may best respond to various
intervals of past play; players may look around and imitate their neighbour who is currently doing
best; players may adopt the action that they themselves have used most often (reinforcement
learning); etc. See Fudenberg and Levine (1998) and Young (2005).

5It is not hard to see that the action that maximizes expected payo! in a random matching
model, is identical to that which maximizes payo! in a model where the population resides on a
fully connected graph and each individual plays the field using the same action with everyone.
Since strategic behaviour is identical in both, I adopt the full-connectedness story from here on
out.

6The famous “evolutionary” result of KMR, extended to more general settings in Young
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As a concrete example, suppose the local-interaction is intended to describe

a setting in which players choose operating systems (Katz and Shapiro, 1985;

Farrell and Saloner, 1985; Arthur, 1989). Such industries have positive network

e!ects - the greater the number of others using the same system, the greater the

value use of that system brings. Well, it must then be the case that all players in

the population have the same preference over operating systems. This might be

realistic for certain markets but hardly seems all encompassing. For example, in

the Mac vs PC market, it is almost unfathomable to think that there is unanimous

agreement. Furthermore, it is not always appropriate to model the setting as one

in which everyone interacts with everyone else.

Clearly then, adding heterogeneity of some sort is needed. Initial attempts

at “heterogeneizing” these simple large but finite population stage games pro-

ceeded along one of three di!erent avenues. The first, pioneered by Ellison (1993),

Blume (1993), and Morris (2000), is the network model. These papers assume that

each player occupies a distinct vertex of a graph, and interacts exclusively with

his/her neighbours, rather than with the population at large. The heterogeneity

across agents stems from the characteristics of the vertex at which they reside, but

the pairwise local-interaction that occurs along each edge remains common and

symmetric. Precisely, agents are di!erentiated by the number of and the iden-

tity of the neighbours with whom they interact. But note that agents are not

di!erentiated by how they interact. I call such a situation a Group Game.7

The limitation of Group Games is immediately clear. That the same sym-

metric local-interaction occurs between every pair of players restricts the popula-

tion to be in some sense homogeneous. Referring back to the example on choice of

operating systems where the common local-interaction is one of pure coordination,

all players still share preferences over local-interaction equilibrium profiles, and so

if they could coordinate their behaviour, it is obvious that uniform adoption of

(1993), is that if players also occasionally experiment, then population behaviour will lock in
on, or “select”, a subset of the possibly multiple equilibria - the so-called stochastically stable
equilibria (Foster and Young, 1990). Perhaps most famously, when the local-interaction is a 2"2
game of pure coordination and players are myopic best-responders who experiment each period
with equal likelihood, this selected equilibrium is the risk-dominant one (which need not coincide
with the pareto-dominant one).

7Note that the model of KMR is also a Group Game.
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the locally pareto-dominant equilibrium action is optimal for one and all. Thus,

in this case, the issue of which strategy profile players would like to coordinate on

remains uninteresting. What is still of interest however, is whether or not decen-

tralized play will converge on such an outcome, and how network structure might

a!ect the convergence.8

The second approach adds heterogeneity to preferences. It supposes the

population is split into two distinct groups of agents. Each player interacts pairwise

exclusively with agents from the other group but not with those from his/her own

group. (Note that this constrains the network to be a bipartite graph.) This

allows, but does not require, the local-interaction to be asymmetric. I call such

games Finite Asymmetric Contests (FACs). Asymmetric contests with infinite

sized populations and random matching were first studied in Samuelson and Zhang

(1992) and Samuelson (1994).

FACs are interesting because they permit tensions in the local-interaction

game. This is true even if it is one of coordination. For example, one group could be

men, the other group women, and the local-interaction could be Battle of the Sexes.

In applications, one group might be buyers with actions {buy, don’t buy}, and the

other group sellers with actions {produce High quality good, produce Low quality

good}. In the operating systems example, this framework permits the di!erent

groups to have di!erent preferences. However, FACs are not suitable for strategic

situations on arbitrary networks since the underlying graph is constrained to be

bipartite. This means, that despite the potential for asymmetry and heterogeneity

in the local-interaction, each player still only ever interacts with one other type

of agent (men with women and women with men, sellers with buyers and buyers

with sellers, those with preferences for Mac with those with preference for PCs).

Thus, it is still the case that whatever local-interaction occurs between any pair of

players is common.

The third avenue maintains the local-interaction exchanges, but complicates

the stage games further. Oechssler (1997), Oechssler (1999), and Ely (2002) are

8The risk-dominance selection result of KMR and Young (1993) was extended to some specific
networks by Ellison (1993), and to arbitrary networks by Peski (2010). Ellison (1993) did note
however that network architecture can dramatically alter rates of convergence.
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models with endogenous local-interaction, such that players still interact pairwise,

but a strategy is now a choice of location and an action. Kim and Sobel (1995) and

Matsui (1991) add a round of costless communication, “cheap talk”, before actions

are taken, such that a strategy is a choice of message and an action, or a choice

of action conditioned on a received message. While this third avenue allows much

richness to be added, the models quickly become intractable with the addition

of heterogeneous agents (each of these papers still assume a common symmetric

local-interaction). I ignore such complex variants, and stick with situations where

a strategy corresponds to a simple choice of action.

The definition of a Multiple-Group Game, fuses both Group Games and

Finite Asymmetric Contests, retaining the merits of each, removing the limitations

of each, and acquiring some new desirable properties. Similar to FACs, it supposes

that the population is partitioned into homogeneous groups. Again, players are

located on a graph and interact pairwise. Again, utilities are the sum of payo!s

gathered in all local-interactions with neighbours, where the same action must be

used in each. The key di!erence is that a player may interact with those from

within his/her own group, and also with those from outside his/her own group.

(Note that this is precluded by all the models mentioned above!) Clearly this

requires specifying more than one type of local-interaction. Within-group local-

interactions are constrained symmetric, while those across-group are not (modulo

the requirement that each player has the same action set available to him/her

as he/she does in his/her respective within-group local-interactions). That is it.

Nothing more.

There are three appealing and realistic features that MGGs allow. The

first of these was touched on previously. That is, there exist situations in which

an agent’s action must be used with more than one other type of agent. It is

not always appropriate that in a population with multiple groups that agents

only interact with those in the other group. For example, recall the coordination

problem where people are choosing operating systems. Modeling this with Group

Games, it is the case that everyone has the same preference over the systems. This

seems limiting. Modeling this with FACs, it is the case that even if the groups’
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preferences disagree, each group still only interacts with the other one, which again

seems far from all-encompassing. Furthermore, in both these cases, an immediate

consequence of having network e!ects is that the only stable outcomes are for all

agents in the population to adopt the same system. But in practice, often multiple

systems coexist.

The second is that the value an agent places on di!erent local-interaction

action profiles may not be opponent-independent. (Clearly this is the case for

both Group Games and FACs since each agent only ever interacts with one type

player!) It may be that while an agent wants to coordinate with each of his/her

neighbours, he/she values coordination with a certain subset more (perhaps his/her

own group). The operating systems setting might be one such example. Further

still, consider a social setting where an agent wishes to meet his/her friends. The

agent must decide to go to one of two bars. While the agent is happier for each

additional person who attends the same bar as he/she does, it is very possible

that there is a subset of his/her friends who the agent values meeting more. In

a more extreme sense, it may be that an agent’s optimal action, and not just

his/her payo!, varies with the opponent’s decision. For example, as in Schelling’s

segregation models (Schelling, 1969, 1971), it may be the case that an agent wants

to coordinate with one group (his/her own race), and yet anti-coordinate with

those in the other group (the other race).

The third and final property is that even if all an agent’s local-interactions

are opponent-independent, it may not be the case that his/her neighbours do also.

One could imagine a setting similar to the segregation models of Schelling, in which

one group is trying to coordinate with their own but anti-coordinate with the other

as before, while the other group is eager to coordinate with one and all.

I believe the main contribution of the paper to be the formal definition

of a Multiple-Group Game. With something so simple as its focus, the paper

possibly su!ers from the deficiency of whether or not a stand-alone definition can

be interesting and/or useful by itself. It is my hope that the definition is rich

enough and so easily understood that it is in fact both of the above. While the

definition by itself seems too general to prove global results for, I hope to convince
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the reader that there are many case by case examples for which detailed analyses

might be interesting.9

Finally, I should point out that viewing the contribution of the paper as

the definition of a MGG is dangerous given how close it is to some existing work.

To my knowledge, the insight of agents interacting with both those in their own

group and those in other groups appeared first in Friedman (1998), who looks at a

situation with two distinct continuum sized populations where there are also “own-

population e!ects”.10 The N-Species Frequency-Dependent Interactions of Cress-

man, Garay, and Hofbauer (2001) are in some sense the continuum-population

version of MGGs, with the additional constraints that across-species interactions

must be asymmetric, and matching is uniform (they cannot allow network struc-

ture, since networks have no meaning for infinite populations). Their focus is on

dynamics, specifically in characterizing the Evolutionary Stable Strategies (Smith

and Price, 1973) of a multiple species interaction.11 Lastly, the definition of a

MGG is in fact identical to that of a “polymatrix game” (Janovskaya, 1968; How-

son, 1972; Eaves, 1973), as studied by mathematicians and computer scientists.12

However, the focus in these fields is quite di!erent as they seek answers to ques-

tions like whether or not equilibria for such games can be computed in polynomial

time. At the risk of repeating myself, my focus is on specific economic situations

that the MGG framework permits case by case analysis of. How players might

play these games, the analysis of what long run behaviour emerges, and issues of

equilibrium computation in such games is left to future research.

The balance of the paper is as follows. The following Section discusses a

simple classroom experiment with random matching that extends existing ones to

allow heterogeneity in the population. Section 1.3 introduces my notation and

illustrates formally how MGGs build on the existing stage game models of KMR,

Young (1993), Ellison (1993), Blume (1993), Morris (2000), and Samuelson and

9Neary (2010a) and Neary (2010b) analyse a particular two-action, two-group MGG, The
Language Game, for the case of random matching and networked societies respectively. Such
a thorough analysis could be performed for all the examples in Section 1.7, and for any other
examples that the reader can come up with.

10Thanks to both Dan Friedman and David Levine for pointing this out.
11Thanks to Bill Sandholm for bringing this to my attention.
12Thanks to Bernhard von Stengel for informing me of polymatrix games.
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Zhang (1992) among others. Section 1.4 shows that if each local-interaction of a

MGG is a potential game (Shapley and Monderer, 1996), then the MGG inher-

its this property. This is useful since, as I show in Section 3.6, under the Ising

model dynamics of Blume (1993), the pure strategy profiles which maximize the

potential function are precisely the stochastically stable equilibria. Section 1.6

discusses MGGs with two groups and two actions, 2 " 2 MGGS, and formalizes

notions of when preferences are aligned or not. Section 1.7 demonstrates the use-

fulness of 2"2 MGGs via four real world examples, useful for studying such social

phenomena as competing standards, segregation, and social capital accumulation.

The examples are purely illustrative and meant only to display how broad the

MGG framework is; I do not pretend to give a definitive account of any of these

issues. Section 1.8 argues that certain terms used in evolutionary game theory

have strange interpretations in economic settings, a result of being carried over

from evolutionary biologists. Section 1.9 concludes.

1.2 Classroom Experiments

A common classroom experiment designed to illustrate the power of evolu-

tionary forces in large populations goes like this. A professor walks in to class and

says something like the following: “Let us now play a game. Everyone will pri-

vately choose an action, a or b, and then I will randomly select two players. Payo!s

in dollars for this pair will be given by the following symmetric local-interaction

game.”

a b

a 2, 2 0, 0

b 0, 0 2, 2

This situation is then repeated for a number of rounds, with the professor

always publicly revealing how everybody played the previous round. The point

of the exercise is that while the professor has no idea what will happen in the
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opening round (that is, expecting immediate equilibrium play in a large population

coordination problem is unlikely), he/she can predict that after a few rounds,

population behaviour will drift towards one of the two coordinated outcomes where

everyone adopts the same action. The professor has then demonstrated that even

though population behaviour starts at an arbitrary outcome, equilibrium can be

the end result of dynamic, so-called “evolutionary”, forces.

Another such classroom experiment goes like this. The professor walks in,

divides the classroom down the middle, and says something akin to: “Let us now

play a game. Those of you on this [left] side of the room are the ‘row’ players,

those of you on this [right] side of the room are the ‘column’ players. Everyone will

privately choose an action and then I will randomly select one player from either

side. Payo!s in dollars for this pair will be given by the following asymmetric

local-interaction game.”

left

right

a b

a 2, 1 0, 0

b 0, 0 1, 2

If this situation were also repeated for a number of rounds, with as before

the professor always publicly revealing the distribution of play from the previous

round, again the professor would be quite confident that after a small number of

repetitions, population behaviour will drift towards one of the two coordinated

outcomes with uniform adoption.13

In the first of these experiments, the population is homogeneous. Thus, the

model is only useful for describing situations where a population is, well, homoge-

neous. In the second, the population is heterogeneous with two distinct groups of

agents. However, while allowing heterogeneity in preferences and a clear tension

over desired equilibrium profiles, it is still the case that each agent only ever in-

teracts with one homogeneous group (the other group). From the perspective of

a classroom experimenter, this means that once you allow heterogeneity in prefer-

ences, it is impossible to allow uniform random matching over the whole class. But

13Though Professor Joel Sobel says he would not be confident of this.
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this raises some immediate issues: Why does adding heterogeneity always come

at the cost of uniform random matching? Is uniform random matching never the

appropriate model for heterogeneous populations? And if it is sometimes appro-

priate, what extensions to the above are needed?

The limitation to both these large population games is actually very easily

summarized: there is only one common pairwise interaction. That is, whatever

interactions do occur, be they symmetric or asymmetric, whether they involve

homogeneous or heterogeneous populations, they are all the same!

The following example is one of a large number of simple classroom experi-

ments that illustrate the advantages that Multiple-Group Games can bring to the

analysis of large populations.14 Now, the professor walks in, divides the classroom

down the middle, and says: “We will now play a game. Those of you on this [left]

side of the room are Group A, those of you on this [right] side of the room are

Group B. Everyone will privately choose an action and then I will randomly select

two players. If these two players are from Group A, then payo!s in dollars for this

pair will be given by GAA below. If the pair are both from Group B then payo!s

will be assigned according to GBB below. If the players are from di!erent groups,

then payo!s will be given by GAB where the Group A member is the row player,

and the Group B member is the column player.”

GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 1, 1

A

B
a b

a 2, 1 0, 0
b 0, 0 1, 2

B1

B2

a b
a 1, 1 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

This new game has a large heterogeneous population, with players poten-

tially interacting with those from their own group and also with those from the

other group. Note that in this game players do not care who they are matched with,

14This particular game is the “Language Game” of Neary (2010a). I have run this experiment
in class with UCSD undergraduates. In fact, if one can understand the classroom experiments
described before, it takes only slightly more reasoning power to understand this MGG.
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they only care about the actions chosen once matched. While clearly this need not

be the case, for the purpose of illustration, and that of a classroom experiment, it

makes things easy to follow.

1.3 Multiple-Group Games

A finite N -person normal form game is a 2N -tuple G = (S1, . . . , SN , U1, . . . ,

UN), where for each i # N := {1, . . . , N}, Si is a finite nonempty set of pure

strategies,15 and Ui :
!N

j=1 Sj $ R is a payo! or utility function. Define S :=
!N

j=1 Sj with typical element s = (s1, . . . , sN), and S#i :=
!

j $=i Sj with typical

element s#i. From player i’s perspective a pure strategy profile s # S can be viewed

as (si, s#i). Thus, (ŝi, s#i) will refer to the profile (s1, . . . , si#1, ŝi, si+1, . . . , sN), i.e.

the profile s, where ŝi replaces si.

A fundamental component of my analysis are symmetric games. A sym-

metric game is one where all players possess identical strategy sets and share a

common payo! function. The payo! function is common in the sense that the

payo! from playing a particular strategy depends only on the strategies chosen

and not on the identities of the players taking those strategies. The formal defi-

nition is via equality of payo!s with respect to all permutations of the player set

(Dasgupta and Maskin, 1986).16,17

Definition 1. An N -player game, G, is symmetric if S1 = · · · = SN = S, and for

any permutation " we have that, Ui(si, s#i) = U!(i)(s!(i), s#!(i)).

A symmetric game can be represented by the 3-tuple (N, S, U), where U is the

common payo! function.

Before defining our first type of large population game, a Group Game,

some terminology is needed.

15From here on in, the objects of Si are actions publicly observable to others. As such the
words “strategy” and “action” will be used interchangeably throughout.

16A permutation, !, of a set Z, is a bijection from Z to itself.
17A common verbal definition given for symmetric games is the following: “a symmetric game

is a game where the payo!s for playing a particular strategy depend only on the other strategies
employed, not on who is playing them.” The word other in this definition is perhaps contentious.
If you read it as I do, then all 2-player games are symmetric. Furthermore, games like the
Language Game described in the previous section are as well.
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Definition 2. A undirected graph, $, is a pair (N , E), where N denotes the set

of vertices, and E the set of edges E % {(i, j)|i &= j # N} such that (j, i) # E

whenever (i, j) # E. I write gij for the indicator function of the event {(i, j) # E},

and view E as {gij}i,j%N . If gij = 1, I will say that i and j are adjacent, that edge

(i, j) has ends i and j, and that j (i) is a neighbour of i (j).

A graph is said to be path-connected, if for any two vertices i and j, there

exists a collection of vertices, {v0, v1, . . . , vn#1, vn}, with i = v0 and j = vn, such

that gv0v1 · · · gvn!1vn = 1.

Now we are ready for the definition of a Group Game.

Definition 3. A Group Game (GG), is defined as the tuple
"

N , S, G,$
#

, where

1. N is the finite set of players. |N | = N ' 2.

2. S is a finite-action strategy set, common to all the players.

3. G = (2, S, u) is a symmetric 2-player game known as the local-interaction.

4. $ = (N , E) is a path-connected graph.

The above primitives generate a vector of utility functions, U = {U1, . . . , UN},

where for any player i # N , the utility from taking action s # S is

Ui(s, s#i) :=
$

j $=i

gij u(s, sj)

Simply put, a Group Game is a large population interaction, where players

interact pairwise via a common local-interaction game that is constrained symmet-

ric. Utilities are given by the sum of payo!s earned with neighbours, where the

same action must be used with each. This latter feature of Group Games is very

important. It rules out the case where a player uses one action in one exchange,

and another di!erent action in another exchange.18

18This is not only for tractability reasons, but is quite realistic in many situations, since there
may be constraints on players that prevent them from conditioning their action on whom they
interact with. Morris (2000) goes further saying: “The strategic problem becomes interesting
when it is assumed that players cannot tailor their behaviour for each neighbour, but must choose
a constant action for all neighbours.”
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When gij = 1 for all i &= j, I say the Group Game is a Fully-Connected

Group Game. It is easy to see that in this case the Group Game is a symmetric

game as Ui = U!(i) = U for any permutation ".

Definition 3 is very broad. The uniform random matching games of KMR

and Young (1993) can be viewed as Group Games, as can finite population versions

of the network models of Ellison (1993), Blume (1993), and Morris (2000). Simi-

larly, some of the games studied in Galeotti, Goyal, Jackson, Vega-Redondo, and

Yariv (2009), and the anti-coordination games of Bramoulle and Kranton (2007)

and Bramoulle (2007) are encompassed by the definition.

Group Games are useful in that they allow the study of certain strategic

situations on (arbitrary) networks. The players are often referred to identical be-

cause the local-interaction is symmetric. Due to the varying number of neighbours

that each player possesses, this terminology is imprecise but not particularly mis-

leading. Furthermore, each player faces a similar situation because of the pairwise

nature of the interactions via a common local-interaction.

The second type of large population interactions are Finite Asymmetric

Contests. I define these after a little more terminology.

Definition 4. A partition of N is a nonempty and pairwise disjoint collection

of subsets {#1, . . . , #M} such that (M
l=1#l = N . I assume the partition elements

#1, . . . , #M are each nonempty and I refer to them as groups.

Definition 5. A graph, $ = (N , E), is said to be bipartite, if the vertex set N

can be partitioned into two sets #l and #m, in such a way that no two vertices in

the same set are adjacent. The pair (#l, #m) is called the bipartition of $.

Now I introduce Finite Asymmetric Contests.

Definition 6. A Finite Asymmetric Contest (FAC), is a tuple
"

N ,&,S!,$, G
#

,

where

1. N is the finite set of players. |N | = N ' 4.

2. & = {#l, #m} is a partition of N . Both |#l|, |#m| ' 2.
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3. S! = {S"l, S"m} is a collection of strategy sets with Si = S"l for all i # #l,

and Sj = S"m for all j # #m.

4. $ = (N , E) is a path-connected bipartite graph with bipartition (#l, #m).

5. G =
%

S"l, S"m, u
"l"m , u"m"l

&

is a 2-player game - the local-interaction.

The above primitives generate a vector of utility functions, U = {U1, . . . , UN},

where for any player i # #l, the utility from taking action s& # S"l is

Ui(s
&, s#i) :=

$

k%"m

u"l"m(s&, sk)

and for any player j # #m, the utility from taking action s&& # S"m is

Uj(s
&&, s#j) :=

$

h%"l

u"m"l(s&&, sh)

Again, Finite Asymmetric Contests are large population interactions, where

players interact pairwise via a common local-interaction game. Utilities are given

by the sum of payo!s earned with neighbours, where the same action must be

used with each. Since the population is partitioned into two distinct groups, the

local-interaction is not constrained symmetric, though of course it may be.

Definition 6 is also broad. The Asymmetric Contests studied in Samuel-

son and Zhang (1992) and Samuelson (1994) are continuum population versions

of a fully connected FAC. There is also a large experimental literature that has

developed related to so-called “colouring problems”. In the simplest of these ex-

periments, subjects are arranged on a bipartite graph and interact pairwise via a

2 " 2 game of anti-coordination. See McCubbins, Paturi, and Weller (2008) and

Kearns, Suri, and Montfort (2006) for example.19

Having highlighted the many merits of both Group Games and Finite Asym-

metric Contests, I now discuss some limitations of each.

The limitation to Group Games is exactly their strength. That the same

symmetric local-interaction game occurs along every link, makes population be-

19If the anti-coordiantion common local-interaction is symmetric, these experiments are also
Group Games, showing that the definitions are not mutually exclusive.
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haviour easy to track. For example, when the local-interaction game is one of pure

coordination your neighbours feel identically about local-interaction equilibrium

profiles as you do, and so all players, regardless of number of neighbours, share a

similar coordination problem. Furthermore, the returns from any local-interaction

are dependent only on the actions chosen and not the identity of the opponent.

Finite Asymmetric Contests are useful because they allow the common

local-interaction to be asymmetric. However, despite the asymmetry permitted

in the game form, it is still the case that each player only interacts with those from

the other group, and not with those from his/her own group. As such, similarly

to Group Games, each player’s payo! depends only on his choice of action and the

action choices of his/her neighbours - the exact identity of his/her neighbours is

unimportant.

The definition of a Multiple-Group Game, fuses both Group Games and

Asymmetric Contests, retaining the merits of each, removing the limitations of

each, and adding some new properties. It allows players to be distributed on any

network. It allows both symmetric and asymmetric local-interaction. It allows

players to interact with those from their own group (as in GGs), and with those

from the other groups (as in FACs). Even in the case where all players share a

common strategy set, it allows a player’s local-interaction payo! functions to vary

with those from di!erent groups.

Before getting to the formal definition, some extra information is required.

For any two nonempty subsets, A,B ) N , consider the set of edges with

one end in A and the other in B. This is denoted EAB (which clearly equals EBA).

Fix a graph $ = (N , E). The undirected graph $& = (N &, E &) is said to be

a subgraph of network $, if N & ) N and E & ) E. We may consider the subgraph

of $ with vertex set A ) N and with edge set consisting of all edges that have

both ends in A (this is EAA as defined above). I call this the subgraph induced

by A and write it as $[A]. Similarly define a subgraph induced by a set of edges

E & ) E, and vertex set consisting of all vertices which lie at an end of an edge in

E &. This is denoted by $[E &].

Lastly, note that for any set A ) N , $[A] = $(EAA) =
%

A,EAA
&

.
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Let & = {#1, . . . , #M} be a partition of the player set N . By equipping the

underlying graph $ = (N , E) with this partition, $ can be written as

$ =

'

(

1' l'M

#l ,
(

1' l'm'M

E"l"m

)

where E"l"m ! E"n"o = *, if l &= n or m &= o. Finally, I will say that $ is partition

connected according to & if $[#l] is path connected for all #l # & (note this does

not imply path-connectedness of $).

Let S! = {S"l}1' l'M be a collection of strategy sets where, for each

l, S"l is the strategy set common to all players in group #l. Let G(S!,") :=

{G"l"m}1' l'm'M be a collection of 2-player games, where G"l"m =
%

S"l, S"m,

u"l"m , u"m"l
&

is the exchange that occurs whenever a player from #l interacts with

a player from #m. (If E"l"m = *, then there is no such game). For l = m, G"l"m

is constrained to be symmetric. Such a game will be referred to as a within-group

local-interaction game. For l < m, G"l"m need not be symmetric. Such a game

will be referred to as an across-group local-interaction game.

We are finally ready for the main definition of the paper, that of a Multiple-

Group Game (MGG).

Definition 7. A MGG is defined as the tuple G :=
"

N ,&,S!,$,G(S!,")

#

, where

1. N is the finite set of players. |N | = N ' 2.

2. & = {#1, . . . , #M} is a finite partition of N .

3. S! = {S"l}1' l'M , a collection of strategy sets, one for each group #l # &.

4. $ = (N , E) is a path connected graph, partition connected according to &.

5. G(S!,") =
"

G"l"m

#

1' l'm'M
is a collection of local-interactions.

The above primitives generate a vector of utility functions, U = {Ui}i%N , one for

each player in the population. For player i in some group, say #l, the utility from
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taking action s # S"l is

Ui(s, s#i) :=
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s, sj) +

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s, sk) (1.1)

A Multiple-Group Game is the natural extension achieved by synthesising

Group Games with Finite Asymmetric Contests. It is still required that the same

action must be used in all local-interactions, and that utilities are the sum of

payo!s earned from each neighbour. The di!erence is that players may interact

with those in their own group and also with those in di!erent groups. Players may

feel di!erently about local-interaction strategy profiles with those in the di!erent

groups (in fact, strategy profiles may not even be the same unless all groups have

the same set of actions).

More concretely, if the local-interaction game in a Group Game is one of

pure coordination, all players share a common preference over local-interaction

profiles which, at least in the fully-connected case, can be extended to a common

preference over population profiles. In other words the Group Game is itself a

pure coordination problem. Whereas in a Multiple-Group Game, players may now

interact with those who are in essence the same as they are (those that have a

common preference over local interaction-profiles), but may now also interact with

those that may have a di!erent preference over population profiles.

It is not di%cult to see that a MGG with |&| = M groups, in which the

network is path connected and partition connected has a minimum of 2M + 1 (1

game for every within-group interaction, and M + 1 across-group interactions if

the groups are arranged in a “line”), and a maximum of (
*M

l=1 l) local-interaction

games (1 local-interaction game for within each group, and each group interacts

with M+1 other groups). This translates to a minimum of 3M+2 and a maximum

of (M + 2
*M#1

l=1 l) local-interaction payo! functions (1 common payo! function

for each within-group game and 2 payo! functions for each across-group game).

One tractable subclass of MGGs that I think are particularly suited to

experimental work are the opponent-independent MGGs. In these games, we have

that all players share a common strategy set S, and for all pairs of groups #l and
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#m, we have that u"l"m = u"l"l. Thus, for any player i, from any group #l, he/she

has the same payo! function for all local-interaction profiles, regardless of who

he/she interacts with. To say it more simply, player i ranks all local-interaction

profiles the same regardless of the opponent’s identity.

Clearly a Multiple-Group Game is not a symmetric game unless the network

is fully-connected and the partition has only one element, i.e. it can be reduced to

a fully-connected Group Game. But while a fully-connected MGG may not be a

symmetric game, there is clearly some aspect of symmetry to it. The utility any

player receives is independent of the identities of those to whom he is neighbouring,

rather it only depends on the Groups they are from and the actions taken.

One final thing: it will be convenient to order the group and the also to

order the players within each group. We may thus view the strategy space S as

S|"1|
"1 " · · ·"S|"M |

"M , and view a strategy profile s as a tuple (s"1, . . . , s"M ), where s"l

is the |#l|-dimensional strategy vector of group #l. A partition symmetric profile

is defined as one in which all members of the same group take the same action.

Clearly a symmetric profile is partition symmetric, but the opposite need not be

true.20

Definition 8. Let & = {#1, . . . , #M} be a partition of N , and " be a permutation

of N . The permutation " is a partition permutation if the restriction of " to each

group #m # &, written "|"m is a permutation of #m.

Definition 9. Say that the MGG, G =
"

N ,&,S!,$,G(S!,")

#

, is partition sym-

metric if for all #l and any i # #l, and for all partition permutations, ", we have

that

Ui(si, s#i) = U!(i)(s!(i), s#!(i))

If the MGG is fully-connected, then U can be condensed to
"

U"l

#

1' l'M
,

since clearly a utility function is common across all players in the same group. That

is, for some partition permutation ", for all #l # &, and all i # #l, Ui = U!(i) = U"l.

20In fact, clearly players from the di!erent groups may possess totally di!erent strategy sets
and a partition symmetric profile may still exist. But clearly there must be some overlap for a
symmetric profile to be possible.
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Definition 10. Fix an MGG G :=
"

N ,&,S!,$,G
#

. The Projection of G onto a

group #l # &, denoted G[#l], is the group game G :=
"

#l, S"l,$[#l], G
"l"l

#

.

This will be useful later when examining predicted long run outcomes. It is

useful to compare whether or not the predicted strategy profile of a group changes

from the case where they are involved with other groups MGG, to that in which

they are in isolation.

It is useful at this point to pause and take stock of just how general Defini-

tion 7 is, by observing just how many current classes of games are encompassed by

the MGG framework. The following games all fit inside the Multiple-Group Game

framework.

Multiple Group Game 1 (Any 2 Player Game). When N = {1, 2}, & =

{{1} , {2}}, both S1 and S2 are finite sets, g12 = 1, u12 = U1 and u21 = U2

are both defined on S1 " S2. This defines any 2-player game.

Multiple Group Game 2 (Fully Connected Group Game, e.g. KMR). When

N = {1, . . . , N}, & = {N}, Si = S for all i, gij = 1 ,- i &= j, G = (2, S, u) is a

symmetric 2" 2 game. For all i we have that Ui(si, s#i) =
*

j $=i u(si, sj).

Multiple Group Game 3 (Network Model). When N = {1, . . . , N}, & = {N},

Si = S for all i, gij = 1 - i &= j, G = (2, S, u) is a symmetric two player game.

For all i we have that Ui(si, s#i) =
*

j $=i giju(si, sj).
21

Multiple Group Game 4 (Finite Asymmetric Contests). WhenN = {1, . . . , N},

and & = {A,B}, where |A| ' 2, |B| ' 2, Si = SA for all i # A, Sj = SB for all

j # B, gij = 1 ,- i # A- j # B, or i # B - j # A. G = (2, SA, SB, uAB, uBA)

is a two player game. For all i # A we have that Ui(si, s#i) =
*

j%B uAB(si, sj).

Similarly For all j # B we have that Uj(sj, s#j) =
*

i%A uAB(sj, si).

21Note that the implication gij = 1 - i &= j is only in one direction, as opposed to in a fully
connected group game. For example, Ellison (1993) analyses players located on a circle, such
that gij = 1 if and only if j # {i+ 1, i+ 1}mod N .
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1.4 MGGs with Potential

A game is said to be a potential game (Shapley and Monderer (1996)) if

the change in each player’s utility from choosing a new action can be derived from

a common function, referred to as the game’s potential function.

Definition 11. Say that an N -person game G is a weighted potential game if there

exists a function $ : S$ R and there exist real numbers %1, . . . ,%N such that, for

every player i, and every s # S, and all pairs of actions si, s&i # Si,

%i
+

Ui(si, s#i)+ Ui(s
&
i, s#i)

,

= $(si, s#i)+ $(s
&
i, s#i) (1.2)

G is a potential game if the above definition holds with %i = 1 for all players i.

If each local-interaction game of a MGG is a potential game, then the MGG

inherits this property and is itself a potential game. This is true, regardless of the

graph on which the players live, as stated in the following result.

Theorem 1. Fix a MGG, G :=
"

N ,&,S!,$,G(S!,")

#

. Suppose that for all 1 .

l . m . M , the local interaction game G"l"m # G(S!,"), is a potential game

with potential function $"l"m : S"l " S"m $ R. Then G is a potential game, with

potential function $# : S$ R defined by

$#(s) :=
$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(h,k)%E!l!m

$"l"m(sh, sk)

The mountain of notation in the proof (found in Appendix 1.10.1) masks

what is an incredibly simple result, whose intuition I now sketch. Consider a

profile. When one player, say player i, independently deviates from this profile,

the only change in potential occurs in local-interactions on edges that has an end

at player i. The total change in potential is therefore just the sum of changes in

potential along each of these edges.

Thus, a direct test for whether or not a MGG is a potential game can

be performed by looking at the collection of local-interaction games and ignoring
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the underlying graph. Finally, given that all potential games have at least one

equilibrium in pure strategies, the following is an immediate corollary.

Corollary 1. Fix a MGG, G :=
"

N ,&,S!,$,G(S!,")

#

. Suppose that for all

1 . l . m . M , we have that G"l"m # G(S!,") is an potential game with

potential function $"l"m : S"l " S"m $ R. Then G has an equilibrium in pure

strategies.

1.5 Equilibrium Selection for MGGs with Poten-

tial

Evolutionary models suppose a stage game, played by a large population of

players, that gets repeated indefinitely. The population is large so that reasoning

correctly about what everyone else may do in future periods is nigh on impossible,

and as such, it is assumed that players follow some simple updating rule, which

depends on a subset of past play and generates population wide dynamics.22

It is assumed that the population behaviour begins at some arbitrary profile

or “state”, and that the population or “system” is just let go. When players follow

deterministic updating rules, there will be path dependence, meaning that where

the process begins may constrain the set of profiles at which it ultimately stops.

However, if players are further assumed to occasionally experiment, then the now-

noisy dynamics remove the dependence on the starting conditions, rendering it

redundant. This is the key insight of Foster and Young (1990). The resulting

non-empty set of equilibrium profiles that are selected are known as stochastically

stable equilibria.

In this section, I apply one of the standard noisy dynamics, the Ising model

dynamics of Blume (1993), to the repeated interaction. The story goes like this.

Time is discrete, begins at t = 0, and goes forever. The current state of the

system is the strategy profile s # S :=
!

1'l'M S |"l|
"l . Each period, one player is

drawn randomly (uniformly) from the population and a!orded the opportunity to

22The most widely studied dynamic is that of myopic best response as this is closest to tradi-
tional game theory.
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update his/her current action. (Clearly the only feasible one-period transitions are

to states that di!er in a maximum of one component.) Players attempt to best

respond but are constrained. Specifically, the likelihood of playing a particular

action is exponentially related to its expected payo!, where a player correctly

expects the behaviour of the remainder of the population to remain unchanged.

To be precise, if the current population profile is s, and player i # #l is drawn, then

he/she chooses action si # S"l according to the probability distribution p$i (si|s),

where for any & > 0,

p$i (si|s) =
exp

%

& Ui(si, s#i)
&

*

s"i%S!l
exp

%

& Ui(s&i, s#i)
& (1.3)

Despite all players in group #l having the same actions available to them,

the relative e!ectiveness of one strategy over another is dependent on who a player

is connected to and how he/she values that action in each local-interaction. That

is, the above probability distribution is distinct for each player i, hence the need

to index.

As & $ /, it is well know that player i’s response distribution as defined

in equation (3.3) approaches that of a best response (Blume, 1993; Young, 2001),

and so for any finite &, equation (3.3) is a perturbation of the best response. It

is further well known that the above perturbed best response dynamic induces

an irreducible and aperiodic, and hence ergodic, Markov process with transition

matrix, P $, on the state space S. Due to the ergodicity of the process, P $ has a

unique stationary distribution µ$.

The goal is to calculate the states to which the limiting distribution, as

the perturbations of the process vanish, assign positive probability. These are the

stochastically stable states. That is, we wish to calculate the limiting distribution,

µ#, where

µ# := lim
$()

µ$

A state s is said to be stochastically stable if µ#(s) > 0, and uniquely

stochastically stable if µ#(s) = 1. When each local-interaction of a MGG is a

potential game, under the Ising model dynamics described above, the stochastically
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stable states are precisely those that maximize the potential function. This is

stated formally in the following Theorem whose proof is in Appendix 1.10.1.

Theorem 2. Fix a MGG, G :=
"

N ,&,S!,$,G(S!,")

#

. Suppose that for all 1 .

l . m . M , we have that G"l"m is a potential game with potential function

$"l"m : S"l " S"m $ R. For every & > 0, we have that P $ has the unique

stationary distribution, µ$, given by

µ$(s) =
exp

%

&$#(s)
&

*

s%S exp
%

&$#(s)
& (1.4)

where $# is the potential function of G as defined in Theorem 1. i.e.

$#(s) :=
$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(hk)%E!l!m

$"l"m(sh, sk)

Furthermore, the stochastically stable states of G are those that maximize $#.

An algorithm which selects the strategy profile which maximizes the poten-

tial function would therefore be a very useful object indeed. To my knowledge no

such algorithm exists.

1.6 2 x 2 MGGs

While evolutionary models are used far and wide, typically analysis of those

with normal form exchanges is restricted to cases where local-interactions are 2"2

games. This makes tracking population behaviour far easier since each agent takes

a binary decision. As regards MGGs, the most tractable subclass is that which I

refer to as 2"2 MGGs, where the population is split into two groups and all agents

share a common 2-action strategy set.23 I will denote such a game by G(2*2), where

the first 2 refers to the number of groups and the second 2 refers to the number of

actions available to the players.

23This is not as restrictive as might first appear. All symmetric 2 " 2 normal form games are
potential games, and many interesting asymmetric 2" 2 games are too.
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2 " 2 games are the workhorses of game theory. They have been studied

extensively and are extremely well understood.24 They appear throughout both

the theoretical and applied literatures. By limiting attention to MGGs in which all

local-interactions are 2"2 games, we may borrow extensively from these literatures

(see the next Section for some examples). From a slimy modelling perspective, I

am doing nothing more than combining various classic 2" 2 games into one larger

strategic situation.

The population, N , is partitioned into 2 groups, A and B, of sizes NA and

NB respectively. Ordering the groups, with A first, and then ordering the players

within each group, it is possible to view the population as players 1, . . . , NA, NA+

1, . . . , NA + NB. All players share a common 2-action strategy set, S := {a, b}.

Thus a typical 2 " 2 MGG, G(2*2), is completely characterized by the partition

{A,B} of N , the network on which the players live, $, and the following three

2 " 2 normal form games, GAA, GAB, and GBB. Recall that within-group games,

GAA and GBB in this case, are constrained symmetric, whereas the across-group

game, GAB, is not.

GAA GBB

A1

A2

a b
a '11,'11 '12,'21

b '21,'12 '22,'22
B1

B2

a b
a &11, &11 &12, &21
b &21, &12 &22, &22

GAB

A

B
a b

a (11, )11 (12, )12
b (21, )21 (22, )22

Figure 1.1: GAA, GAB, and GBB

24See Rapoport and Guyer (1966) and Robinson and Goforth (2005) for a full classification of
2" 2 games.
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For player i # A the utility from action s is

Ui(s, s#i) :=
$

j%A
j $=i

gij u
AA(s, sj) +

$

l%B

gil u
AB(s, sl) (1.5)

For player k # B the utility from action s is

Uk(s, s#i) :=
$

l%B
l $=k

gkl u
BB(s, sl) +

$

j%A

gkj u
BA(s, sj) (1.6)

There are 24 symmetric cardinal 2"2 games, and 78 in total (see Rapoport

and Guyer (1966); Robinson and Goforth (2005)). Since all within-group local-

interactions are constrained symmetric while those across-group are not, there are

therefore 24" 78" 24 possible 2" 2 MGGs. This is far too large a class to make

general statements about, but while case by case studies might be the most fruitful

means of study, there are still some interesting subclasses.

Symmetric 2 " 2 games are always potential games. So for us, GAA and

GBB always admit a potential. A potential function is unique up to the addition

of a constant, so a potential function for GAA, $AA, is given by the following:

$AA(a, a) = '11 + '21 $AA(a, b) = 0
$AA(b, a) = 0 $AA(b, b) = '22 + '12

I now illustrate how to convert any generic 2 " 2 coordination game into

a potential game. Recall the game GAB. First suppose it is a coordination game

where (aa > (ba, (bb > (ab and )aa > )ab, )bb > )ba. Now define q+A, q
+
B, and *

+
A, *

+
B

as follows:

q+A :=
1

((aa + (ba) + ((bb + (ab)
(1.7)

q+B :=
1

()aa + )ab) + ()bb + )ba)
(1.8)

*+A := q+A((aa + (ba) (1.9)
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*+B := q+B()aa + )ab) (1.10)

Then define a new game ĜAB = (ûAB, ûBA, S), where ûAB = q+Au
AB and

ûBA = q+Bu
BA. It can be checked that ĜAB is a potential game with potential

function $̂AB, where

$̂AB(a, a) = *+A + *+B $̂AB(a, b) = *+A
$̂AB(b, a) = *+B $̂AB(b, b) = 1

Thus if G(2*2) is a 2 " 2 MGG where GAB is a potential game, it can be

transformed into a potential game Ĝ2*2 where each A Group player’s payo! is

scaled by q+A and each B Group player’s payo! is scaled by q+B.
25

In the next section we discuss various 2 " 2 MGGs. All these games will

have more than one strict equilibrium which will make the issue of equilibrium

selection an interesting avenue of further research.

An opponent-independent MGG insists that all local interaction payo! func-

tions are the same regardless of the opponent. In the 2" 2 case, this requires that

'ij = (ij, and &kl = )kl, for all i, j, k, l # {1, 2}.

Of additional interest, will be those MGGs where the local-interactions GAA

and GBB have similar but opposite properties.

Definition 12. Fix two symmetric 2"2 gamesG1 = (2, S, u1) andG2 = (2, S, u2).26

Say that G1 and G2 are mirror image if the ordinal ranking on S " S induced by

u1 is opposite to that of u2.27

25A similar procedure is carried out in the case that GAB is an anti-coordination game (a
2 " 2 anti-coordination game is a coordination game in which all players have the same 2-
action strategy set and the asymmetric profiles are strict equilibria). The common deflection
that an anti-coordination game can be converted into a game of coordination by a relabeling of
strategies does not really carry weight in this case since players are already involved in other
local-interactions in which the actions have a fixed interpretation.

26Note that the strategy sets are the same in both. This is not strictly necessary however. All
we require is that both strategy set have two elements, and we identify each strategy in the first
game with a corresponding one in the second game.

27In category theory, the opposite category or dual category, Cop, of a given category C is
formed by reversing the morphisms. In our simple setting, we just reverse the direction of
inequalities in a partial order (a binary relation that is reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive).
So if (X,!) is a partially ordered set, we can define a new partial order on X , !!, where for any
x, y # X , we have x !! y if and only if y ! x.
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Definition 13. Fix two symmetric 2"2 games $1 = (2, S, u1) and $2 = (2, S, u2).

Say that $1 and $2 are payo! mirror image if they are mirror image games and

the numerical values taken by u1 and u2 coincide.

1.7 Examples

This Section looks at a series of 2"2 MGGs, that describe large population

situations which I claim existing models are unable to capture. Each is so simple

that it could be used in a classroom experiment like that described in Section

1.2. Throughout, the population will be partitioned into two groups, Group A

and Group B, of sizes NA and NB respectively. It will make sense, and make it

simple to examine the set of equilibria, to suppose that the players reside on a fully

connected network. Each agent chooses one of two actions from the set {a, b}.

I will be focusing on group-symmetric equilibrium profiles, where all players

in a given group adopt the same action. For example, (a,b) denotes that profile in

which everyone in Group A takes action a while all those in Group B adopt action

b, etc. Payo!s when a Group A player interacts with another Group A player are

given by GAA, and GAB and GBB have similar interpretations. The payo!s given

will be numerical - that they can be perturbed is the whole point of the paper.

Game 1: Competing Standards

There is a population of agents each of whom chooses one of two operating

systems. Due to network e!ects, it is desirable to have the same system as others

(Katz and Shapiro, 1985; Farrell and Saloner, 1985; Arthur, 1989). However, not

everybody shares the same preferences over operating systems. Group A members

have a leaning for coordinating on system a, while those in Group B prefer system

b. Furthermore, although coordination is always good, it is varyingly so - players

value coordinating with those in their own group more than with those from the

other group.

Payo!s that describe this situation are given in Figure 1.2 below,

The expected returns to an action are increasing in the number of other
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GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 4, 4 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

A

B
a b

a 3, 1 0, 0
b 0, 0 1, 3

B1

B2

a b
a 2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 4, 4

Figure 1.2: Technology Adoption

agents who also adopt it. Note that the local-interactions are not opponent inde-

pendent, since within-group coordination yields a higher payo! than across-group

coordination. This captures the notion that coordination with those with similar

preferences is more fruitful. Note further that all types of failed coordination are

equally bad. It is also the case that coordinating with those in your own group on

your less preferred action yields a lower payo! than coordinating with those in the

other group on your more preferred action.

It is easy to show that the only candidate group-symmetric profiles for

equilibria in this game are (a, a), (b,b), and (a,b). The first two of these profiles

are intuitive. The profile (a,b) is interesting at it permits the possibility of more

than one system emerging (even though the population is fully connected).

Game 2: Schelling’s Segregation Model

Schelling (1969, 1971) showed that people having even a small preference

for the race of their neighbours could lead to complete segregation in a mixed

race society. Schelling’s model was graphical, with the most famous setting that

in which agents are located on a circle. The game begins with agents making

geographic choices of where to live from a large set of options. Once decisions

have been taken, the agents are content if at least one of their two neighbours is

from their own group. If both neighbours are from the other group, the agent is

unhappy.

This game is repeated, so that every period one agent is a!orded the option

to change action. If this agent is unhappy, then the agent moves. If the agent is
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content, he/she stayed put.

My example is given below. Actions refer to locational decisions, though

the model is not graphical in that everybody is assumed connected to everybody

else.

GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 4, 4 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

A

B
a b

a +1,+1 2, 1
b 1, 2 +1,+1

B1

B2

a b
a 4, 4 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

Everybody agrees that venue a is superior to venue b. In fact, the payo!s

imply that each group’s most preferred outcome is for them to collectively locate

at venue a and for the other group to collectively locate at venue b. For each agent

from the other group who locates at the same venue as you, you experience disu-

tility. This disutility is location independent. Since location b is inferior (perhaps

it is less resource rich) to location a, for each agent from the other group who does

not locate at the same venue as you, your utility is increased by 2 when you locate

at venue a and by 1 when you locate at venue b.

There are at least 3 equilibria to the above game: (a,b), (b, a), and (a, a).

The first two of these are intuitive. The third is the one I would like to discuss.

In Schelling’s model, all stable outcomes involve some form of segregation, and

the “most reasonable” outcome involve complete segregation. But in this case

it is an equilibrium for both groups to locate at venue a since it is a su%ciently

more attractive location. Moreover, Schelling’s model is silent on how much people

dislike other groups, rather they are just assumed to be content provided at least

one neighbour is the same. The above setting allows the modeler to vary the

intensity of preferences and to see how the equilibrium set might change as a

result.
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Game 3: Schoolyard Politics

Groups A and B together comprise a high school class. On Friday night,

each student decides to attend the arcade, a, or the bowling alley, b. Each activity

is equally enjoyable but the payo!s depend on who else is also present. Each player

gets a payo! of 2 for every member of their own group who attends the same venue.

However, Group A are “cool” and don’t want to associate with the “nerds” from

Group B. Thus, they receive a disutility for each Group B member who turns up

to the same venue. Conversely, Group B students want to be seen with Group A

members, and receive a positive utility for each Group A player who attends the

same venue.

Payo!s are as follows,

GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

A

B
a b

a +2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 +2, 2

B1

B2

a b
a 2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

This is the first situation I analyse where the across-group interaction has

players with very di!erent preferences. In fact, GAB is similar to the zero-sum game

“matching pennies”. Depending on Group Sizes, and strength of preferences, any

of the four group-symmetric profiles can be equilibria to this game.

One could also imagine that the nerds in Group B, are eager to join with

those in Group A but are also eager to avoid each other. This would require

altering the payo!s in GBB so that it is also a game of anti-coordination.

Game 4: Community Enforcement

The prisoner’s dilemma is perhaps the most famous 2"2 game. Each player

has two strategies one of which is dominant. And yet, paradoxically, adopting

these strategies leaves both players worse o! than if they had chosen the other

strategy. In a one-shot playing, it is impossible for players to cooperate on the
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mutually beneficial outcome, and this forms the basis for much of the repeated

games literature. This literature, in particular the folk theorems,28 show that

cooperating is possible if the players are infinitely lived. Unfortunately this requires

that agents are sophisticated enough to make plans long into the future.

With myopic agents who best respond, it is seemingly impossible to gen-

erate cooperation since each period is treated as a one shot playing. However,

using my framework it is possible for players to take a dominated strategy in one

local-interaction if the same action is not dominated in another local-interaction.

Consider the following payo!s.

GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 3, 3 0, 4
b 4, 0 1, 1

A

B
a b

a 3, 3 1, 0
b 0, 1 0, 0

B1

B2

a b
a 3, 3 0, 4
b 4, 0 1, 1

The story goes as follows. Players choose to make an investment in either

education, a, or cultural identity, b. When interacting with those in your own

group, cultural identity is dominant.29 This is true for both groups. However,

when interacting with those in the other group, investing in cultural identity is

dominated. (In this regard I am envisioning the case where both groups are quite

diverse.) Coordination on education is the most desired outcome, while choosing

education yields a positive payo! even when matched with someone choosing cul-

tural identity, since it allows the agent to understand those in the other group

better.
28The number of papers in this area is vast. Some of the originals are Rubinstein (1979) and

Fudenberg and Maskin (1986).
29There is a large literature devoted to explaining the low academic performances of certain

minorities. Austen-Smith and Fryer (2005) claim that historical circumstance led to the devel-
opment of a negative attitude among young blacks. As such, striving for academic achievement
is deemed “acting white” and punished by exclusion from the peer group. This threat makes
it dominant to invest in skills useful only within the community, rather than skills which yield
returns outside.
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1.8 Strategies, Types, and Mutations

In this Section, I claim certain terms from the biological branch of evolu-

tionary game theory have given rise to confusion in economics.

1.8.1 Strategies as Types

Consider the following symmetric game commonly called Hawk-Dove. There

are two actions Hawk and Dove, {H,D}. The basic premise is that while each

player prefers the other to yield (i.e. choose D), the worst outcome occurs when

both players do not yield (i.e. choose H).

H D
H (V + C)/2, (V + C)/2 V, 0
D 0, V V/2, V/2

Figure 1.3: The Hawk-Dove Game

The story stems from evolutionary biology and originally appeared in the

classic work of Smith and Price (1973). Imagine two identical animals contesting

a resource (a territory, an attractive carcass, etc.). The resource has value V . If

both choose D, they can share the resource peacefully. If both choose H , they

fight until one is seriously wounded by an amount C. If one chooses D and the

other H , then the one who chose D retreats and leaves the prize for the one who

chose H .

It is typically assumed that C > V > 0. This implies that the game has a

unique symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies where each player adopts action

H with probability V/C.30

Now imagine a continuum of agents randomly matched to play the above

game. The only stable outcome is perfectly related to the mixed strategy equilib-

rium in which both players mix. More precisely, the only stable outcome is for a

30It is standard at this point to mention that this game also has two pure strategy equilibria
in which the two players choose di!erent strategies. But these equilibria are not relevant in an
evolutionary setting as a player cannot condition behaviour on being row or column.
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fraction, V/C, of the population to adopt action H , and the remaining fraction,

1+ V/C, of the population to adopt action D.

A population is said to be polymorphic if di!erent fractions of the agents

adopt di!erent actions. In the above setting, the situation in which V/C of the

population adopt action H , and the remainder adopt action D is a stable poly-

morphic population.

But to me this seems somewhat of a misnomer, as it is the case that players

are defined only by their actions. I am no evolutionary biologist but I am unsure

if this terminology makes sense in an economic setting. For example, in economics

this game is typically used to analyse common property resources. But since the

game is symmetric, I would interpret a what evolutionary biologists would term

a polymorphic population, as one of identical agents, some of whom are choosing

di!erent actions.

Now consider the 2 " 2 MGG, the Language Game (Neary, 2010a). In

particular, consider the profile (a, a). This is a setting in which there are two

groups of agents, with very di!erent preferences, but they are all choosing the

same action. Is this a monomorphic population? I would claim that it is not. For

example, if the game is modeling the adoption of technological standards, then

those with an underlying preference for coordinating on Mac using a Mac are (to

me at least) very di!erent to those with an underlying preference for PCs using a

Mac.

Thus, I would argue that in any setting with large populations, and in

particular in one with multiple large populations, the biologists’ convention of

classifying an agent solely by their behaviour is incorrect. I believe it would make

more sense to define an agent’s type as a (group, action) pair, rather that just the

action they adopt.

1.8.2 Mutations

In an evolutionary game the modeler assigns an object of selection. Typi-

cally these objects of selection are actions (though, as in Dekel, Ely, and Yilankaya

(2007) and Ok and Vega-Redondo (2001), they could be preferences, for example).
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The object of selection is what can mutate. But this dates back to the following

quote from Smith (1982) which defines an ESS (evolutionary stable strategy): “a

strategy such that, if all members of the population adopt it, then no mutant strat-

egy could invade the population under the influence of natural selection”. Thus, if

the object of selection is strategies, then mutations can only occur for these. But

I believe that even if strategies are the objects of selection, by defining players by

only their actions creates confusion, as it should be also possible for preferences to

change/mutate with time. This is particularly relevant for situations with multiple

populations, as the following example will hopefully demonstrate.

Again consider the Language Game. There is a finite population of agents,

with each agent possessing either the preferences of Group A or those of Group

B. Local-interaction payo! functions determine the extent to which players in the

di!erent groups value coordination on the di!erent actions. Thus, when players

are myopic best responders, a mutation for a given player will mean the accidental

choosing of a suboptimal action. But is it not also possible for a player’s preferences

to change in addition to them changing their action? Is it not possible for a player

in Group B to have their preferences change such that they now have preferences

akin to those in Group A?

One could imagine a player’s preferences changing such that they “mutate”

across groups. I do not propose any mechanism by which this would occur, but the

following is one very straightforward possibility. Suppose a player in Group B has

been using operating system a for many periods (perhaps it is optimal given their

surroundings, perhaps they have not updated in a while. etc.). Is it not possible

for this player to realise the benefits of system a and rearrange their working life

accordingly? They might even end up with a preference for coordinating on action

a. Thus they would become a member of Group B.

Thus, one scenario might be a setting in which players are myopic best

responders, who occasionally mutate by choosing suboptimal actions, but also

occasionally have their preferences change if they have been using the suboptimal

action for many periods.
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1.9 Conclusion

I have argued that existing large population models are constrained in that

they only ever possess one local-interaction, and that this greatly limits how ap-

plicable these models can be. This paper proposes a new class of large population

models, which I term Multiple-Group Games, with this one constraint removed.

The population is partitioned into groups of like-minded agents, and it is possible

that agents interact both with those in their own group and with those in other

groups.

It is my hope that economists will find the framework useful for describing

certain societal settings.
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1.10 APPENDIX

1.10.1 Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1.

Consider the world from the perspective of some player, say i, in some

group, say #l. Consider two strategy profiles s, s& which di!er only in how player

i # #l behaves. That is, s = (si, s#i) and s& = (s&i, s#i). Suppose the current profile

is s& and i deviates and plays si. Let us examine how his/her utility changes.

Ui(s)+ Ui(s
&) = Ui(si, s#i)+ Ui(s

&
i, s#i)

=
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij
-

u"l"l(si, sj)+ u"l"l(s&i, sj)
.

+
$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik
-

u"l"m(si, sk)+ u"l"m(s&i, sk)
.

Recall that if $ = (N , E), we can decompose the set of links, E, in the following

way

E =
(

1' l'm'M

E"l"m

Now we exploit the fact that when player i deviates, there is no change in the

jth-component of the profile for all j &= i. Hence there is no local potential change
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on any link that does not involve player i. So continuing from above we have that

Ui(s)+ Ui(s
&) =

$

j%"l
j $=i

gij
-

$"l"l(si, sj)+ $
"l"l(s&i, sj)

.

+
$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik
-

$"l"m(si, sk)+ $
"l"m(s&i, sk)

.

=
$

(i,j)%E!l!l

-

$"l"l(si, sj)+ $
"l"l(s&i, s

&
j)
.

+
$

(i,k)%E!l!m

-

$"l"m(si, sk)+ $
"l"m(s&i, s

&
k)
.

+
$

1'm'n'M
m,n $=l

$

(h,k)%E!m!n

-

$"m"n(sh, sk)+ $
"m"n(s&h, s

&
k)
.

=
$

(i,j)%E!l!l

$"l"l(si, sj) +
$

(i,k)%E!l!m

$"l"m(si, sk)

+
$

1'm'n'M
m,n $=l

$

(h,k)%E!m!n

$"m"n(sh, sk)

+
$

(i,j)%E!l!l

$"l"l(s&i, s
&
j) +

$

(i,k)%E!l!m

$"l"m(s&i, s
&
k)

+
$

1'm'n'M
m,n $=l

$

(h,k)%E!m!n

$"m"n(s&h, s
&
k)

=
$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(h,k)%E!l!m

$"l"m(sh, sk)

+
$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(h,k)%E!l!m

$"l"m(s&h, s
&
k)

where the last line is equal to $#(s)+ $#(s&) as desired.

Proof of Theorem 2.

Write µ and P in place of µ$ and P $. We will show that µ as defined in

3.7 is a stationary distribution of P , and then conclude that since P has a unique

stationary distribution, that it is µ.
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It is su%cient to show the following detailed balance condition.

µ(s&)Ps"s"" = µ(s&&)Ps""s" , 0 s&, s&& # S

Then µ must be a stationary distribution since

$

s"%S

µ(s&)Ps"s"" =
$

s"%S

µ(s&&)Ps""s" = µ(s&&)
$

s"%S

Ps""s" = µ(s&&)

It is clear that Ps"s"" = Ps""s" = 0 unless either s& = s&&, or for some i, s&i &= s&&i

and s&j = s&&j for all j &= i.

Suppose the current state is s&. The probability that player i is selected to

update his strategy is 1/N . So,

µ(s&)Ps"s"" =
- 1

N

exp
%

&$#(s&)
&

*

s%S exp
%

&$#(s)
&

.

"

/

exp
0

&
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&&i , s

&
j) + &

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&&i , s

&
k)
1

2

÷

/

$

si%Si

exp
0

&
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(si, s

&
j) + &

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u"l"m(si, s
&
k)
1

2

where we ignored terms of $# that do not involve links adjacent to player i’s vertex.

To economize further on notation, define

* :=
1

N
÷

/3

$

s%S

exp
%

&$#(s)
&

4

3

$

si%Si

exp
0

&
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(si, s

&
j) + &

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u"l"m(si, s
&
k)
1
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where we note that * is constant for both states s& and s&& since s&j = s&&j for all

j &= i. Thus
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µ(s&)Ps"s"" = *

/

exp
%

&$#(s&)
&

2/

exp
0

&
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&&i , s

&
j)

+ &
$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&&i , s

&
k)
1

2

= *

/

exp&

3

$#(s&) +
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&&i , s

&
j) +

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&&i , s

&
k)
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= *

/

exp&

3

$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(hk)%E!l!m

$"l"m(s&h, s
&
k)

+
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&&i , s

&
j) +

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&&i , s

&
k)

42

= *

/

exp&

3

$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(hk)%E!l!m

$"l"m(s&h, s
&
k)

+
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij
-

u"l"l(s&i, s
&
j)+ $

"l"l(s&i, s
&
j) + $

"l"l(s&&i , s
&
j)
.

+
$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik
-

u"l"m(s&i, s
&
k)+ $

"l"m(s&i, s
&
k) + $

"l"m(s&&i , s
&
k)
.
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= *

/

exp&

3

$

l'm

$

1'm'M

$

(hk)%E!l!m

$"l"m(s&&h, s
&&
k)

+
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&i, s

&
j) +

$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&i, s

&
k)
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= *

/

exp
%

&$#(s&&)
&

2/

exp
0

&
$

j%"l
j $=i

gij u
"l"l(s&i, s

&
j)

+ &
$

"m%!
"m $="l

$

k%"m

gik u
"l"m(s&i, s

&
k)
1

2

Where the last line equals µ(s&&)Ps""s" , and so we are done with the first part of
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the theorem. That the stochastically stable states are those that maximize $# is

immediate from the definition of µ.
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Abstract

This paper studies a new coordination game, the Language Game, of a large

but finite population. The population is partitioned into two groups of identical

agents. Each player shares a common two-action strategy set and interacts pairwise

with everyone else. Both symmetric profiles are pareto-efficient strict equilibria,

but the groups rank them differently. The profile where successful coordination

occurs only within-group, with each group adopting their most preferred action, is

also an equilibrium provided the smaller group’s preferences are sufficiently strong.

In all dynamically stable long run outcomes, players in the same group adopt the

same action. Three properties, that do not matter for equilibrium selection in

the homogeneous agent models of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young

(1993), do matter in the Language Game. These are: group size, preference over

alternative equilibria, and rates of group adaptiveness (“group dynamism”). A

relative increase in group dynamism is always weakly beneficial.
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“Nobody will ever win the battle of the sexes.
There’s just too much fraternizing with the enemy.”

- Henry Kissinger

2.1 Introduction

A large population coordination problem is one wherein all parties can

realize mutual gains, but only by making mutually consistent decisions. Often,

such mutually consistent decisions require that everybody behave identically. For

example: writing papers in English is a must if that is the conventional medium;

it makes sense to buy a MAC if all your friends already own one; driving on the

opposite side of the road as the oncoming traffic hardly seems wise; etc.

The emergence of coordinated outcomes in large societies, referred to as

conventions by Lewis (1969) and Young (1993, 1996, 2001), has been studied using

the framework of evolutionary game theory. In the canonical model, players are

drawn from a homogeneous population and randomly matched to play a symmetric

2 × 2 game of pure coordination. This situation is then repeated with players

assumed to follow some simple updating rule, that allows population behaviour to

be tracked in a manageable way. However, by construction, the canonical model

can only be used for studying the emergence of conventions in societies where

all agents have the same preferences. This is limiting, since in many situations

of interest, like the adoption of technological standards (Katz and Shapiro, 1985;

Farrell and Saloner, 1985; Arthur, 1989), people often have different tastes, and so

what might be best for some may not be best for all.

In this paper, I propose a new strategic situation, the “Language Game”,

that allows the study of conventions in a heterogeneous environment. The popu-

lation is composed of not one, but two homogeneous groups. Each player has the

same two-action strategy set and interacts pairwise with everybody else. I assume

that successful coordination is good, while all types of failed coordination are bad.

Precisely, a player’s utility is linearly increasing in the number of others who adopt

the same action. Each player has a most preferred coordinated outcome - the key
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feature is that these most preferred outcomes differ across the groups.

Uniform adoption of either action is always a strict equilibrium (convention)

of the Language Game. If the smaller group has sufficiently strong preferences for

one action over the other, then the profile where members of each group adopt their

preferred action and forfeit coordination with those of the other group, can also be

supported as an equilibrium. Such an outcome highlights one positive difference

between my model and existing ones.

Next, the Language Game becomes the stage game of a repeated interaction.

Time is discrete, begins at t = 0, and goes forever. Payoffs are received every period

and actions for tomorrow must be chosen at the end of today. Following Kandori,

Mailath, and Rob (1993) (hereafter KMR), players are assumed (i) to be myopic,

and thus behave as though the following period is the last, and (ii) to exhibit

some inertia, so that not everybody reacts instantaneously to his/her environment.

Whatever individual best responses do get made in a given period are aggregated to

obtain deterministic (nonergodic) group dynamics. Any decentralized adjustment

process with these features will lock in on some convention with probability one.

The concept of stochastic stability (Foster and Young, 1990) enables crisp

predictions to be made about long run behaviour. The basic idea is that players

occasionally, and independently, choose non-optimal responses. These continual

“mistakes” or “mutations” perturb the dynamics in such a way that population

behaviour now spends the bulk of time in the neighbourhood of only certain selected

conventions. Such equilibrium selection in the Language Game depends on three

factors: group size, group payoffs, and how fast each group adapts.1 Increased

rate of adapting and increased numbers are always more likely to bring about a

group’s most preferred outcome. However, stronger preferences need not always

be desirable.

In the canonical model with only one homogeneous population, for any con-

vention each player’s behaviour and payoff are identical. As such, the literature

1Rates of adapting, or “group dynamism”, permits many interpretations. It can be thought
of as how sensitive on average a particular group is to their surroundings, or as the frequency of
death and replacement, or even as adjustment costs varying across groups since some find change
less burdensome.
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has focused primarily on the tension that arises when the “good” pareto-dominant

equilibrium action does not coincide with the “safe” risk-dominant one. Foster

and Young (1990), KMR and Young (1993) were the first to show that evolu-

tionary forces coupled with mutations will propel population behaviour towards

risk-dominance.2 While the definition of risk-dominance, and hence of a risk dom-

inant equilibrium, is not so clear in the Language Game, the stochastically stable

equilibria are never pareto-inefficient. However, due to the existence of multiple

pareto-efficient strict equilibria, not all welfare measures rank conventions identi-

cally. So inefficient outcomes may emerge although the nature of the inefficiency

is different.

Ensuing work showed that the classic risk-dominance selection result is ro-

bust to situations where players interact with only small sets of neighbours, rather

than with the population at large (see Ellison (1993), Blume (1993), Young (2001),

and Peski (2010)). It is quite a startling finding that altering network architec-

ture cannot in any way influence equilibrium selection.3 However, this is simply a

consequence of the fact that all pairwise interactions are the same, which implies

that each individual’s coordination problem is sufficiently similar, and hence in the

presence of neighbours who occasionally make mistakes so is optimal behaviour,

i.e. choose the risk dominant action. The Language game is a situation with more

than one type of pairwise interaction, and an immediate implication of moving it

to a network, is that equilibrium selection is highly sensitive to network topology.

This issue is studied in a companion paper Neary (2010b).

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next Section, I present a simple

example that demonstrates how homogeneous groups with heterogeneous prefer-

ences can be a more natural way to think about certain large population situations,

2This negative result has generated a vast literature. The following papers show that the
pareto-dominant equilibrium action can emerge in similar settings. Ely (2002), Oechssler (1999)
and Oechssler (1997) are models with endogenous pairwise interactions, Canals and Vega-
Redondo (1998) and Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996) vary the frequency with which players
may interact, while Kim and Sobel (1995) add a round of costless communication, “cheap talk”,
before actions are taken.

3Ellison (1993) did note that network architecture can dramatically affect that speed at which
selection will occur, and further notes that if selection takes a long time to occur then perhaps
the validity of evolutionary forces should be called in to question.
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and can provide previously unexplored insights. The Language Game is formally

defined in Section 3.3, where I also characterize the set of pure strategy equi-

libria. Section 3.4 shows how decisions at the individual level are aggregated to

yield group dynamics, and illustrates via some examples how path dependence

may be influenced by the dynamics. This analysis is carried forward to Section

3.5 which contains the main results on equilibrium selection. Section 2.6 looks at

welfare properties of the selected equilibria, while Section 2.7 examines how the

set of selected equilibria varies as Language Game parameters change. Section 3.9

concludes and discusses some potential avenues for future work.

2.2 A Story

The story is an extension of one from KMR. I begin by reminding the reader

of theirs and then building on it. There is a university dormitory of 10 identical

students, referred to as Group A. Each Group A student uses a computer system s

chosen from the set {a, b}. Each evening, the students assemble in the study hall,

where everybody encounters everyone else. When two students interact, they can

collaborate by playing games, sharing files, swapping add-ons, etc. But - and this

is key - meetings are fruitful if and only if both students use the same computer

system. Assume that system a is inherently superior to system b. This induces

the following local-interaction pure coordination game, GAA,

AI

AII

a b

a 2, 2 0, 0

b 0, 0 1, 1

where AI and AII are any pair of Group A students. GAA has two pure strategy

equilibria, (a, a) and (b, b), and a third equilibrium in mixed strategies, where each

player puts weight 1/3 on a. The population coordination problem has two pure

strategy equilibria in which all 10 students adopt a common system, a or b. These

profiles are denoted by a and b respectively.
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It is assumed, again following KMR, that students occasionally have the

opportunity to change their computer, and that students are myopic in that de-

cisions are taken based on the current distribution of computers. This generates

Darwinian dynamics, in which population behaviour is always drifting towards

either a or b. Initial conditions are key: if more than one third of the population

begins using system a (4 or more since the population is of size 10), then outcome

a will be reached, while if 7 or more students start out using b, then b will be the

final resting point. The reasoning is simple, all players collectively agree on what

action is a best response, so the best response today must be at least as good a

response tomorrow as the number of players taking that action can only (weakly)

increase.

However, when trembles or mistakes or experimentation are incorporated

into the dynamics, it is possible to select between strict equilibrium outcomes.

Suppose that the probability that a student mistakenly chooses the computer that

is not an optimal response is given by ε. It takes 4 or more simultaneously oc-

curring mistakes to dislodge the system from b, and 7 or more to get away from

a. The most likely events of this form occur with probability of orders ε4 and ε7

respectively. For small values of ε, ε7 � ε4, and so KMR conclude that when

agents are myopic best responders, who occasionally make mistakes, that outcome

a is far more likely to be observed in the long run.

A key component of the above story was that system a is inherently supe-

rior to system b. While in many coordination problems it is plausible to believe

that coordination on one particular strategy is better (by any metric) than an-

other, words like “better” derive from primitive preferences, and preferences are

individual by nature. In a population with heterogeneous agents, what might be

best for some may not be best for all.

To illustrate the impact of adding heterogeneity, consider the following ex-

tension to the above story. Suppose Group A are “slackers” - they must also do

coursework on their machines, but their main use for computers is playing games.

Instead of assuming that computer system a is flat out better than b, let us sup-

pose that system a more readily supports gaming platforms, which justifies Group
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A’s underlying preference for coordinating on it. Suppose further that there is

another dorm of 5 more students in the next building. This dorm is unconnected

to the first dorm, and I shall call those in this dorm, Group B. Every night these

5 Group B students meet in a separate study hall and exchange software, etc.

Again, interactions are beneficial if and only if the pair involved share the same

system. However, those in Group B are more “serious” scholars, and platform

b suits their scholarly needs better. The local-interaction between two Group B

students is given by the following pure coordination game, GBB,

BI

BII

a b

a 1, 1 0, 0

b 0, 0 2, 2

where BI and BII are any two Group B students. By an identical analysis to

that given above for the Group A coordination problem, left to their own de-

vices Group B will adopt computer system b in the long run.4 Now, consider the

15 person population as a whole. Writing a group-symmetric profile5 as a vec-

tor, (sA, sB), with the Group A profile written first, there are 4 strict equilibria:

(a, a), (a,b), (b, a), (b,b). One can easily see, and it is quite intuitive, that the

long run population profile will be (a,b). So with both groups isolated, each group

internally coordinates on its preferred outcome.

The situation changes when the dorms are connected. Suppose that in an

effort to free up space, the university stipulates that both groups should study in

the larger Group A study room which can accommodate 5 extra bodies. (This frees

up the smaller study room for other activities.) So now, all 15 students meet in the

same room every evening. Everybody interacts with everybody else, and within-

group local-interactions are as before. It remains to specify the local-interaction

that occurs when students from opposite groups meet. This is described by the

4The probability of Group B transitioning from a to b occurs with probability of order ε2,
while that of transitioning from b to a occurs with probability of order ε4.

5A group-symmetric profile is one in which those in the same group take the same action. A
symmetric profile is group-symmetric, though plainly the reverse need not be true.
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coordination game GAB, in which the row player, Ai, is from Group A, while the

column player, Bj, is a Group B student,

Ai

Bj

a b

a 2, 1 0, 0

b 0, 0 1, 2

GAB is not symmetric. It has two pareto-efficient pure strategy equilibria,

(a, a) and (b, b), over which players’ preferences disagree. Considering the new

coordination problem, interactions are now occurring both within- and across-

group. Each Group A student interacts with 9 fellow Group A students and 5

Group B students, while each Group B student interacts with 4 other Group

B students and 10 Group A students. The only group-symmetric equilibria to

this new situation are (a, a) and (b,b).6 While both are pareto-efficient, the 10

Group A students prefer (a, a), while the 5 Group B students view (b,b) as most

desirable.

I now pause and ask the reader to predict what they think the long run

outcome will be (recalling that (a, a) and (b,b) are the only viable candidates).

One conjecture might be the following. Even though behaviour evolves in a de-

centralised manner via individual best responses, group preferences are mirrored

so the greater Group A numbers should somehow collectively force its preferred

outcome, (a, a), onto the population at large.

It turns out that the answer is subtle and depends on a variety of factors

aside from group sizes and group preferences. The first of these is mistakes. In

the original story with only Group A, all agents were identical so assuming they

all make time- and profile-independent mistakes with equal probability seemed not

completely unreasonable. However, with a population composed of two types of

agents, if Group A students tremble with probability εA while Group B students

tremble with probability εB, there is no obvious reason to conclude that εA = εB.

6While (a,b), and (b,a) were equilibria when the two groups were unconnected, they are no
longer equilibria when all students study together.
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The second complicating factor is a property I refer to as group dynamism.

Group dynamism can be thought of as the rate at which a group responds. It may

be that Group A students are more lethargic than Group B students. Perhaps on

average only one Group A student updates his action in a given period, whereas

all Group B students update their action every period. In the real world, there

is no reason to suppose that different groups respond at identical rates. In fact,

often they do not.

However, with these caveats in mind, let’s begin by assuming that: (1)

payoffs are as given in GAA, GAB and GBB; (2) the group sizes are 10 and 5 for

Groups A and B respectively; (3) mistakes are such that εA = εB = ε; and (4)

each period, both groups evolve according to the best-reply dynamic in which all

students react. Now, let us calculate how easy it is to dislodge the population from

each symmetric profile.

Suppose first that the population profile is (b,b). Any Group B student

needs to see a minimum of 10 others taking action a in order to switch his/her

action, while a Group A student needs to see a minimum of 6. Let’s say between 6

and 9 students accidentally chose action a (it is not important how these students

are distributed across the two groups). In the following period, all Group B stu-

dents choose action b, but all Group A students choose action a, so that the new

profile is (a,b). With no further mistakes, all students take action a the following

period. The conclusion is that 6 or more simultaneous mistakes are sufficient to

shift the population from (b,b) to (a, a).

Now assume that the current profile is (a, a). Payoffs are mirrored so the 6-

player and 10-student bounds are still relevant. If between 6 and 9 mistakes occur

whereby students accidentally choose action b, it is enough to induce the 5 Group

B students to take action b, but not enough to induce the 10 Group A students

to do so. Thus, next period’s profile is (a,b), and with no further trembles, the

system reverts to (a, a). It can be computed that a minimum of 10 simultaneous

mistakes are required to shift the system from (b,b) to (a, a).

Transitioning from (a, a) to (b,b) requires an event that occurs with prob-

ability of order ε10, while transitioning from (b,b) to (a, a) one with probability of
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order ε6. For small values of ε, the second transition is far more likely. So provided

that: (i) everybody interacts with everybody else; (ii) both groups respond ac-

cording to best-reply dynamics; (iii) the probability of a student making a mistake

is small, equal for all students, and independent of the current population profile;

and (iv) payoffs and group-sizes are as specified above. Then, the informal analysis

concludes that the unique long run outcome will be (a, a).

Now suppose that the groups adapt at different rates. Precisely: (1) payoffs

are as given in GAA, GAB and GBB; (2) the group sizes are 10 and 5 for Groups

A and B respectively; (3) mistakes are such that εA = εB = ε; and (4) each

period, Group B evolves according to the best-reply dynamic, while only one

Group A student best responds. Again let us calculate how easy it is to dislodge

the population from each of the equilibria. The bounds of 6 and 10 are derived

from preferences and group sizes, not dynamics, so those have not changed. The

difference in this analysis is that it will matter exactly who is making mistakes.

This time, start with the population at (b,b). Suppose 6 Group A students

mistakenly choose a (it does matter that these 6 students are from Group A).

Next period, Group B students maintain taking action b, while one more Group A

student adopts action a, so that the total number taking action a is increased to

7. The following period 8 Group A students are using action a, and so on. Once

all 10 Group A students are taking action a, action a becomes optimal for Group

B students who all immediately adopt it. Thus, 6 of the “right kind” of mistakes

are enough to transition from (b,b) to (a, a).

Now let the current profile be (a, a), and suppose that 6 Group A students

accidentally choose action b, (again, it matters that these 6 students are from

Group A). At this new profile, Group preferences disagree. The reactiveness of

the groups means that the following period, all 5 Group B students adopt action

b, while one of the 6 Group A students who mistakenly chose action b reverts back

to action a. Thus, there are 10
�
= 5 + (6− 1)

�
students taking action b. This is

enough for all Group B students to maintain action b and for Group A students

to prefer action b. From this new situation, by an analysis similar to the previous

paragraph, the behaviour of the population moves incrementally to (b,b).
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Under these different dynamics, transitioning from (b,b) to (a, a) still oc-

curs with probability of order ε6. More importantly however, the likelihood of

transitioning from (a, a) to (b,b) has been lowered to ε6. So provided that: (i)

everybody interacts with everybody else; (ii) Group B best-replies, while Group

A is more lethargic; (iii) the probability of a student making a mistake is small,

equal for all students, and independent of the current state; and (iv) payoffs and

group-sizes are as specified above. Then, the informal analysis concludes that both

symmetric outcomes are equally likely to be observed in the long run.

So what, the reader might ask, is the point of this section? There is certainly

no hint of a crisp result like the risk-dominance prediction of KMR and Young

(1993).7 But in fact, the lack of a clean result is precisely the point. That is, what

prediction results I do obtain, are incredibly fragile. That group size and strength

of payoffs affect long run behaviour is intuitive but not predicted by homogeneous

agent case. In that framework, once an equilibrium is risk-dominant it is selected

(even though it may be pareto-dominated to an arbitrary extent), and this is of

course independent of population size.

Once we move to the details of the dynamics the situation becomes even

worse. It is well known (Bergin and Lipman, 1996) that any strict equilibrium may

be selected with appropriately defined mutations. However, the risk-dominance

result is robust to both uniform errors and also payoff dependent errors (Blume,

1993). This is not the case for the Language Game described above - though given

that strength of payoffs affect selection even under uniform errors, it is unsurprising

that payoff dependent dynamics yield different selection results.

7I am applying existing selection techniques to a new strategic situation, and in this situation
it is unclear how concepts like risk-dominance ought be defined. One might be tempted to suggest
that the profile (a,b) is risk-dominant, but for the parameters given above this profile is not an
equilibrium. Thus we would be in the unusual situation of having the risk-dominant profile be
unstable.
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2.3 The Language Game

2.3.1 The Model

The Language Game, G, is defined as the tuple {N ,Π, S,G}, where N :=

{1, . . . , N} is the population of players; Π := {A,B} is a partition of N into

two nonempty homogeneous groups A, B of sizes NA, NB (≥ 2) respectively;

S := {a, b} is the set of actions common to all players; G :=
�
GAA, GAB, GBB

�
is

the collection of pairwise local-interactions, where GAA is the exchange that occurs

whenever a player from Group A meets a player from Group A, etc. GAA, GAB,

and GBB are given as follows,

GAA GBB

A1

A2

a b
a p, p 0, 0
b 0, 0 1− p, 1− p

B1

B2

a b
a 1− q, 1− q 0, 0
b 0, 0 q, q

GAB

Ai

Bj

a b
a p, 1− q 0, 0
b 0, 0 1− p, q

The Language Game is a simultaneous move game, in which players do not

randomize. Utilities are the sum of payoffs earned from playing the field, where

the same action must be used with one and all.8 I assume that p, q ∈ (1/2, 1), so

Group Amembers prefer to coordinate on a, and GroupB prefer to coordinate on b.

Even though within-group local-interactions are constrained symmetric while those

across-group are not, note that all local-interactions are opponent independent in

that a player’s payoff depends only on the actions chosen and not the other player’s

8While this has a different interpretation to a game of random matching, strategic behaviour
is the same in both.
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identity.9 Thus a player cares only about the number of others expected to choose

the same action, and not on who those others are.

With only two types of agents, population behaviour can be written con-

cisely. Let [ω]
K

denote the number of players in group K ∈ Π using action

a. Call ω =
�
[ω]

A
, [ω]

B

�
the state of the play, where the state space is Ω :=

�
0, . . . , NA

�
×

�
0, . . . , NB

�
. For any state ω ∈ Ω, define na = [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
, and

nb = N − na. The utility a player in group K ∈ Π receives from taking action

s ∈ {a, b} in state ω, written UK(s;ω), is given by

UA(a;ω) :=
�
na − 1

�
p (2.1)

UA(b;ω) :=
�
N − na − 1

�
(1− p) (2.2)

UB(a;ω) :=
�
na − 1

�
(1− q) (2.3)

UB(b;ω) :=
�
N − na − 1

�
q (2.4)

Before discussing individual behaviour, I should mention genericity. Let-

ting N := {1, 2, . . . }, the set of Language Games can be parameterized by Θ =

{(NA, NB, p, q) : NA, NB ∈ N\ {1} ; p, q ∈ (1/2, 1)}. For a given game G ∈ Θ and

a given group K ∈ Π, the statement “if there does not exist a state ω ∈ Ω such

that UK(a;ω) = UK(b;ω)”, will be abbreviated to “genK”. If there exists such

a state, the shorthand is “ngenK ”. The subset of the parameter space for which

any indifference occurs can easily be shown to have a closure of measure zero, and

so when both genA and genB, following standard terminology I say G is generic.

Otherwise, G is nongeneric.

2.3.2 Individual Behaviour

Let R denote the real line, and R+ its positive part. For any x ∈ R, let
�x� := min {n ∈ N | x ≤ n} and �x� := max {n ∈ N | x ≥ n}. Define the follow-

9This is obviously a gross simplification and may not be applicable for many real world
situations. See Neary (2010c) for extensions of this model to situations where not only the value
of successful coordination may be opponent dependent, but even what might be the optimal action
with one Group may not be optimal with another, e.g. coordination ‘vs’ anti-coordination.
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ing,10

nA

a
:= min

�
na

��UA(a;ω) > UA(b;ω)
�
= �(1− p)N + (2p− 1)�, (2.5)

nB

a
:= min

�
na

��UB(a;ω) > UB(b;ω)
�
= �q(N − 2) + 1�, (2.6)

nA

b
:= min

�
nb

��UA(a;ω) < UA(b;ω)
�
= �p(N − 2) + 1�, (2.7)

nB

b
:= min

�
nb

��UB(a;ω) < UB(b;ω)
�
= �(1− q)N + (2q − 1)� (2.8)

nA

a
is the number of players taking action a for a player from Group A to

strictly prefer action a, etc. When p = q, by symmetry nA

a
= nB

b
and nA

b
= nB

a
.

This appears to suggest that the strategic situation is mirrored for groups A and

B. While this is true at the individual level, it need not be true at the level of the

group.

Let ΩA,a�b and ΩB,a�b denote the set of states such that A players and B

players respectively strictly prefer action a to action b. Similarly define ΩA,b�a,

and ΩB,b�a.

ΩA,a�b :=
�
ω ∈ Ω

�� [ω]
A
+ [ω]

B
≥ nA

a

�
(2.9)

ΩB,a�b :=
�
ω ∈ Ω

�� [ω]
A
+ [ω]

B
≥ nB

a

�
(2.10)

ΩA,b�a :=
�
ω ∈ Ω

�� [ω]
A
+ [ω]

B
≤ N − nA

b

�
(2.11)

ΩB,b�a :=
�
ω ∈ Ω

�� [ω]
A
+ [ω]

B
≤ N − nB

b

�
(2.12)

Sets ΩA,a�b, ΩB,a�b, ΩA,b�a, and ΩB,b�a are defined likewise but for weak preference.

Generically, these sets of weak- and strict-preference coincide. Letting ⊆ (⊂)

denote weak (strict) inclusion, we have the following lemma whose simple proof is

omitted.

Lemma 1. When NA ≥ 2 and NB ≥ 2,

1. ΩB,a�b ⊆ ΩA,a�b

2. ΩA,b�a ⊆ ΩB,b�a

10The values given are for generic G. For the relevant nongeneric case, increase the values by
1.
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An immediate implication of Lemma 1 is that, even non-generically, there

is no state such that members of both groups are simultaneously indifferent, i.e.

ngenA and ngenB cannot both hold.

The interpretation of the lemma is as follows. Fix a state ω. If all members

of Group B (A) weakly prefer action a (b) at this particular state, then this same

action is the unique best response for all members of Group A (B), and hence is a

best response for the population as a whole. It does not say that if action a (b) is

preferred by Group A (B), it must simultaneously be preferred by Group B (A).

That is, there may exist a state such that group preferences differ. The following

provides mild sufficient conditions for the existence of such a state.

Lemma 2. If either

• N is even, or

• N is odd and N > 2 + 1
p+q−1 .

then,

ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a �= ∅

Proof. The proof is found in Appendix 2.9.3.

2.3.3 Equilibria

Behaviour at states (0, 0), (0, NB), (NA, 0), and (NA, NB), is referred to as

group-symmetric for obvious reasons. These four states will appear repeatedly

throughout the paper, and are denoted by ωbb,ωba, ωab, and ωaa respectively. For

a given game, G, let E(G) denote the set of group-symmetric equilibria. With an

abuse of terminology, I will refer to E(G) as the equilibrium set, since it turns out

(Section 3.4) that group-symmetric equilibria are the only serious candidates for

long run behaviour. The following Theorem, stated without proof, classifies E(G)
for various parameters.

Theorem 3. In the Language Game, G,

1. State ωaa is always a strict equilibrium.
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2. State ωbb is always a strict equilibrium.

3. State ωba is never an equilibrium.

4. State ωab is an equilibrium if and only if

p ≥ NB

N − 1
and q ≥ NA

N − 1

Parts 1 - 2 of Theorem 3 are easily understood, since deviating from a

symmetric profile means failing to coordinate with everyone in the population.

Part 3 is also very simple. One of the groups must be (weakly) smaller, and at

state ωba, members of this (weakly) smaller group observe strictly more than half

the players in the population adopting their preferred action. Hence they wish to

deviate.

The intuition for part 4 is as follows. State ωab involves each player success-

fully coordinating on their most preferred action with only those from his/her own

group. To sustain ωab as an equilibrium, the high payoffs earned from within-group

interactions, must exceed those that could be earned from successful coordination

with the members of the other group on a less preferred action. This requires the

product of “own group size” and “preferred local-interaction payoff” be sufficiently

large for each player. That is, a player must either be part of the larger group, or

part of a group with a strong relative preference for one action over the other, or

both. The inequality for the larger group clearly always holds, and so one must

only check that of the smaller group.

While Theorem 3 is simple, it is also intuitive. The following two examples,

which are carried throughout the paper, illustrate precisely why. They further

demonstrate that while both symmetric profiles are socially efficient, members of

the different groups prefer different ones. This observation stimulates the discus-

sion of welfare in Section 2.6.

Example 1. Let G1 = (10, 5, 3/5, 2/3).

For these parameters ωab is not an equilibrium, because from this state Group B

players have an incentive to deviate to action a. Precisely, the second inequality of
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part 4 in Theorem 3 does not hold. The reader can check that the first inequality

of part 4 in Theorem 3, relevant to Group A players, does hold, as it must since

Group A is the larger group.

Example 2. Let G2 = (10, 5, 3/5, 5/6).

Group B members now have a stronger relative preference for coordinating on

action b over action a. As in Example 1, the first inequality of Theorem 3 part

4, for ωab to be an equilibrium holds (there is no need to recheck as parameters

relevant to Group A are the same as they were in G1). This time however, the

inequality relevant to Group B members also holds. While group B still has only

half as many members as group A, the relative reward for coordinating on action b

over action a for group B members has increased sufficiently that even coordinating

with a small number of players on their most preferred action can compensate for

the larger number of failed coordinations.

2.4 Evolutionary Dynamics

2.4.1 Specification

Now suppose the Language Game becomes the stage game of a repeated

interaction. Time is discrete, begins at t = 0, and goes forever. Utilities are

received every period and actions for tomorrow are chosen at the end of today.

I avail of precisely the assumptions placed on individual behaviour from KMR’s

evolutionary model.

Assumption 1. Inertia: At the end of each period, a nonempty subset of players

are provided with the opportunity to revise their strategy for the following period.

Assumption 2. Myopia: When a player does react, he best responds to the current

environment.

One possible explanation put forward for high inertia is that in many sit-

uations changing an action is a costly excercise. Another is that players observe

only slices of information so their understanding of the game may be imperfect,
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and that this may cause them to stand by the status quo for longer than might be

optimal. Myopia usefully captures the notion that players are boundedly rational

and/or do not understand the dynamics of the population at large. Furthermore,

it follows quite naturally for systems with high inertia, since in this case, a best

response against the current population profile should not only generate a high

payoff tomorrow, but also a “pretty good” payoff for some time in near the future.

Aggregating responses from the individual level to the population level, the

evolution of population behaviour may be described by a deterministic dynamic,

Ψ, where

ωt+1 :=Ψ(ωt)

=
�
ΨA(ωt),Ψ

B(ωt)
�

The mappings ΨA : Ω →
�
0, . . . , NA

�
and ΨB : Ω →

�
0, . . . , NB

�
are the re-

spective Group dynamics. Following from myopia, strategic decisions are made by

looking back at today’s environment, and making a choice of action for tomorrow,

based on what would have been an ideal strategy to have held earlier today. How-

ever, since there is inertia, perhaps not all agents myopically best respond every

period. Thus, each of ΨA and ΨB possess the “Darwinian” property of KMR, so

that Ψ satisfies the following definition.

Definition 14 (Group-Darwinian Adjustment Process). Say that Ψ = (ΨA,ΨB)

has the Group-Darwinian Property if, for any K ∈ {A,B},

1. for all ω �∈
�
ω�

�� [ω�]
K
= 0, NK

�
,

sign
�
ΨK(ω)− [ω]

K

�
= sign

�
UK(a;ω)− UK(b;ω)

�
(2.13)

2. • ΨK(ω) = 0, if [ω]
K
= 0 and UK(a;ω) ≤ UK(b;ω)

• ΨK(ω) = NK , if [ω]
K
= NK and UK(a;ω) ≥ UK(b;ω)

Group-Darwinianism naturally extends the Darwinian property of KMR to

a situation with multiple groups. It is similar, in that it makes the standard evo-

lutionary assumption that better strategies are no worse represented next period.
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But it is different since, (i) for certain states, groups may disagree over which

strategies are “better” (Lemma 2), and (ii) the rate at which each group’s best

responses are better represented next period is left unspecified, and need not be

the same across groups.

As time proceeds the population reacts every period, and so interest lies

in repeated applications of Ψ. For all ω, let Ψ0(ω) = ω, and for m ∈ N define

the m-fold repetition of Ψ, Ψm, inductively as Ψm(ω) = Ψ
�
Ψm−1(ω)

�
. Define

the set of rest points, Ω0 := {ω |Ψ(ω) = ω} ⊂ Ω. It can easily be shown that

for each ω ∈ Ω, there exists ˆ̂m(ω), such that for all m ≥ ˆ̂m(ω), Ψm(ω) ∈ Ω0.

Finally, let m̂ := maxω ˆ̂m(ω), and for each ω ∈ Ω0, define the basin of attraction

of ω by V(ω) := {ω� | ∀m ≥ m̂,Ψm(ω�) = ω}. Generically, Ω0 = E(G), and so the

state space can be partitioned into {V(ω)}
ω∈E(G). When ngenA, it is possible that

(nA

a
− 1, 0) ∈ Ω0, and when ngenB, it may be that (NA, NB − nB

b
+ 1) ∈ Ω0.

When Lemma 2 holds, the basins of attraction depend on the exact speci-

fication of Ψ. Keeping track of these is of prime concern for issues of equilibrium

selection in Section 3.5. To assist in this, define a partial ordering on Ω as follows.

If ω and ω� are elements of Ω, write ω �a ω�, if [ω]
A
≥ [ω�]

A
and [ω]

B
≥ [ω�]

B
. That

is, ω �a ω� if, in state ω, there are (weakly) more players in both groups taking

action a. The pair (Ω,�a) is a complete lattice with bottom element ωbb and top

element ωaa.11

While the Group-Darwinian property of Definition 14 seems appealing at

first, the class of dynamics satisfying it is still too broad to show general results.

The following additional constraint placed on the dynamics will make tracking of

population behaviour easier.

Definition 15 (Monotonic Adjustment Process). Say that Ψ : Ω → Ω is mono-

tonic, if for any pair ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω,

ω� �a ω
�� ⇒ Ψ(ω�) �a Ψ(ω��) (2.14)

It is easy to construct adaptive processes satisfying Definition 14, but not

11Lattices are briefly discussed in Appendix 2.9.1.
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Definition 15, and vice versa. I limit attention to the class of dynamics satisfying

both Definitions, and refer to these to as monotone Group-Darwinian processes.

Soon I place further restrictions on this class, but first, a useful result.

Lemma 3. For any monotonic Group-Darwinian process, and any state ω ∈ Ω0,

the set V(ω) is convex.

Proof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.9.3.

The tractable subclass of monotonic Group-Darwinian dynamics on which

I focus, are those where each group responds at a constant rate. The relative rates

at which groups adapt is a property I term group-dynamism.

Definition 16. Say that Group K ∈ {A,B} responds at constant-rate-ξK , if there

exists ξK ∈
�
1, . . . , NK

�
, such that for all ω ∈ Ω, and all t,

ΨK(ωt) = [ωt+1]K =






max {0, [ωt]K − ξK} , if UK(a;ωt) < UK(b;ωt),

[ωt]K , if UK(a;ωt) = UK(b;ωt),

min
�
[ωt]K + ξK , NK

�
, if UK(a;ωt) > UK(b;ωt),

Definition 17. Say that Ψ is a constant rate dynamic if both groups adapt at

constant rates. If GroupsA andB respond at constant-rates ξA and ξB respectively,

write Ψ = (ΨA

ξA
,ΨB

ξB
).

Constant rate dynamics have a simple interpretation. Next period, a fixed

number of new agents from each group adopt that group’s best response (provided

this new number, when added to the original number of agents who were already

taking that action, does not exceed the size of the group). The best-reply dynamic,

B := (BA,BB), is a constant rate dynamic with ξA = NA and ξB = NB. I now

define what it means for one group to be more dynamic than the other. Clearly,

best-replying will be the most reactive a group can be.

Definition 18. If Ψ is a constant rate dynamic, say that Group K ∈ {A,B} is

(weakly) more-dynamic than Group K � �= K, written ΨK �d (�d)ΨK
�
, if

ξK� < (≤)min
�
ξK , NK

�
�
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Groups adapt at the same rate, ΨA ∼d ΨB, if neither is more dynamic.

Formally, ΨA ∼d ΨB if either (i) ξA = ξB = ξ ∈
�
1, . . . ,min

�
NA − 1, NB − 1

��
,

or (ii) one of the following holds:
�
ξA = NA ≤ ξB ≤ NB

�
or

�
ξB = NB ≤

ξA ≤ NA
�
. The first condition says that neither group best-replies, and, whenever

possible, next period equal numbers of new agents from each group adopt that

group’s best response. The second says that if the smaller of the two groups is

best-replying, then even if, whenever possible, the larger group has more agents

reacting each period, both groups are still said to be evolving at the same rate.

Armed with Definitions 16-18, it will now be possible to make positive

statements about varying dynamics. Normative statements are more problematic.

While increased adaptiveness is a desirable property in the Language Game (Sec-

tion 3.5), that is because locally risk-dominant actions coincide with most-preferred

equilibrium actions. If these actions did not accord, then greater group dynamism

could be detrimental.12

2.4.2 Path Dependence

In KMR, dynamics are defined on a linear state space, and when the com-

mon local-interaction is a game of pure coordination, generically there are two rest

points, one at either end. KMR emphasize that path dependence of population

behaviour rests crucially on the initial conditions, but that the final outcome is

“independent ... to all but the coarsest features of the dynamics”. The intuition

for this was discussed in the story of Section 4.2. Loosely, once the process starts

heading in a particular direction, it cannot “turn around”. However, in the Lan-

guage Game, the final outcome can depend not only on the initial state, ω0, but

also on the exact specification of the dynamics.

To illustrate how path dependence may be sensitive to both the initial

conditions and also the specifics of the dynamics, recall Example 1 from Section

3.3, where G1 =
�
(NA, NB), (p, q)

�
= {(10, 5), (3/5, 2/3)}. Figure 2.1 shows the

state space Ω as an 11 × 6 lattice, with [ω]
A
∈ {0, . . . , 10} on the horizontal-axis,

12That is, to be part of a less dynamic (“lazier”) group may be desirable in certain situations.
Thanks to Frances Ruane for originally pointing this out.
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and [ω]
B
∈ {0, . . . , 5} on the vertical-axis. Each state is depicted by a circle. The

set of blue circles is ΩA,b�a, while those red circles comprise ΩB,a�b. These sets are

defined by (nA

a
, nA

b
, nB

a
, nB

b
) = (7, 9, 10, 6), calculated using equations 2.5-2.8. At

the states depicted by hollow circles, ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a, group preferences disagree

(by Lemma 1, Group A prefers a, Group B prefers b).

⑦
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Figure 2.1: ΩA,b�a - ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a - ΩB,a�b.

A large circle denotes a rest point. Corner states ωbb and ωaa are always rest

points, while corner state ωab is a rest point if the conditions of Theorem 3 part 4

are satisfied. While states (nA

a
− 1, 0) and (NA, NB − nB

b
+ 1) can be rest points

non-generically, no other state can be. Example 1 is generic and the conditions of

Theorem 3 part 4 are not satisfied, and so in Figure 2.1, the only two rest points

are ωbb = (0, 0) and ωaa = (10, 5).

To understand Group-Darwinianism, consider the state (5, 3). Since (5, 3) ∈
ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a, it must be that Ψ

�
(5, 3)

�
∈ {6, . . . , 10} × {0, 1, 2}. While mono-

tonicity is not shown in Figure 2.1, it is also easily understood when coupled

with Group-Darwinianism. Consider the pair of states, (5, 2) and (5, 3). Clearly

(5, 3) �a (5, 2), and so Ψ
�
(5, 3)

�
�a Ψ

�
(5, 2)

�
. Since (5, 2) ∈ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a,

Ψ
�
(5, 2)

�
∈ {(6, . . . 10} × {0, 1}. Now suppose that Ψ

�
(5, 2)

�
= (8, 1). Then

Ψ
�
(5, 3)

�
is further restricted to the set

�
(8, 1), (9, 1), (10, 1), (8, 2), (9, 2), (10, 2)

�
.
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Figure 2.1 is a preference map, with
�
ΩA,b�a,ΩB,a�b,ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a

�
as

the partition. To partition Ω into {V(ω)}
ω∈Ω0

, further information on the details

of the dynamics are needed. To see how these details can matter, it is instructive

to start by looking at behaviour at individual states for varying dynamics.13

Example 3 (Ψ = (BA,BB)). From Figure 2.1, the interpretation is easy: no

matter what the current state, the following state must be ωbb,ωab, or ωaa. Blue

states jump immediately to ωbb, black states to ωab, and red states to ωaa. Formally,

for any ω ∈ ΩA,b�a, Ψ(ω) = B(ω) = ωbb; for any ω ∈ ΩB,a�b, Ψ(ω) = B(ω) = ωaa;

and for any ω ∈ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a, B(ω) = ωab and B2(ω) = ωaa. That is, states in

ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a transition first to ωab, and from there to ωaa, and so with Ψ = B,
are considered red.

Example 4 (Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB)). Figure 2.2 illustrates the basins of attraction for

this scenario. As before, states in ΩB,a�b are denoted by solid red circles, and

states in ΩA,b�a by solid blue circles. States for which the groups have conflicting

preferences, ΩB,b�a ∩ ΩA,a�b, are again denoted by hollow circles. However, it is

not the case that ΩB,b�a ∩ ΩA,a�b ⊆ V(ωaa), as it was when Ψ = B. Hollow red

circles eventually lead to ΩB,a�b and hence to ωaa, but hollow blue circles lead

immediately to ΩA,b�a and eventually to ωbb.

To be clear what is happening, again consider state (5, 3). When Ψ =

(BA,BB) as in Example 3, the dynamics terminate at (10, 5) via the path {(5, 3) →
(10, 0) → (10, 5)}. When Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB) as in Example 4, (5, 3) leads to (0, 0), via

the path {(5, 3) → (6, 0) → (5, 0) → (4, 0) → (3, 0) → (2, 0) → (1, 0) → (0, 0)}.
We can also trace how the boundaries of the basins of attraction vary.14

When ΨA ∼d ΨB, all basins of attraction, and hence their boundaries, are the

same.15 By Lemma 3, for any monotone dynamics the basins will be convex. This

is easily seen by inspection of Figures 2.1 and 2.2. From Figure 2.1, and for any

Ψ such that ξA = ξB,

13The formal analysis of how basins of attraction vary across constant rate adaptive processes
is carried out in Appendix 2.9.2.

14The boundaries, both upper (lower) and total upper (total lower), are defined in Appendix
2.9.1.

15In fact, this statement holds true under the weaker condition that ξA ≥ nA
a and ξB ≥ nB

b .
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Figure 2.2: V(ωbb) and V(ωaa) when Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB).

•
�
V(ωbb)

�
+
=

�
V(ωbb)

�
++

= {(1, 5), (2, 4), (3, 3), (4, 2), (5, 1), (6, 0)}

•
�
V(ωaa)

�
− =

�
V(ωaa)

�
−− = {(2, 5), (3, 4), (4, 3), (5, 2), (6, 1), (7, 0)}

while in Figure 2.2, with Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB),

•
�
V(ωbb)

�
+
= {(4, 5), (5, 4), (6, 0)}

•
�
V(ωbb)

�
++

= {(4, 5), (5, 4), (5, 3), (5, 2), (5, 1), (6, 0)}

•
�
V(ωaa)

�
− = {(5, 5), (6, 1), (7, 0)}

•
�
V(ωaa)

�
−− = {(5, 5), (6, 4), (6, 3), (6, 2), (6, 1), (7, 0)}

2.5 Equilibrium Selection

Any deterministic Group-Darwinian dynamic, Ψ, induces a time homoge-

neous Markov process on the finite state space Ω. Let P be the associated Markov

matrix, where for every pair of states ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω, P (ω�,ω��) ≥ 0 denotes the prob-

ability of transitioning from ω� to ω��, and for each ω ∈ Ω,
�

ω� P (ω,ω�) = 1.

For any finite set X, let �(X) denote the set of distributions on X. A

stationary distribution of P is a row-vector µ ∈ �(Ω), such that µP = µ. The set
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of stationary distributions is denoted �0(Ω). Writing supp(µ) for the support of

µ, say that D ⊂ Ω is a recurrent class, if for all ω ∈ Ω, and all µ ∈ �0(Ω) with

supp(µ) ⊂ D, µ(ω) > 0 ⇐⇒ ω ∈ D. A state is recurrent if it is contained in a

recurrent class, and transient otherwise. A singleton recurrent class is an absorbing

state.

All Markov processes possess at least one stationary distribution, while er-

godic Markov processes possess only one. The third assumption of KMR, perturbs

the deterministic dynamics in such a way as to induce a new Markov process that

is ergodic.16

Assumption 3. Behavioural Mutation: There is a small probability that an agent

may choose an action at random.

One interpretation is as follows. After afforded decisions have been taken,

but before payoffs are made, with probability εA > 0 (εB > 0) each Group A (B)

player switches his current action choice, and with probability 1 − εA (1 − εB)

maintains his action.17

Even for constant rate dynamics, there is no grounds for always assuming

ΨA ∼d ΨB. Similarly, there is no reason to suppose that behavioural mutations

occur with equal likelihood for members of different groups.18 So while interest

will lie in the case where (εA, εB) → (0, 0), I will be making the strong assumption

that εA = εB = ε, for all states and all time periods. It is tempting to insist on a

milder condition like εA = O(εB) and εB = O(εA),19 but the selection results may

differ.20

16Technically this assumption makes the process irreducible and aperiodic which for finite state
Markov processes is sufficient for ergodicity. See Karlin and Taylor (1975).

17This is a different interpretation to that given in KMR, but it generates the same switching
probabilities.

18Nor is there any reason to suppose mutations are both state- and time-independent. The
effects that subtle differences in mutation rates can have on equilibrium selection are examined
in Bergin and Lipman (1996).

19Letting both εA and εB be functions of ε, we say that εA(ε) = O
�
εB(ε)

�
as ε ↓ 0, if and only

if there exists positive numbers M and δ, such that εA(ε) ≤ |MεB(ε)| for all ε < δ.
20However, this should not be muddled with the results of Bergin and Lipman (1996) (see

footnote 4 above). To my knowledge, there are no games for which the Ising model dynamics of
Blume (1993) select different long run equilibria to the dynamics of KMR. In Neary (2010b), I
show how these two dynamics can arrive at different selection results for an open set of parameters
for the Language Game.
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For a given ε > 0, the above perturbations define a new ergodic Markov

process with associated transition matrix P ε, and unique stationary distribution µε.

By continuity, the accumulation point of {µε}
ε>0, µ

�, is a stationary distribution

of P := limε↓0 P ε. Our interest lies in the states to which µ� assigns positive

probability.

Definition 19. State ω is stochastically stable if µ�(ω) > 0, and uniquely stochas-

tically stable if µ�(ω) = 1. Let Ω� denote the set of stochastically stable states.

Write L for the collection of recurrent classes. For the Language Game, it

can be shown that L = {{ω}}
ω∈Ω0

, where Ω0 is the set of rest points as defined in

Section 3.4. We can express Ω� as the union of recurrent classes as follows

∃M ⊂ L such that Ω� =
�

D∈M

D

Calculating µ� is the objective. This is done using tree-surgery techniques

from Freidlin and Wentzell (1998), first introduced to game theory in Foster and

Young (1990). To do so, it will be useful to view states in Ω as the vertices of

a fully connected directed graph, Γ�. An edge in Γ� from ω� to ω�� is denoted

(ω� → ω��). A walk from ω� to ω�� is a sequence of edges {(ωi → ωi+1)}m−1
i=0 where

ω0 = ω�, and ωm = ω��. A path is a walk in which the vertices are distinct. A

typical path from ω� to ω�� is denoted by h(ω�,ω��), and the set of all paths from

ω� to ω�� by H(ω�,ω��). Extending this, the set of all paths from a state ω to a set

Q �� ω can be defined as follows, H(ω, Q) = ∪ω�∈QH(ω,ω�).

Following KMR, we assume that for any pair ω�,ω��, the following limit

exists

cΨ(ω
�,ω��) := lim

ε↓0

logP ε(ω�,ω��)

log ε

= �Ψ(ω�),ω���

where cΨ : Ω × Ω → R+ ∪ {∞} is a cost function. The value it takes for a

particular pair (ω�,ω��) is interpreted as the minimum number of simultaneous

mutations needed to transition directly from ω� to ω��, or in graph theoretic terms,
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as the cost of edge (ω� → ω��) in Γ�.21

For any function τ : Ω → Ω, a path from ω� to ω�� in τ , is a path {(ω0 →
ω1), (ω1 → ω2), . . . , (ωm−1 → ωm)}, where ω0 = ω� and ωm = ω��, such that

τ(ωi) = ωi+1 for all i = 0, . . . ,m− 1. An ω-tree, τω, is a mapping τω : Ω → Ω such

that: (i) τω(ω) = ω; (ii) for every ω� ∈ Ω\ {ω}, there is a unique path in τω from

ω� to ω. Say that ω�� is a successor of ω� in τω if τm
ω
(ω�) = ω�� for some m ≥ 1, and

the immediate successor if m = 1.

For each ω, Tω is the set of all ω-trees. The cost of ω-tree, τω ∈ Tω, is the

sum of the costs of its edges,

cΨ(τω) =
�

ω� �=ω

cΨ
�
ω�, τω(ω

�)
�

For the Language Game, G, and cost function, cΨ, define the set of states that

achieve minimum cost ω-trees as

Ξ(G, cΨ) :=
�
ω� ∈ Ω

��� for any ω ∈ Ω, min
τω�∈Tω�

cΨ(τω�) ≤ min
τω∈Tω

cΨ(τω)
�

The following is the result of Freidlin and Wentzell (1998). Note it’s relation to

Definition 19 above.

Lemma 4. State ω is stochastically stable if ω ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ), and uniquely stochas-

tically stable if {ω} = Ξ(G, cΨ). That is, Ξ(G, cΨ) = Ω�.

By Young (1993), Theorem 4, the stochastically stable states are contained

in a recurrent class. We can therefore restrict attention to minimum cost ω-trees of

recurrent states. For the Language Game, L = {{ω}}
ω∈Ω0

, and V(ω�)∩ V(ω��) = ∅
for all distinct ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω0. Thus, the key to computing ω-trees of the absorbing

states, is to find a path of minimum cost from each absorbing state to the convex

basin of attraction of the others. For any pair of states ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω, denote by

21Note that cΨ is allowed to take the value∞. This could be the case if a transition is impossible
under the dynamics. In this paper, the range of cΨ is the range of � , � which is {0, . . . , N}.
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c�Ψ(ω
�,ω��) the cost of the path of minimum cost between them. That is,

c�Ψ(ω
�,ω��) := min

{(ωj→ωj+1)}n−1
j=0 ∈H(ω�,ω��)

n−1�

m=0

cΨ(ωm,ωm+1)

The two main results in this Section concern equilibrium selection. Before

presenting these however, the following Lemma is needed. It says that a path of

minimum cost out of a region of the state space in which the dynamics are unam-

biguous, involves a direct transition out. An immediate and important consequence

is that it holds for the symmetric profiles ωbb and ωaa.

Lemma 5. Let Ψ be a monotonic Group-Darwinian adjustment process. Then,

1. For all ω ∈ ΩA,b�a, the minimum of cΨ(h�) over all paths h� ∈ H
�
ω,Ω\ΩA,b�a

�

is attained by

h� :=
�
(ω → ω�)

�

where

ω� ∈ argmin
ω̂ ∈ (Ω\ΩA,b�a)−

�Ψ(ω), ω̂�

2. For all ω ∈ ΩB,a�b, the minimum of cΨ(h��) over all paths h�� ∈ H
�
ω,

Ω\ΩB,a�b
�
is attained by

h�� :=
�
(ω → ω��)

�

where

ω�� ∈ argmin
ω̂ ∈ (Ω\ΩB,a�b)+

�Ψ(ω), ω̂�

However, the paths h� and h�� above attaining these minimum costs need not be

unique.

Proof. The proof is found in Appendix 2.9.3.

Generically ΩA,b�a ⊆ V(ωbb) and ΩB,a�b ⊆ V(ωaa). So all that remains is to

classify behaviour for states in
�
ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,a�b

�
. It turns out that the behaviour

of the dynamics in these states can be key for selection. When E(G) = {ωbb,ωaa},
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the set
�
ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,a�b

�
has more of an effect than when E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}.

The analysis of each case is quite different and so are looked at separately. The

second case is easier to begin with.

2.5.1 Equilibrium set is {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}

We begin by calculating the minimum cost ω-trees of each convention, when

the groups adapt at constant and equal rates.

Theorem 4. Suppose Condition 4 of Theorem 3 holds, so E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa},
and that the monotonic Group-Darwinian adjustment process is such that both

groups evolve at constant and equal rates. Let τ �
ωbb

, τ �
ωab

, and τ �
ωaa

, denote minimum

cost ω-trees for ωbb,ωab, and ωaa respectively. Then,

cΨ(τ
�

ωbb
) = nB

b
+ nA

b
−NB (2.15)

cΨ(τ
�

ωab
) = nB

b
+ nA

a
(2.16)

cΨ(τ
�

ωaa
) = nA

a
+ nB

a
−NA (2.17)

The set of stochastically stable states are those with ω-tree of minimum cost. That

is,

Ξ(G, cΨ) = argmin
ω∈{ωbb,ωab,ωaa}

cΨ(τ
�

ω
)

The details are found in Appendix 2.9.3. Here I discuss the intuition.

The proof rests on computing paths of minimum cost between the six pairs of

coventions, (ωbb,ωab), (ωbb,ωaa), (ωab,ωbb), (ωab,ωaa), (ωaa,ωbb), and (ωaa,ωab). By

Lemma 5, the minima of cΨ(h�) over all h� ∈ H(ωbb,ωab), and of cΨ(h��) over all

h�� ∈ H(ωaa,ωab), are attained by

h�(ωbb,ωab) =
��

ωbb → (nA

a
, 0)

��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(nA

a
, 0)

�
for some m ≥ 0

�

h�(ωaa,ωab) =
��

ωaa → (NA, NB − nB

b
)
��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(NA, NB − nB

b
)
�
for some m ≥ 0

�
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Next, use Lemma 8 to show that the minima of cΨ(h�) over all h� ∈ H(ωab,ωbb),

and of cΨ(h��) over all h�� ∈ H(ωab,ωaa), are attained by

h�(ωab,ωbb) =
��

ωab → (nA

b
−NB, 0)

��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(nA

b
−NB, 0)

�
for some m ≥ 0

�

h�(ωab,ωaa) =
��

ωab → (NA, nB

a
−NA)

��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(NA, nB

a
−NA)

�
for some m ≥ 0

�

Lastly, note that when both groups adapt at constant and equal rates, V(ωab)

is “sandwiched” between V(ωbb) and V(ωaa). That is, for all ω� ∈ V(ωbb) and

ω�� ∈ V(ωaa) with ω� �a ω��, there exists ω̂ ∈ V(ωab) such that ω� �a ω̂ �a ω��.

Using this, it is easily shown that paths of minimum cost from ωbb to ωaa, and from

ωaa to ωbb are given by

h�(ωbb,ωaa) = h�(ωbb,ωab) ∪ h�(ωab,ωaa)

h�(ωaa,ωbb) = h�(ωaa,ωab) ∪ h�(ωab,ωbb)

where h�(ωbb,ωab), h�(ωab,ωaa), h�(ωaa,ωab), and h�(ωab,ωbb) are as given above.

That these are the only costly paths of the respective ω-trees with costs as given

in equations 2.15-2.17 is clear. That the set of stochastically stable states are those

with ω-tree of minimum cost is immediate by Lemma 4.

I now show (Theorem 5) that when ωab is stochastically stable under con-

stant rate dynamics where both groups adapt at equal rates, the set of stochas-

tically stable equilibria is independent of the specifics of the dynamics. What

happens is this. First, varying rates of adjustment will never lower the cost τ �
ωab

.

Showing this is straightforward. Second, while it may lower the cost of τ �
ωbb

or τ �
ωaa

,

it will not lower the cost enough to alter selection. That is, Theorem 5 does not

say that the minimum cost ω-tree of each convention is necessarily unchanged and

as given by equations 2.15-2.17. Rather it just says that if ωab is ever stochasti-

cally stable for some constant rate dynamic, it will always be for any constant rate

dynamic and it will have ω-tree with cost given by that in Theorem 4.
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Theorem 5. Suppose Condition 4 of Theorem 3 holds, so E = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, and
that the monotonic Group-Darwinian adjustment process is such that both groups

evolve at constant rates. If ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ) when ΨA ∼d ΨB, then ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ)
for any constant rate adaptive process. Futhermore, states in Ξ(G, cΨ) have ω-tree

of minimum cost equal to that as given in Theorem 4.

Proof. The proof is found in Appendix 2.9.3.

This is a good time to mention a few features of the set up. Ellison (2000)

introduced the notions of the radius and coradius of a recurrent class. The radius

is defined as the minimum number of mutations necessary to escape the basin,

while the coradius is defined as the maximum (over all states) of the minimum

number of mutations necessary to reach the basin. When the radius is greater

than the coradius, then the long run equilibrium belongs to this recurrent class.

The result is not universally powerful since it does not apply in all cases. In the

Language Game, it need not have relevance when E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, since it

is possible that each rest point’s coradius is larger than its radius.

Another observation is that due to the 2-dimensional nature of the state

space, there need not be a connection between the size of each convention’s basin

and stochastic stability.22 In fact, it is very possible that the equilibrium with the

largest basin of attraction is not stochastically stable, and that the equilibrium

with the smallest basin is stochastically stable. This can be particularly striking

for parameters for which E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}.
The following example illustrates both these phenomena, and also provides

the intuition behind Theorems 4 and 5. For completeness’ sake, we choose non-

generic parameters.

Example 5. Let G3 = (10, 10, 4/5, 2/3).

E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa} for these parameters. Using equations 2.5 - 2.8, get (nA

a
, nA

b
,

nB

a
, nB

b
) = (5, 16, 7, 13).

Figure 2.3 below illustrates the basins of attraction when both groups

respond at equal rates. The non-genericity is on display by denoting the non-

22A similar though slightly different point is made in Section 8 of Young (1993).
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equilibrium rest point (10, 3) by an X. The sizes of the basins of attraction are

|V
�
(10, 3)

�
| = 1, |V(ωbb)| = 28, |V(ωab)| = 57, and |V(ωaa)| = 35. Clearly V(ωab)

is the largest.
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Figure 2.3: V(ωbb) = •. V(ωab) = •. V(ωaa) = •.

Edges of positive cost in τ �
ωaa

are
�
(0, 0) → (7, 0)

�
,
�
(10, 0) → (10, 3)

�
, and

�
(10, 3) → (10, 4)

�
. These have a combined cost of 7 + 3 + 1 = 11. The costs of

τ �(10,3), τ
�

ωbb
, and τ �

ωab
can be computed as 17, 12, and 15 respectively. By Theorem

4, ωaa is the selected long run equilibrium, and this is despite it not having the

maximal basin of attraction.

The [radius, coradius] pair for each absorbing state can also easily be cal-

culated. They are given as follows, ωbb �→ [7, 12], ωab �→ [3, 8], ωaa �→ [7, 11], and

(10, 3) �→ [1, 10]. Conventions ωbb and ωaa have equal radii, while ωbb has maxi-

mal coradius. Note that all rest points have a greater coradius than radius so the

Theorem of Ellison (2000) does not apply.

Let us now vary the rates of reaction for each group. First of all, note that

regardless of rates, there exist some states at which the dynamics are unambiguous.

These states are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and are colour coded by the convention

to which they lead. The states not shown are a subset of ΩA,a�b ∩ΩB,b�a, are were

part of V(ωab) in Figure 2.3 when both groups responded at equal rates. We will

demonstrate how Figure 2.4 is modified when the groups adapt at different rates.
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Figure 2.4: V(ωbb) = •. V(ωab) = •. V(ωaa) = •.

Begin by supposing Ψ = (BA,ΨB

1 ). Basins of attraction for this case are

illustrated in Figure 2.5. Rest point (10, 3) now has a non-degenerate basin of

attraction, with states denoted by ×s. Basin V(ωbb) is as it was when ΨA ∼d ΨB. It

is now the case that V(ωaa) = ΩB,a�b∪
�
ω ∈ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a | [ω]

B
≥ 5

�
. The sizes

of the basins have changed. Now, |V
�
(10, 3)

�
| = 7, |V(ωbb)| = 28, |V(ωab)| = 21,

and |V(ωaa)| = 65. By Theorem 5, it must still be that Ξ(G, cΨ) = {ωaa}. It

is easily calculated that minimum cost ω-trees for the absorbing states have not

changed.

While radii are always unaffected by varying reaction rates, the coradii of

absorbing states ωaa and (10, 3) have changed. The [radius, coradius] pairs are now

given as follows, ωbb �→ [7, 12], ωab �→ [3, 8], ωaa �→ [7, 7], and (10, 3) �→ [1, 7]. It is

still the case that no rest point has a greater coradius than radius so the result of

Ellison (2000) remains inapplicable.

Now suppose Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB). Basins of attraction are illustrated in Figure

2.6. We now have |V
�
(10, 3)

�
| = 1, |V(ωbb)| = 61, |V(ωab)| = 24, and |V(ωaa)| = 35.

By Theorem 4, the minimum cost ωaa-, ωab-, and (10, 3)-trees still have cost of 11,

15, and 17 respectively. Consider the minimum cost ωbb-tree. The cost of 12

remains an upper bound. But an ωbb-tree with cost 12 is also attainable using

costly paths
�
(10, 0) → (10, 3)

�
,
�
(10, 3) → (10, 4)

�
, and

�
(10, 10) → (2, 10)

�
. This
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Figure 2.5: V(ωbb) = •. V(ωab) = •. V(ωaa) = •.

ωbb-tree also has a total cost of 12.
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Figure 2.6: V(ωbb) = •. V(ωab) = •. V(ωaa) = •.

The following modification hints at how rates can affect minimum cost ω-

trees enough to alter selection. Suppose for a moment that the Group B payoffs

were perturbed so that the game became generic with (10, 3) ∈ ΩA,b�a. With

kA = kB, we get cΨ(τ �ωbb
) = 12, cΨ(τ �ωab

) = 15, and cΨ(τ �ωaa
) = 10. Suppose now

that Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB). The minimum cost ωaa-tree still has a cost 10. The cost of the

minimum cost ωbb-tree however, has lowered to 11 by proceeding along the route
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described in the previous paragraph. But lowering it from 12 to 11 is not enough

to affect equilibrium selection in this case. However, this feature is not robust as

was stated in Theorem 5.

2.5.2 Equilibrium set is {ωbb,ωaa}

Now we examine the case when only the symmetric profiles are equilibria.

Theorem 6. Suppose Condition 4 of Theorem 3 does not hold, so E = {ωbb,ωaa},
and that the monotonic Group-Darwinian adjustment process is such that both

groups evolve at constant rates, ξA and ξB respectively. Let τ �
ωbb

and τ �
ωaa

, denote

the minimum cost ω-trees for ωbb and ωaa respectively. Then,

1. If (NA, 0) ∈ V(ωaa), then

cΨ(τ
�

ωaa
) = nA

a

cΨ(τ
�

ωbb
) = nA

b
− 1{ΨB�dΨA}

�
max

ω��∈(V(ωbb))+
min

ω�∈(ΩB,a�b)+
�ω�,ω���

�

= nA

b
−
���
�
(V(ωbb))+

�
NW

,
�
(ΩA,b�a)+

�
NW

���

2. If (NA, 0) ∈ V(ωbb), then

cΨ(τ
�

ωbb
) = nB

b

cΨ(τ
�

ωaa
) = nB

a
− 1{ΨA�dΨB}

�
max

ω��∈(V(ωaa))−
min

ω�∈(ΩA,b�a)−
�ω�,ω���

�

= nB

a
−

���
�
(V(ωaa))−

�
NW

, (ΩA,b�a)−
���

The set of stochastically stable states are those with the ω-tree of minimum cost.

That is,

Ξ(G, cΨ) = argmin
ω∈{ωbb,ωaa}

cΨ(τ
�

ω
)

Proof. The proof is found in Appendix 2.9.3.

Some things are worth noting. Clearly the state ωab plays an important

role. Since it is not an equilibrium, it always lies in the basin of attraction of
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the larger group’s preferred convention. If NA > NB and ΨA �d ΨB, the set

Ω\(ΩA,b�a ∪ ΩB,a�b) is a subset of V(ωaa). When ωab ∈ V(ωaa), then the selected

long run equilibrium might change if ΨB �d ΨA. When ωab ∈ V(ωbb) the reverse

holds. Appendix 2.9.2 shows how to construct basins of attraction when the smaller

group responds at a faster rate.

Suppose Group A is the larger group. The minimum cost of an ωaa-tree is

nA

a
(since (nA

a
, 0) ∈ V(ωaa)), while a lower bound for the minimum cost ωbb-tree is

nB

b
(if (NA−nB

b
, NB)). Thus, Group B must have a stronger relative preference for

its preferred equilibrium to reverse the long run outcome. Conversely, if Group A

has an equally strong preference, then (a, a) will always be a stochastically stable

state.

Theorem 6 has a nice geometric interpretation, that can be seen by referring

back to Figures 2.1 and 2.2 which regard Example 1. From equation 2.5, nA

a
= 7 ≤

NA, and therefore (NA, 0) ∈ V(ωaa). Figure 2.1 represents the basins of attraction

when kA = kB. In this case, the minimum cost ωaa-tree has cost of 7 - the costly

edge of the path being
�
ωbb → (7, 0)

�
. Similarly the minimum cost ωbb-tree has

cost of 9 - the costly edge of the path being
�
ωaa, (1, 5)

�
. Thus when kA = kB,

clearly ωaa is the stochastically stable outcome.

Now look at Figure 2.2 representing the basins of attraction when Ψ =

(ΨA

1 ,Ψ
B

2 ). The minimum cost ωaa-tree is unchanged, since the transition
�
ωbb →

(7, 0)
�
, is still an edge on a path of minimum cost from ωbb to V(ωaa). The cost of

the minimum cost ωbb-tree is different to when kA = kB, since now the transition
�
ωaa → (3, 5)

�
is the first edge on a path of minimum cost from ωaa to V(ωbb).

This has a cost of 7. So the long run distribution assigns positive probability to

both ωbb and ωaa.

Consider Figure 2.1 and suppose that Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,Ψ
B

3 ). Note that ωba ∈
ΩA,b�a and so we use the second method described above. The example is not

generic and (NA, NB) = (10, 5), so that

�
(kA, rA), (kB, rB)

�
=

�
(5, 0), (1, 2)

�
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Clearly then, k̂ = 1, and Ψ←k̂�
(B0)+

�
= Ψ←k̂�

(6, 0)
�
= (5, 3), and by

equation 2.20, (B∞)NW = (Bn̂)NW = (B2)NW = (4, 5). Describing the sets we

have that

B0 = ΩA,b�a

B1 = B0 ∪ {ω | [ω]A + [ω]B = 8, [ω]A ≤ 5}↓

B2 = B1 ∪ {(4, 5)}↓

B3 = B2

Now, we have that V(ωbb) = ΩA,b�a ∪ (Bn̂ ∩ΩA,a�b) = {(3, 5), (4, 4), (5, 3), (6, 1)}↓.
Having classified conditions for which the various equilibria are selected,

the next Section compares the selected equilibrium to those a planner might want

to induce.

2.6 Stability versus Welfare

When the population is homogeneous, players collectively agree on what

action they “would like to have taken” earlier today, and hence what they will

choose for tomorrow if afforded a revision opportunity. The main issue in existing

large population coordination problems is the tension between efficiency and risk-

dominance. Both KMR and Young (1993) show that the risk dominant action will

emerge under perturbed best response based dynamics. This result is negative in

the sense that the locally risk-dominant equilibrium action need not coincide with

the pareto dominant one, and may have payoffs that are dominated to an arbitrary

extent.

In the Language Game, pareto efficiency is useless as a selection device.

Both symmetric profiles are socially efficient equilibria, and there is never uniform

preference over these. The purpose of this Section is to rank profiles in E(G)
according to various welfare criteria, and then compare this ranking to the out-

come(s) selected by the dynamics. To infer how members of the population rank

profiles in E(G), it suffices to analyse the situation from the perspective of any one
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agent from each Group.

Theorem 7. Within the set of group-symmetric profiles:23

1. ωaa and ωbb are always socially efficient.

2. ωab is socially efficient if and only if

p ≥ N − 1

2N −NB − 2
and q ≥ N − 1

2N −NA − 2
(2.18)

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

A natural question to ask is the relationship between social efficiency and

equilibrium. It turns out that a socially efficient profile must be an equilibrium,

but not all equilibria are socially efficient.

Theorem 8. If ωab is socially efficient, then it must be an equilibrium. But ωab

may be an equilibrium without being socially efficient.

Proof. Follows from conditions in part 4 of Theorem 3, and those in part 2 of

Theorem 7. Clearly the second implies the first, while the first need not imply the

second.

Recall the examples from Section 3.3. In Example 1, with G1 = (10, 5, 3/5,

3/5) and E(G1) = {ωbb,ωaa}, we have
�
UA(ωaa), UB(ωbb)

�
= {42/5, 28/5}, and

�
UA(ωbb), UB(ωbb)

�
= {28/5, 42/5}. The 10 Group A members desire ωaa, while

the 5 in Group B prefer ωbb. In Example 2, with G2 = (10, 5, 3/5, 5/6) and E(G2) =

{ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, we get
�
UA(ωaa), UB(ωaa)

�
= {42/5, 28/6},

�
UA(ωab), UB(ωab)

�
=

{27/5, 50/6}, and {UA(ωbb), UB(ωbb)} = {28/5, 140/6}. Note that ωab is pareto

dominated by ωbb, and so provides an example of Theorem 8 at work.

The next obvious question is whether or not a decentralized adjustment

process can ever select a socially-inefficient convention. In Example 2, ωab is socially

inefficient but not stochastically stable. Theorem 9 shows that this is generalizable.

23Again, this Theorem is stated for correctly specified utility functions, and not those as given
by equations (2.1)-(2.4). See footnote ??.
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Theorem 9. Suppose E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}. For any Group-Darwinian adjust-

ment process, Ψ, it will never be the case that ωab is socially inefficient and yet

ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ).

Proof. The proof is found in Appendix 2.9.3.

There are a host of other commonly used social welfare criteria from the

theory of social choice. Other interesting ones to apply here are the Utilitarian

Welfare function, and the Rawlsian Welfare function. Under these criteria, ineffi-

cient outcomes can certainly emerge.

2.7 Comparative Statics

A few obvious questions spring to mind. Would a player always prefer to

be part of a larger group? Would a player always prefer to be part of a group with

stronger relative preference?

2.7.1 Varying Payoffs

The full treatment of this issue is left to future research. In this subsection

I provide only an illustrative example.

Example 6 (Increased Payoffs). Let G4 = (10, 10, 4/5, 3/5), and Ψ be such that

ΨA ∼d ΨB.

Using equations (2.5)-(2.8) it can be calculated that (nA

a
, nA

b
, nB

a
, nB

b
) = (5, 12, 16, 9),

and so by Theorem 4, it must be that Ξ(G4, cΨ) = {ωaa}. Clearly, average payoffs

at this point are given by UA(ωaa) = 4/5 and UB(ωbb) = 2/5.

Now suppose that Group B payoffs are modified such that their prefer-

ence for action b is magnified. Precisely, suppose that G4 is transformed to Ĝ4 =

(10, 10, 4/5, 4/5). It can now be calculated that (nA

a
, nA

b
, nB

a
, nB

b
) = (5, 16, 16, 5),

and so by Theorem 4, it is now the case that Ξ(Ĝ4, cΨ) = {ωab}. Average payoffs

now are given by UA(ωab) = UB(ωab) = (9/19)(4/5) < 2/5. And so Group B’s

payoffs have gone down.
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Now suppose that the Group B payoffs are modified again, with their pref-

erence for action b increased further still. Precisely, suppose that Ĝ4 is transformed

to ˆ̂G4 = (10, 10, 4/5, 19/20). Now, (nA

a
, nA

b
, nB

a
, nB

b
) = (5, 16, 19, 2), and by Theo-

rem 4, it is still the case that Ξ( ˆ̂G4, cΨ) = {ωab}. Average payoffs now are given

by UA(ωab) = (9/19)(4/5) and UB(ωab) = 9/20 > 2/5. Thus Group B’s average

payoff has increased.

2.7.2 Varying Group Size
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2.8 Conclusion

This paper introduces a new coordination game in the hope of shedding

some light on how behaviour might develop in societies with heterogeneous agents.

The environment, the “Language Game”, deviates from existing large population

models in one simple but important way: there are two distinct homogeneous

groups with pairwise interactions occurring both within- and across-group.

Three properties matter for equilibrium selection in the Language Game.

They are (i) group size, (ii) group payoffs, and (iii) the rates at which the groups

react - “group dynamics”. Any agent always desires to be part of a more reactive

group, but does not always long for greater numbers in their group or for more

polarized preferences. While interesting, the results are not robust. That is, for a

given game, assumptions on the likelihood of behavioural mutations, and the full

connectedness of the population were essential.

However, the fragility of the results may not be the weakness it first ap-

pears. For example, while the results of Bergin and Lipman (1996) show that any

equilibrium can be selected for appropriately defined mutations, I know of no ex-

amples where the Ising model dynamics of Blume (1993) select different long run

equilibria to those of KMR. But they can be shown to for an open set of parameters

in the Language Game (Neary, 2010b). Another major limitation of existing large

population pure coordination problems, is that equilibrium selection is robust to

network architecture, with uniform adoption of the locally risk-dominant action

stochastically stable for any network (Peski, 2010). An immediate consequence of

moving the Language Game to arbitrary networks, is that both network topology

and the specifics of the dynamics matter strongly for equilibrium selection (Neary,

2010b).

Evolutionary game theory has typically focused on the many different and

interesting ways in which behaviour adapts in large populations. However, in my

opinion, there has been too little attention on whether or not the stage games

accurately capture all situations in which large populations engage. In a compan-

ion paper, (Neary, 2010c), I define a new class of large population games called

“Multiple-Group Games” (MGGs). The key feature of a MGG is that the popula-
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tion is partitioned into groups, with players interacting pairwise with potentially

anyone from the population. The only constraint is that within-group interactions

must be symmetric. Across-group interactions can be anything, as long as each

player has the same strategy set available in each. This adds heterogeneity in a

surprisingly tractable way. Perhaps the greatest advantage of this framework is the

number of new possibilities it introduces and the number of extensions it permits.
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2.9 APPENDIX

2.9.1 Lattices

Let ω and ω� be elements of Ω. Write ω �a ω� if [ω]
A
≥ [ω�]

A
and [ω]

B
≥

[ω�]
B
, and ω �a ω� if [ω]

A
< [ω�]

A
or [ω]

B
< [ω�]

B
. Write ω >a ω� if ω �a ω� and

ω �= ω�, and ω �a ω� if both [ω]
A
> [ω�]

A
and [ω]

B
> [ω�]

B
. States ω� and ω��

are comparable, ω�� ⊥a ω�, if ω� �a ω�� or ω�� �a ω� or both, while ω� and ω�� are

incomparable, ω� �a ω��, if ω� �a ω�� and ω�� �a ω�. The pair (Ω,�a) is a complete

lattice with bottom element ωbb and top element ωaa.

A nonempty Λ ⊂ Ω is a chain, if for all ω�,ω�� ∈ Λ, ω� ⊥a ω��. For a given

chain Λ, define (Λ)NE = {ω ∈ Λ | ∀ω� ∈ Λ, ω �a ω�}, and (Λ)SW = {ω ∈ Λ | ∀ω� ∈
Λ, ω �a ω�}. A nonempty Υ ⊂ Ω is an anti-chain, if for any ω�,ω�� ∈ Υ with

ω� �= ω��, it is the case that ω� �a ω��. For a given anti-chain Υ, define (Υ)SE =

{ω ∈ Υ | ∀ω� ∈ Υ, [ω]
A
≥ [ω�]

A
}, and (Υ)NW = {ω ∈ Υ | ∀ω� ∈ Υ, [ω]

B
≥ [ω�]

B
}.

A down set is a nonempty set D ⊆ Ω, where if ω� ∈ D, and ω�� ∈ Ω is

such that ω�� �a ω�, then ω�� ∈ D. A principal down set is a down set of the form

{ω}↓ := {ω� ∈ Ω |ω� �a ω}. Similarly, an up set is a nonempty set U ⊆ Ω, where

if ω� ∈ U and ω�� ∈ Ω is such that ω�� �a ω�, then ω�� ∈ U . A principal up set is an

up set {ω}↑ := {ω� ∈ Ω |ω� �a ω}. The intersection of two principal down sets is

a principal down set, and ω� ∧ ω�� denotes the element, referred to as the meet of

ω� and ω��, such that {ω�}↓ ∩ {ω��}↓ = {ω� ∧ ω��}↓. Similarly, ω� ∨ ω��, referred to as

the join of ω� and ω��, denotes the element where {ω�}↑ ∩ {ω��}↑ = {ω� ∨ ω��}↑. For
any set Q ⊆ Ω, use Q↓ (Q↑) to denote the down (up) set generated by Q. That is,

Q↓ = ∪ω∈Q {ω}↓.
If ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω are such that ω� �a ω��, then the interval [ω�,ω��] is defined as

[ω�,ω��] := {ω�}↑ ∩ {ω��}↓ = {ω ∈ Ω |ω� �a ω �a ω��}. If ω� �ω��, then [ω�,ω��] = ∅.
A nonempty subset Q ⊆ Ω is said to be convex if [ω�,ω��] ⊆ Q for all ω�,ω�� ∈ Q

with ω� �a ω��. Both up sets and down sets are convex.

For any nonempty Q ⊆ Ω, define the lower boundary of Q by (Q)− :=

{ω ∈ Q | {ω}↓ ∩ Q = ω}. Similarly define the upper boundary by (Q)+ := {ω ∈
Q | {ω}↑ ∩ Q = ω}. The lower and upper boundaries each form an anti-chain.
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For any pair ω�,ω�� ∈ Q↓, say that ω ∈ Q is join-irreducible in Q, if ω� ∨ ω�� = ω

implies ω� = ω or ω�� = ω. Similarly, for any pair ω�,ω�� ∈ Q↑, say that ω ∈ Q

is meet-irreducible in Q, if ω� ∧ ω�� = ω implies ω� = ω or ω�� = ω. The sets of

join-irreducible and meet-irreducible elements of Q are denoted (Q)−− and (Q)++,

and referred to as the total lower boundary and the total upper boundary of Q

respectively. (Q)−− and (Q)++ can each be viewed as a union of “horizontal” row

chains r1, . . . , rm or as a union of “vertical” column chains c1, . . . , cn, where for any

ωik
∈ ci and ωjl

∈ cj �= ci, ωik
�ωjl

.

Define a metric, �� : Ω × Ω → {0, . . . , N}, on Ω as follows. For any

ω�,ω�� ∈ Ω, let �ω�,ω��� =
�

K=A,B
| [ω�]

K
− [ω��]

K
|. For a given set Q ⊆ Ω and

state ω �∈ Q, interest will often focus on the state(s) in Q, that is (are) closest

to ω. That is, in the set
�
ω� ∈ Q |ω� ∈ argmin

ω̂∈Q �ω, ω̂�
�
. Most importantly, for

a given convex set Q, and an element ω �∈ Q such that there exists an element

ω� ∈ (Q)++ with ω �a ω�, then minω̂∈Q �ω, ω̂� is attained by some ω� ∈ (Q)++.

2.9.2 Constructing Basins of Attraction

Let 2Ω denote the power set of Ω. Given a mapping Ψ : Ω → Ω, consider

the inverse image map Ψ← : 2Ω → 2Ω defined for every nonempty Q ⊆ Ω by

Ψ←(Q) = {ω |Ψ(ω) ∈ Q}. In constructing the basins of attraction, the following

result is used repeatedly.

Lemma 6. The following are equivalent:

1. If L ⊆ Ω is a down set, then Ψ←(L) is a down set

2. Ψ is monotone.

Proof. (1 ⇒ 2) It is enough to restrict attention to principal lower sets, since if

({ω1}↓ , . . . , {ωn}↓) is a collection of principal lower sets, then ∪n

j=1 {ωj}↓ is

a down set. For every ω ∈ Ω we have that ω ∈ Ψ←�
{Ψ(ω)}↓

�
. This by

assumption is a lower set, so if ω� ∈ Ω is such that ω� �a ω, then ω� ∈
Ψ←�

{Ψ(ω)}↓
�
. Clearly Ψ(ω�) �a Ψ(ω) and hence Ψ is monotone.
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(2 ⇒ 1) Let ω ∈ Ω and define Q = Ψ←�
{Ψ(ω)}↓

�
. Provided Q �= ∅, consider some

ω� ∈ Q. Clearly for every ω�� ∈ Ω with ω�� �a ω�, we have that Ψ(ω��) �a

Ψ(ω�) �a ω, which gives that ω�� ∈ Q. Thus Q is a down set. Finally, we note

that for any L ⊆ Ω, it is the case that Ψ(L) = Ψ(∪ω�∈L {ω�}) = ∪ω�∈LΨ(ω�),

and combining this with the fact that the union of a collection of lower sets

is a lower set yields the desired result.

If neither condition of Lemma 2 is satisfied, then Ω can be partitioned

as
�
ΩA,b�a,ΩA,a�b

�
=

�
ΩB,b�a,ΩB,a�b

�
. Different monotonic Group-Darwinian

adjustment processes have no affect on basins of attraction in this case. Thus both

partitions are equivalent to {V(ωbb),V(ωaa)}.
So suppose one of the sufficient conditions of Lemma 2 holds, and con-

sider the partition of Ω
�
ΩA,b�a,ΩB,a�b,ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a)

�
. I show how to con-

struct V(ωbb) (the construction of V(ωaa) follows analogously). There is no need

to show how to construct V(ωab) when E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, since V(ωab) =

Ω\
�
∪ω∈Ω0\{ωab} V(ω)

�
. Begin by constructing the following sequence of states:

B0 :=

�
ΩA,b�a, genA

ΩA,b�a\
�
(nA

a
− 1, 0)

�
, ngenA

and for each n ≥ 1, define Bn := Ψ←�
Bn−1

�
. Finally, define B∞ :=

�∞
n=0 B

n.

Lemma 7. For any monotonic Group-Darwinian dynamic Ψ,

1. For all n ≥ 0, Bn ⊆ Bn+1.

2. Ψ←�
B∞�

= B∞ = V(ωbb).

Remark : By part 1, the sets {Bn} are weakly increasing in n. By part 2 the

iterative procedure eventually it stops. That is, there exists an n̂ ∈ N such that

for all n ≥ n̂, Bn = Bn̂.

Proof. 1. The proof is by induction. It is true by definition for n = 0. By

Lemma 6 and the fact that Ψ(ω) �a ω for each ω ∈ ΩA,b�a, it must be that
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for any lower set Q ⊆ ΩA,b�a, that Q ⊆ Ψ←(Q). And so the claim is true for

n = 1. Assume it is true for n = k. We have

Bk+2 = Ψ←�
Bk+1

�

= Ψ←�
Bk ∪ (Bk+1\Bk)

�

= Ψ←�
Bk

�
∪Ψ←�

Bk+1\Bk
�

⊇ Bk+1

where the third equality follows from the definition of Ψ←, and the inclusion

from the inductive step. Thus the claim holds for k + 1.

2. The first equality is clear using part 1 and the fact that Ω is finite. The

second inequality follows due to the convexity of the basins of attraction

(Lemma 3).

The entire class of monotonic Group-Darwinian adjustment processes is too

large to manage in a tractable way, and so I restrict attention to those that vary

at constant rates. Any constant rate dynamic, Ψ, satisfies one of two properties:

ΨA �d ΨB, or ΨB �d ΨA. I consider each case separately.

There are three types of scenario to consider: those with E(G) = {ωbb,ωaa}
and ωab ∈ ΩB,a�b; those with E(G) = {ωbb,ωaa} but instead ωab ∈ ΩA,b�a; and

those where E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}. I ignore the second of these for reasons that

will become clear soon.

1. ΨA �d ΨB.

When E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, or E(G) = {ωbb,ωaa} with ωab ∈ ΩB,a�b, it is

clear that for any ω ∈ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a, we have Ψ(ω) ∈ ΩA,a�b. And so by

Lemma 9 it must be that, V(ωbb) = D∞ = B∞ = B0

2. ΨB �d ΨA.
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Since for any ω ∈
� �

(nA

a
− 1, 0)

�↑ \
�
(nA

a
− 1, 0)

� �
, it must be that [Ψ(ω)]

A

≥ nA

a
, we have

V(ωbb) ⊆
� �

(nA

a
− 2, NB)

�↓ ∪ (nA

a
− 1, 0), genA

�
(nA

a
− 3, NB)

�↓ ∪
�
(nA

a
− 2, 1)

�↓
, ngenA

The goal is to calculate
�
V(ωbb)

�
++

. To this end, I proceed in a slightly

roundabout way. First it will be useful to define the following operator,

Φ = (ΦA

ξA
,ΦB

ξB
) : Ω → N× N, where for each K ∈ {A,B}

ΦK(ω) =






[ω]
K
− ξK , if UK(a;ω) < UK(b;ω),

[ω]
K
, if UK(a;ω) = UK(b;ω),

[ω]
K
+ ξK , if UK(a;ω) > UK(b;ω),

Clearly, Φ = (ΦA

ξA
,ΦB

ξB
) agrees with constant rate process Ψ = (ΨξA ,Ψ

B

ξB
)

when the range of Φ is restricted to
�
0, . . . , NA

�
×
�
0, . . . , NB

�
. Now define

D0 = B0 and let us perform repeated applications of Φ← on D0. That is,

for all n ≤ n̂ define Dn = Φ←(Dn−1) ∩ Ω. To help manage this, define C0 =

(D0)+, and for each n < n̂, define the following Cn+1 := (Dn+1)+\(Dn)+.

That Cn is a nonempty anti-chain for each n < n̂ is clear. It should also be

clear that for all n < n̂− 1, (Dn+1)+ = (∪n

j=0D
j)+.

Now we are ready to proceed in calculating Dn̂. Recall that Groups A and

B respond at constant rates ξA and ξB respectively. There are two cases to

consider

(a) ωba ∈ ΩA,a�b.

Define (kA, kB) as follows:

�
kA, kB) =






��
n
A
a −1
ξA

�
,
�
N

B

ξB

��
, genA

��
n
A
a −2
ξA

�
,
�
N

B−1
ξB

��
, ngenA

Now define k̂ = min {kA, kB} and note that when k̂ ≥ 1, then for all
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k ≤ k̂

Φ←k
�
(C0)SE

�
=






�
nA

a
− 1− kξA, kξB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− kξA, kξB + 1

�
, ngenA

This element (C0)SE is the key element, since for all n ≤ k̂−1, (Cn+1)SE

= Ψ←�
{(Cn)SE}

�
.

For all n ≤ k̂ = n̂ − 1, Dn = Dn−1 ∪ Φ←(Cn−1)↓. Difficulties arise in

calculating C n̂ and hence Dn̂, since it must be that Ψ←((C n̂−1)SE) = ∅.
Precisely, these difficulties arise at the state Φ←�

Φ←k̂�
(C0)+

��
, since by

definition one of the following must be the case

�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− ξA < 0, or
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+ ξB > NB

So there are 3 cases to consider: kB < kA, kB > kA, and kB = kA. Before

analysing each case, define the “remainders”, rA and rB as follows

(rA, rB) =






�
nA

a
− 1− k̂ξA, NB − k̂ξB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− k̂ξA, NB − 1− k̂ξB

�
, ngenA

(2.19)

• kB < kA.

In this case,
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− ξA > 0, but
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+ ξB

≥ NB, and so

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
nA

a
− 1− (k̂ + 1)ξA, NB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− (k̂ + 1)ξA, NB

�
, ngenA

• kB > kA.
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In this case,
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− rA ≤ 0, and
�
Ψ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+ ξB <

NB, and so

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
0, k̂ξB + rA

�
, genA

�
0, k̂ξB + 1 + rA

�
, ngenA

• kB = kA

Now we have that
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− ξA < 0, and
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+ξB > NB. There are two cases to consider,

– if rA < rB, then

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
0, k̂ξB + rA

�
, genA

�
0, k̂ξB + rA + 1

�
, ngenA

– if rA ≥ rB, then

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
nA

a
− 1− k̂ξA − rB, NB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− k̂ξA − rB, NB

�
, ngenA

(b) ωba ∈ ΩA,b�a.

This time, define (kA, kB) as follows:

�
kA, kB) =






��
N

B

ξA

�
,
�
N

B

ξB

��
, genA

��
N

B−1
ξA

�
,
�
N

B−1
ξB

��
, ngenA

Now define k̂ = min {kA, kB}, and again note that when k̂ ≥ 1, then for
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all k ≤ k̂

Φ←k
�
(C0)+

�
=






�
nA

a
− 1− kξA, kξB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− kξA, kξB + 1

�
, ngenA

When ωba ∈ ΩA,a�b and ΨB �d ΨA, there are only two cases to consider:

k̂ = kB < kA, and k̂ = kB = kA. Remainders are again defined as in

equation 2.19.

• kB < kA.

Now,
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− ξA > nAa− 1−NB, but
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+

ξB ≥ NB, and so

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
nA

a
− 1− (k̂ + 1)ξA, NB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− (k̂ + 1)ξA, NB

�
, ngenA

• kB = kA

In this case we have that
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

A

− ξA < nAa − 1 − NB,

and
�
Φ←k̂�

(C0)+
��

B

+ ξB > NB. However, it must be the case that

rA ≥ rB, in which case

�
(Dn̂)+

�
NW

=






�
nA

a
− 1− k̂ξA − rB, NB

�
, genA

�
nA

a
− 2− k̂ξA − rB, NB

�
, ngenA

(2.20)

It is almost immediate that V(ωbb) = Bn̂ = Dn̂ ∩ ΩA,a�b, and so we have

computed what we set out to achieve.
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2.9.3 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2.

It is enough to show the existence of a state ω ∈ Ω such that sign
�
UA(a;ω)−

UA(b;ω)
�
�= sign

�
UB(a;ω)−UB(b;ω)

�
. This is implied by the stronger conditions

that both nB

a
> nA

a
and nA

b
> nB

b
. I show only the first of these. Note that

nB

a
=

�
q(N − 2) + 1

�

≥
�
(1− p)(N − 2) + 1

�

= nA

a

1. Observe that the weak inequality is strict when N is even.

2. When nB

a
= �α� and nA

a
= �β�, α, β ∈ R, a sufficient condition for nB

a
> nA

a

is that α > β + 1. This sufficient condition yields the required conclusion

since

nB

a
> nA

a
⇐= q(N − 2) + 1 > (1− p)(N − 2) + 1 + 1

⇐⇒ q(N − 2) > (1− p)(N − 2) + 1

⇐⇒ N
�
p+ q − 1

�
>

�
p+ q − 1

�
2 + 1

⇐⇒ N > 2 +
1

p+ q − 1

Proof of Lemma 3.

Consider the map Ψm̂ : Ω → Ω, and define an equivalence relation ∼Ψ on

Ω by, ω� ∼Ψ ω�� ⇐⇒ Ψm̂(ω�) = Ψm̂(ω��). The equivalence relation ∼Ψ partitions

Ω into the quotient set Ω/ ∼Ψ, with ∼Ψ-classes ω
��
∼Ψ

. Define an order, �∼Ψ , on

the ∼Ψ-classes in the following way: ω�
��
∼Ψ

�∼Ψ ω��
��
∼Ψ

⇐⇒ Ψm̂(ω�) �a Ψm̂(ω��).

Now fix ω� <a ω�� <a ω��� with ω� ∼Ψ ω���. Then, by defining the natural mapping
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∼Ψ : Ω → Ω/ ∼Ψ, it must be that

∼Ψ(ω
�) �∼Ψ ∼Ψ(ω

��) �∼Ψ ∼Ψ(ω
���) = ∼Ψ(ω

�)

Proof of Lemma 5.

Cases 1 and 2 are analogous. I prove only the first.

First, note that since ΩA,b�a is an down-set and that Ψ(ω) �a ω, for all ω ∈ ΩA,b�a,

then the constraint that ω� ∈ (Ω\ΩA,b�a)− is trivially satisfied since (Ω\ΩA,b�a) is

itself an up=set. Second, recall that ΩA,b�a ⊆ ΩA,b�a, with equality generically.

Even non-generically, for sufficiently large m, we have Ψm(ω) = ωbb, for all ω ∈
ΩA,b�a\(nA

a
− 1, 0).

For any path h� ∈ H(ω,Ω\ΩA,b�a), define

g(h�) := #
�
ω� ∈ ΩA,b�a

�� ∃ω�� ∈ Ω, (ω� → ω��) ∈ h�
�

By the uniqueness of the vertices in a path, 1 ≤ g(h�) ≤ |ΩA,b�a|. Define

C(ω; γ) := min
�
cΨ(h

�)
��h� ∈ H(ω,Ω\ΩA,b�a), and g(h�) ≤ γ

�

We show that C(ω; γ) is attained by h� for all γ ≤ |V(ωbb)|.
The proof is by induction. First consider the case where γ = 1.

Clearly ω is the only state in ΩA,b�a which can be the initial state of an edge in

h�, so its immediate successor, ωo lies in Ω\ΩA,b�a. For each ω ∈ ΩA,b�a, define the

following set, D(ω) :=
�
ω�

��ω� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈(Ω\ΩA,b�a)− �ω̂,Ψ(ω)�

�
. By the definition

of (Ω\ΩA,b�a)− ,we have that ωo �a ω̂, for some ω̂ ∈ (Ω\ΩA,b�a)−. So the cost of

this path h� is at least cΨ(h�) = �ωo,Ψ(ω)� ≥ �ω�,Ψ(ω)� = cΨ(h�). Clearly then,

cΨ(h
�) = C(ω; 1)

Now for the inductive step.

Assume that for some γ, 2 ≤ γ ≤ |(ΩA,b�a)| − 1, and for all ω ∈ ΩA,b�a we have

that cΨ(h�) = C(ω; γ). Fix ω ∈ ΩA,b�a. Let ωo be the immediate successor of ω in
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some path ho that is cost minimizing over all paths h� ∈ H(ω,Ω\ΩA,b�a), satisfying

g(h�) ≤ γ + 1, i.e. that c(ho) = C(ω; γ + 1). It is clear that ωo ∈ ΩA,b�a ∪ D(ω),

since otherwise

cΨ(h
o) ≥ �ωo,Ψ(ω)�

> argmin
ω̂∈(Ω\ΩA,b�a)−

�ω̂,Ψ(ω)�

= �ω�,Ψ(ω)�

= cΨ(h
�)

If ωo ∈ argmin
ω̂∈(Ω\ΩA,b�a)− �ω̂,Ψ(ω)�, then we have cΨ(ho) = cΨ(h�). So we will

assume ωo ∈ ΩA,b�a. By the induction hypothesis, we have that the path

h�� =
�
(ωo → ω��)

�

where ω�� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈(Ω\ΩA,b�a)− �ω̂,Ψ(ωo)�, is the path of minimum cost in the

set H(ωo,Ω\ΩA,b�a) in γ or fewer steps. i.e.

c(h��) = C(ωo; γ)

Take the edge (ω → ωo) and glue this on to the initial node of h��, ωo. Call this

new path h���. We have shown that c(h���) = c(ho) where

h��� := {(ω → ωo)} ∪ {ωo → ω��}

Let us now show that cΨ(t���) ≥ cΨ(t�). There are two cases to consider:

1. ω⊥a ωo.

It must be that either ωo �a ω or ω <a ωo.

• ωo �a ω.

We have that Ψ(ωo) �a Ψ(ω). Therefore, D(ω) ⊆ D(ωo), so we

can choose ω�� = ω�. Hence cΨ(h���) = �Ψ(ω),ωo� + �ω��,Ψ(ωo)� ≥
�ω��,Ψ(ωo)� = �ω�,Ψ(ωo)� ≥ �ω�,Ψ(ω)� = c(h�).
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• ω <a ωo.

It must be that Ψ(ω) �a Ψ(ωo) <a ωo. So, while now D(ωo) ⊆ D(ω),

we can again choose ω�� = ω�. In this case

cΨ(h
���) = �Ψ(ω),ωo�+ �ω�,Ψ(ωo)�

=
�
ωo

A
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�
+
�
ωo

B
− [Ψ(ω)]B

�

+
�
ω�

A
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�
+
�
ω�

B
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�

=
�
ωo

A
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�
+
�
ωo

B
− [Ψ(ωo)]B

�

+
�
ω�

A
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�
+
�
ω�

B
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�

= �ωo,Ψ(ωo)�+ �ω�,Ψ(ω)�

≥ �ω�,Ψ(ω)�

= cΨ(h
�)

2. ω �a ωo.

There are three cases to consider:

• ωo �a Ψ(ω).

This implies that Ψ(ωo) �a Ψ(ω), and so we have that D(ω) ⊆ D(ωo).

Again, choose ω�� = ω�, and so cΨ(h���) = �Ψ(ω),ωo� + �ω��,Ψ(ωo)�
≥ �ω��,Ψ(ωo)� = �ω�,Ψ(ωo)� ≥ �ω�,Ψ(ω)� = cΨ(h�).

• ωo >a Ψ(ω).

It is clear that argmin
ω̂∈(Ω\ΩA,b�a)− �ω̂,ωo� ⊆ D(ω) ∩ D(ωo). So, again
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setting ω�� = ω�, we have that

cΨ(h
���) = �Ψ(ω),ωo�+ �ω�,Ψ(ωo)�

=
�
ωo

A
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�
+
�
ωo

B
− [Ψ(ω)]B

�

+
�
ω�

A
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�
+
�
ω�

B
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�

=
�
ωo

A
− [Ψ(ωo)]A

�
+
�
ωo

B
− [Ψ(ωo)]B

�

+
�
ω�

A
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�
+
�
ω�

B
− [Ψ(ω)]A

�

= �ωo,Ψ(ωo)�+ �ω�,Ψ(ω)�

≥ �ω�,Ψ(ω)�

= cΨ(h
�)

• ωo �a Ψ(ω).

Without loss of generality we can assume that [Ψω]A < [ωo]
A

and

[Ψω]B > [ωo]
B
. If Ψ(ωo) and Ψ(ω) cannot be ordered but D(ω) ∩

D(ωo) �= ∅, then the result is immediate. So assume D(ω) ∩ D(ωo) �=
∅, with [Ψ(ω)]A < [Ψ(ωo)]A and [Ψ(ω)]B > [Ψ(ωo)]B. In this case

cΨ(ω,ωo) ≥ [ωo]
A
− [Ψ(ω)]

A
> [Ψ(ωo)]

A
− [Ψ(ω)]

A
>

��
D(ω)

�
SE

�
A
−

[Ψ(ω)]
A
= �ω�,Ψ(ω)�, where the first inequality follows by assumption,

the second by monotonicity, and the third since D(ω) ∩D(ωo) = ∅.

Proof of Theorem 4.

Partition the set ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a into
�
Ωab, Ω̄ab

�
, where

• Ωab :=
�
ω
�� [ω]

A
≥ nA

a

�
∩
�
ω
�� [ω]B ≤ NB − nB

b

� �

• Ω̄ab :=
�
ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a

�
\Ωab.

Lemma 8 below is key in computing the minimum of cΨ(h�) and cΨ(h��) over all

h� ∈ H(ωab,ΩA,b�a) and all h�� ∈ H(ωab,ΩB,a�b). Lemma 9 shows that when both

groups adopt at constant rates, the partition of Ω into regions of preference is

always closely related to the basins of attraction. For reasons of simplicity, Lemma
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9 is stated for the generic case only. Both proofs are omitted. That of Lemma 8

proceeds along similar lines to Lemma 5, while that of Lemma 9 is simple.

Lemma 8. Suppose E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, and let Ψ be a monotonic Group-

Darwinian adjustment process such that both groups adapt at constant rates. Then,

1. For all ω ∈ Ωab, the minimum of cΨ(h�) over all paths h� ∈ H(ω,ΩB,a�b) is

attained by

h�� :=






��
ω → Ψ(ω)

�
, . . . ,

�
Ψm̂−1(ω) → Ψm̂(ω)

��
∪
�
(ωab,ω�)

�
,

{(ω → ω��)} ,��
ω → Ψ(ω)

�
, . . . ,

�
Ψk−2(ω) → Ψk−1(ω)

��
∪
�
(Ψk−1(ω) → ω���)

�

if






[Ψm(ω�)]
A
+ [Ψm(ω�)]

B
≤ NA, for all m

[Ψ(ω)]
A
+ [Ψ(ω)]

B
≥ NA and ΨB �d ΨA

[Ψm(ω�)]
A
+ [Ψm(ω�)]

B
≥ NA, for some m, and ΨA �d ΨB

where,

• ω� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩB,a�b �ωab, ω̂�

• ω�� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩB,a�b �Ψ(ω), ω̂�

• ω��� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩB,a�b �Ψk(ω), ω̂�

• k = minm minω̂∈ΩB,a�b �Ψm(ω), ω̂�

2. For all ω ∈ Ωab, the minimum of cΨ(h��) over all paths h�� ∈ H(ω,ΩA,b�a) is

attained by

h�� :=






��
ω → Ψ(ω)

�
, . . . ,

�
Ψm̂−1(ω) → Ψm̂(ω)

��
∪
�
(ωab → ω�)

�
,

{(ω → ω��)} ,��
ω → Ψ(ω)

�
, . . . ,

�
Ψk−2(ω) → Ψk−1(ω)

��
∪
�
(Ψk−1(ω) → ω���)

�

if






[Ψm(ω�)]
A
+ [Ψm(ω�)]

B
≥ NA, for all m ≤ m̂

[Ψ(ω)]
A
+ [Ψ(ω)]

B
≤ NA and ΨA �d ΨB

[Ψm(ω�)]
A
+ [Ψm(ω�)]

B
≤ NA, for some m, and ΨB �d ΨA
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where,

• ω� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩA,b�a �ωab, ω̂�

• ω�� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩA,b�a �Ψ(ω), ω̂�

• ω��� ∈ argmin
ω̂∈ΩA,b�a �Ψk(ω), ω̂�.

• k = minm minω̂∈ΩA,b�a �Ψm(ω), ω̂�

Lemma 9. Suppose E(G) = {ωbb,ωab,ωaa}, and let Ψ be a monotonic Group-

Darwinian adjustment process such that both groups adapt at constant rates. Then,

if ΨA �d Ψ
B, then V(ωaa) ⊇ ΩB,a�b,V(ωbb) = ΩA,b�a,V(ωab) ⊆ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a

if ΨB �d Ψ
A, then V(ωaa) = ΩB,a�b,V(ωbb) ⊇ ΩA,b�a,V(ωab) ⊆ ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a

if ΨB ∼d Ψ
A, then V(ωaa) = ΩB,a�b,V(ωbb) = ΩA,b�a,V(ωab) = ΩA,a�b ∩ ΩB,b�a

We construct the minimum cost ω-trees for ωbb,ωab, and ωaa. Denote these

trees of minimum cost by τ �
ωbb

, τ �
ωab

, and τ �
ωaa

respectively. Since the construction

of τ �
ωbb

, parallels exactly the construction of τ �
ωaa

, we construct only the ω-trees τ �
ωab

and τ �
ωaa

.

Since V(ωbb), V(ωab), and V(ωaa) are convex (Lemma 3), we have that for

every pair ω� ∈ V(ωbb) and ω�� ∈ V(ωaa) such that ω�⊥ω��, there exists ω̂ ∈ V(ωab)

such that ω� <a ω̂ <a ω��. Furthermore, both groups adapt at equal rates, so by

lemma 9 boundaries and total-boundaries of basins of attraction coincide. We have

(V(ωbb))+ = (V(ωbb))++ =

� �
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= nA

a
− 1

�
, if genA

�
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= nA

a
− 1

�
\(nA

a
− 1, 0), if ngenA

(V(ωab))− = (V(ωab))−− =
�
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= nA

a

�

(V(ωab))+ = (V(ωab))++ =
�
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= N − nB

b

�

(V(ωaa))− = (V(ωaa))−− =

� �
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= nB

a

�
, if genB

�
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= nB

a

�
\(nB

a
, 0), if ngenB

• Construction of τ �
ωaa

.
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For any ωaa-tree, τωaa , define

h�(ωbb,ωaa) =
�
(ω� → ω��) ∈ τωaa

��ω� = ωbb or ω
� is a successor of ωbb

�

h�(ωab,ωaa) =
�
(ω� → ω��) ∈ τωaa

��ω� = ωab or ω
� is a successor of ωab

�

Any ωaa-tree, τωaa , must satisfy exactly one of the following four properties,

1. τ (1)ωaa : h
�(ωab,ωaa) ⊆ h�(ωbb,ωaa)

2. τ (2)ωaa : h
�(ωbb,ωaa) ⊆ h�(ωab,ωaa)

3. τ (3)ωaa : h
�(ωbb,ωaa) ∩ h�(ωab,ωaa) = ∅

4. τ (4)ωaa : h
�(ωbb,ωaa) ∩ h�(ωab,ωaa) �= ∅ but neither τ (1)ωaa nor τ (2)ωaa

We show that τ �
ωaa

must possess property τ (1)ωaa .

By Lemma 8, the minimum of cΨ
�
h(ωab,ωaa)

�
over paths in H(ωab,ωaa) is

achieved by

h� =
��

ωab → (NA, nB

a
−NA)

��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(NA, nB

a
−NA)

�
for some m ≥ 0

�

where cΨ(h�) = (nB

a
− NA). While h� above is different for the nongeneric

case, it is easy to see that the cost cΨ(h�) is unchanged.

Decompose h�(ωbb,ωaa) into paths h� and h�� where h� ∈ H(ωbb,Ω\ΩA,b�a),

and h�� = h�(ωbb,ωaa)\h�, so that cΨ
�
h�(ωbb,ωaa)

�
= cΨ(h�) + cΨ(h��). By

Lemma 5, the minimum of cΨ(h�) is attained by h∗∗ = {(ωab → ω��)}, where
ω�� ∈ (V(ωab))−. Because Ψm̂(ω��) = ωab for all ω�� ∈ V(ωab), an upper

bound for h�(ωbb,ωaa) is given by

cΨ(h
�) + cΨ(h

�) = nA

a
+
�
nA

b
−NA

�
(2.21)

Since nA

a
≤ NA, and kA = kB, for all ω�� ∈ (V(ωab))− and all m ≥ 0,

it must be that nA

a
≤ [Ψm(ω��)]

A
+ [Ψm(ω��)]

B
≤ NA. If nA

a
= NA, and

Ψk(ω��) �= ωab with
�
Ψk(ω��)

�
A
≥ NA−nB

b
for some k ≥ 1, and nongenericA,
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then by techniques similar to Lemma 8, the minimum of cΨ
�
h(ωbb,ωaa)

�
over

all H(ωbb,ωaa) is attained by

h��� =
��

ωbb → (0, nA

a
)
��

∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(0, nA

a
)
�
for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1

�

∪
��

Ψk−1
�
(0, nA

a
)
�
→ ω̂

��

where ω̂ ∈ minω�∈V(ωaa) �Ψk
�
(0, nA

a
)
�
,ω��. This yields

cΨ(h
���) = nA

a
+
�
nA

b
−NA − 1

�

Otherwise, it follows easily that minm minω̂∈ΩB,a�b �Ψm(ω��), ω̂� is attained

at m = m̂ and ω̂ = (NA, NB − nB

b
+ 1), so that the bound in equation 2.21

binds.

– τ (1)ωaa : This exactly attains the bound in equation 2.21.

– τ (2)ωaa : This exactly attains the bound in equation 2.21, but only when

nA

a
= NA, Ψk(ω��) �= ωab with

�
Ψk(ω��)

�
A
≥ NA − nB

b
for some k ≥ 1,

and nongenericA all hold. Otherwise there exists h� = h(ωab,ωaa)\
h(ωbb,ωaa) with cΨ(h�) > 0.

– τ (3)ωaa : In this case, it is clear that since h(ωbb,ωaa) can be decomposed

into h� and h�� as before, with h�� ∩ h� �= ∅, it must be cΨ
�
h(ωbb,ωaa)

�
>

cΨ(h��). Coupling this with the fact that the minimum cost path in

H(ωab,ωaa) has cost equal to cΨ(h��) = NB − nB

b
, yields the desired

result.

– τ (4)ωaa : Follows along similar lines to τ (3)ωaa .

• Construction of τ �
ωab

.

For any ωab-tree, τωab
, define

h�(ωbb,ωab) =
�
(ω�,ω��) ∈ τωab

��ω� = ωbb or ω
� is a successor of ωbb

�

h�(ωaa,ωab) =
�
(ω�,ω��) ∈ τωab

��ω� = ωaa or ω� is a successor of ωaa

�
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By Lemma 5 the path of minimum cost from ωbb to Ω\ΩA,b�a is attained

by h� = (ωbb,ω�) where ω� ∈ (Ω\ΩA,b�a)−. But note in this case that

(Ω\ΩA,b�a)− ⊆ V(ωab). Thus define

h� =






{(ωbb → ω�)}
∪
��

ω�,Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm(ω�) for some m ≥ 0

�
, if genA

��
ωbb → (nA

a
− 1, 0)

��
∪
��

(nA

a
− 1, 0) → (nA

a
, 0)

��

∪
��

ω�,Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(nA

a
, 0)

�
for some m ≥ 0

�
, if ngenA

(2.22)

Both if genericA or ngenericA, cΨ(h�) = nA

a
. A similar analysis shows that

cΨ(h��) is minimized over all h�� ∈ H(ωaa,ωab), by h�� where

h�� =






{(ωaa → ω��)}
∪
��

ω�,Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm(ω�) for some m ≥ 0

�
, if genB

��
ωaa → (NA, NB − nB

b
+ 1)

��

∪
��

(NA, NB − nB

b
+ 1) → (NA, NB − nB

b
)
��

∪
��

ω�,Ψ(ω�)
�
|ω� = Ψm

�
(NA, NB − nB

b
)
�

for some m ≥ 0
�
, if ngenB

(2.23)

Again, there are 4 mutually exclusive properties that τ �
ωab

may satisfy,

1. τ (1)ωab : h
�(ωbb,ωab) ∩ h�(ωaa,ωab) = ∅

2. τ (2)ωab : h
�(ωbb,ωab) ⊆ h�(ωaa,ωab)

3. τ (3)ωab : h
�(ωaa,ωab) ⊆ h�(ωbb,ωab)

4. τ (4)ωab : h
�(ωbb,ωab) ∩ h�(ωaa,ωab) �= ∅ but neither τ (2)ωaa nor τ (3)ωaa

Recall that V(ωab) is sandwiched between V(ωbb) and V(ωaa), in the sense

that V(ωbb) ⊂ V(ωab)↓ and V(ωaa) ⊂ V(ωab)↑. Thus, unless genA and genB

and V(ωab) =
�
ω | [ω]

A
+ [ω]

B
= NA

�
, in which case property τ (4)ωab may hold

due to D(ωbb) ∩ D(ωaa) �= ∅, then a straightforward geometric argument
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shows that τ �
ωab

must possess property τ (1)ωab . Regardless, combining equations

2.22 and 2.23 we get

cΨ(τ
�

ωab
) = nA

a
+ nB

b

Concluding,

cΨ(τ
�

ωbb
) = nB

b
+
�
nA

b
−NB

�

cΨ(τ
�

ωab
) = nB

b
+ nA

a

cΨ(τ
�

ωaa
) = nA

a
+
�
nB

a
−NA

�

Proof of Theorem 5.

Since ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ) when ΨA ∼d ΨB, it must be that cΨ(τ �ωab
) ≤ cΨ(τ �ωab

)

and cΨ(τ �ωab
) ≤ cΨ(τ �ωab

). From equations (2.15)-(2.17), it must be that

nA

a
≤ nA

b
−NB (2.24)

nB

b
≤ nB

a
−NA (2.25)

and so generically

nA

a
≤ NA − nA

a
+ 1 (2.26)

nB

b
≤ NB − nB

b
+ 1 (2.27)

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, I construct minimum cost ω-trees of ωbb,ωab, and

ωaa for any constant rate dynamic. Denote these by τ ��
ωbb

, τ ��
ωab

, and τ ��
ωaa

respectively.

Since the construction of τ ��
ωbb

, parallels exactly the construction of τ ��
ωaa

, I construct

only τ ��
ωab

and τ ��
ωaa

.

• Construction of τ ��
ωab

.

The result hinges on the following fact.

Fact 1. The cost of τ �
ωab

from equation (2.16) cannot be improved upon.

Proof. τ �
ωab

must contain paths h�(ωbb,ωab) and h�(ωaa,ωab).

Consider h�(ωbb,ωab). By Lemma 4 the first edge must be of the form (ωbb →
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ω�) where ω� ∈ Ω\ΩA,b�a. Without loss of generality we can choose ω� =

(nA

a
, 0), and the remaining edges will be a series of costless transitions to ωab.

Thus, cΨ
�
h�(ωbb,ωab)

�
= nA

a
. Similarly, the only costly edge of h�(ωaa,ωab)

an be chosen to be (ωaa → (NA, NB − nB

b
)), so that cΨ

�
h�(ωaa,ωab)

�
= nB

b
.

Now τ ��
ωab

must contain paths h��(ωbb,ωab) ∈ H(ωbb,ωab) and h��(ωaa,ωab) ∈
H(ωaa,ωab). Consider h��(ωbb,ωab). It must contain a costly transition out

of ΩA,b�a. But the edge
�
ωbb → (nA

a
, 0)

�
chosen in τ �

ωab
can be chosen again.

So that we can set h��(ωbb,ωab) = h�(ωbb,ωab). Similarly we can choose,

h��(ωaa,ωab) = h�(ωaa,ωab).

Summarizing, we have that the minimum cost ωab-tree, τ ��ωab
, has cost

cΨ(τ
��

ωab
) = nB

b
+ nA

a

which is equal to that of τ �
ωab

as in Theorem 4.

• Construction of τ ��
ωbb

.

There are two cases to consider.

– ΨA �d ΨB.

By Lemma 9, when ΨA �d ΨB, V(ωbb) ⊆ ΩA,b�a. Since it is now

possible that (Ω\ΩB,a�b)+ ∩ V(ωaa) �= ∅, the minimum of cΨ(ĥ) over all

ĥ ∈ H(ωaa,V(ωbb)) has edges of positive cost
�
(ωaa → (NA, NB − nB

b
))
�

and
�
ωab → (nA

a
− 1, 0)

�
which coincide exactly with the minimum cost

ωbb-tree from Theorem 4, τ �
ωbb

, with cost given by equation 2.15.

– ΨB �d ΨA.

Suppose that Ψ = (ΨA

1 ,BB), so that ΨB dominates ΨA maximally. This

maximizes V(ωbb) so that,

V(ωbb) =

� ��
(nA

a
− 2, NB)

�↓ ∪
�
(nA

a
− 1, 0)

� �
∩ ΩB,b�a, if genA

� �
(nA

a
− 3, NB)

�↓ ∪
�
(nA

a
− 2, 1)

�↓ � ∩ ΩB,b�a, if ngenA

The cost nB

b
+ nA

b
− NB, attained in equation 2.15 is still attainable

by the ωbb-tree, τ �ωbb
, constructed in Theorem 4, and so cΨ(τ �ωbb

) is an
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upper bound for cΨ(τ ��ωbb
). The other candidate ωbb-tree, τ̂ωbb

, has paths

h(ωab,ωbb) and h(ωaa,ωbb), where h(ωaa,ωbb) ⊂ h(ωaa,ωbb). The only

costly transitions along τ̂ωbb
are given by (ωab → ω̂) and (ωaa → ˆ̂ω),

where ω̂ =
�
(V(ωaa))−

�
SE

and ˆ̂ω =
�
(V(ωbb))+

�
NW

. Thus, τ̂ωbb
has cost

given by

cΨ(τ̂ωab
) = cΨ(ωab, ω̂) + cΨ(ωaa, ˆ̂ω)

= NB − nB

b
+ 1 +max

�
NA − nA

a
+ 2, nB

b

�

There are two cases to consider:

∗ nB

b
≥ NA − nA

a
+ 2.

Then,

cΨ(τ̂ωab
) = (NB − nB

b
+ 1) + nB

b

≥ (NB − nB

b
+ 1) + (NA − nA

a
+ 1) + 1

≥ nB

b
+ nA

a
+ 1

> cΨ(τ
�

ωab
)

where the first inequality follows by assumption, the second using

(2.26) and (2.27).

∗ nB

b
< NA − nA

a
+ 2.

Then,

cΨ(τ̂ωab
) = (NB − nB

b
+ 1) + (NA − nA

a
+ 1) + 1

≥ nB

b
+ nA

a
+ 1

> cΨ(τ
�

ωab
)

using (2.26) and (2.27).

Proof of Theorem 6.

Consider part 1 when (NA, 0) ∈ V(ωaa).
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1. Construction of τ �
ωbb

.

This is straightforward. The minimum cost path h ∈ H(ωbb,ωaa) must in-

volve a transitioning out of ΩA,b�a. Regardless of rates of evolution, it is

always the case that (nA

a
, 0) ∈ V(ωaa), since clearly there exists m̂ such that

for all m ≥ m̂, Ψm
�
(nA

a
, 0)

�
≥ (NA, 0) ∈ V(ωaa). Futhermore, (nA

a
, 0) ∈

�
Ω\ΩA,b�a

�
−, and so by Lemma 5, the path of minimum cost from ωbb to

(nA

a
, 0) is to transition there immediately, in the generic case, and transition

to (nA

a
− 1, 0) and then to (nA

a
, 0) in the non-generic case. Either way, this

path h(ωbb, (nA

a
, 0)) has cost of nA

a
. Clearly then, a path of minimum cost

from ωbb to ωaa is given by h� :=
�
(ωbb → (nA

a
, 0))

�
∪
��

ω� → Ψ(ω�)
� ��ω� =

Ψm((nA

a
, 0)), for some m ≥ 0

�
, with cΨ(h�) = nA

a
.

2. Construction of τ �
ωaa

.

In the same way that Lemma 5 rested on the straightforward observation that

minω̂∈Ω\ΩA,b�a �Ψk(ω), ω̂� is increasing in k for all ω ∈ ΩA,b�a, this subcase

of Theorem 6 hinges on the following Lemma. There are two subcases to

consider.

Lemma 10. Suppose E(G) = {ωbb,ωaa} and ωab ∈ V(ωaa). If Ψ is a constant

rate dynamic, then for all ω ∈ V(ωaa) ∩ ΩB,b�a, it is the case that

min
ω̂∈V(ωbb)

�ω, ω̂� ≤ min
ω̂∈V(ωbb)

�Ψ(ω), ω̂� (2.28)

Proof. When ΨA �d ΨB the result is immediate, since V(ωbb) = ΩA,b�a by

Lemma 9. So with ΨB �d ΨA, there are two cases to consider: ωba ∈ V(ωbb)

and ωba �∈ V(ωbb).

• ωba ∈ V(ωbb).

Clearly (V(ωbb))+ can be uniquely decomposed into a collection of col-

umn chains {ci}ni=1, where for any ωik
∈ ci and ωjl

∈ cj �= ci, it must

be that ωik
�a ωjl

. Now note that for any ω ∈ V(ωaa) ∩ ΩB,b�a, it must

be that argmin
ω̂∈V(ωbb) �ω̂,ω� is attained by either {ωik

} where ωik
∈ ci

and [ωik
]
B
= [ω]

B
, or by {ωik

,ωjl
} where ωik

∈ ci, ωjl
∈ cj �= ci, with
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[ωik
]
B
= [ω]

B
and [ωjl

]
B
= [ωik

]
B
− 1 and [ωjl

]
A
= [ωik

]
A
+ 1.

For all ω ∈ V(ωaa)∩ΩB,b�a with [ω]
B
− kB ≥ 0, it must be that | [ω]

B
−

[Ψω)]
B
| > | [ω]

A
− [Ψω)]

A
| and hence (2.28) holds. If [ω]

B
− kB ≤ 0,

the result is trivial.

We proceed to a contradiction. Suppose for the sake of simplicity that

argmin
ω̂∈V(ωbb) �ω̂,ω� is attained by ωik

∈ ci where [ωik
]
B
= [ω]

B
, and

consider the interval [ωik
,ω]. Similarly suppose argmin

ω̂∈V(ωbb) �ω̂,Ψ(ω)�
is attained by ωjl

∈ ci where [ωjl
]
B

= [ω]
B
, and consider the interval

[ωjl
,Ψ(ω)]. Now note that if �ωjl

,Ψ(ω)� < �ωik
,ω�, then Ψ←(ωjl

) >a

ωik
, and hence ωik

�∈ V(ωbb).

• ωba ∈ V(ωaa).

The techniques used for the case where ωba ∈ V(ωbb) can again be ap-

plied to all states in
��

N − nB

a
− 1, ((V(ωbb))++)NW

��↓ ∩ ΩA,a�b. And

again a similar inductive argument to that above can be applied to those

states in
��

0, ((V(ωbb))++)NW + 1
��↑∩ΩA,a�b, and so the result follows

naturally.

Armed with Lemma 10, the remainder of the proof now follows by a simple

counting argument as in Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 9.

The proof uses the following two properties of the �·� function. For any

x, y ∈ R,

�x�+ �−x� =
�

0, if x ∈ Z
1, if x �∈ Z

�x�+ �y� − 1 ≤ �x+ y�
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It is sufficient to show that ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ), implies ωab is socially efficient. For

ωab ∈ Ξ(G, cΨ), by Theorem 4, it must be that

nB

b
+ nA

a
= min

�
nB

b
+ nA

b
−NB, nA

a
+ nB

a
−NA

�

or equivalently, that both

NA ≤ nB

a
− nB

b
(2.29)

NB ≤ nA

b
− nA

a
(2.30)

Now consider equations 2.29 and 2.30 for generic parameters of G (we show only

the case where (1− q)N +(2q−1) �∈ Z - the other case follows along similar lines).

Using equations 2.1 - 2.4, we have

NA ≤ nB

a
− nB

b

= �q(N − 2) + 1� − �(1− q)N + (2q − 1)�

= �q(N − 2) + 1�+ �−(1− q)N − (2q − 1)� − 1

≤ �(N − 2)(2q − 1)�

where the first equality followed by plugging in for nB

a
and nB

b
, the second by

the first property of �·� described above, and the final inequality by the second

property of �·� along with some algebraic manipulation. Thus inequalities 2.29

and 2.30 can be restated as

NA ≤ �(N − 2)(2q − 1)� (2.31)

NB ≤ �(N − 2)(2p− 1)� (2.32)
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Now let us check the requirements on ωab to be socially efficient. Equation 2.18

can be rearranged as

NA ≤
�1
q
(N − 1)(2q − 1)

�

≤
�1
q
(N − 1)(2q − 1)

�
(2.33)

Similarly, for ωab to be socially efficient requires

NB ≤
�1
p
(N − 1)(2p− 1)

�
(2.34)

Finally, note that inequalities 2.31 and 2.32 imply those in 2.33 and 2.34.
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Abstract

This paper studies the coordination problem of a large, heterogeneous pop-

ulation of agents who live on a network and interact repeatedly. The heterogeneity

immediately implies that varying network structure can dramatically change the

set of stochastically stable equilibria (Foster and Young, 1990), and not just the

rate that they are reached as in Ellison (1993). A simple 4-player example il-

lustrates that the precise specification of the dynamics can also a!ect long run

equilibrium selection, even when the population is fully connected - specifically,

the uniform error dynamics of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) may select very

di!erent equilibria to the Ising model dynamics of Blume (1993).
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3.1 Introduction

That social networks are important for economic interactions is undis-

puted.1 People routinely get jobs through friends. Countries trade more regularly

with neighbouring countries. And so on.

Formally, a network/graph is a set of nodes/vertices, pairs of which are con-

nected via edges/links. In a network game, the vertices represent players (people,

firms, countries, etc), and the edges capture the notion that certain pairs of players

have payo! interdependencies. The literature on network games primarily seeks

to answer the following question: given the emergence of a particular network,

how does its structure impact behaviour, and in particular long run equilibrium

behaviour?

One natural setting to address this question is a large population coordi-

nation problem, in which the network’s edges represent 2-player games between

adjacent players. The seminal paper of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) (here-

after KMR), looks at a setting where players reside on a fully connected network,

and each local-interaction is a common 2 " 2 game of pure coordination.2 KMR

show that if this contest is played repeatedly, where every period players best re-

spond to past play and occasionally make mistakes, then uniform adoption of the

locally risk-dominant action is the most likely, so-called stochastically stable (Fos-

ter and Young, 1990), equilibrium.3 ,4 Ellison (1993) extends this result to some

particular network structures, e.g. the circle. Using the more general framework

of Morris (2000), Peski (2010) extends this equilibrium selection result to arbitrary

networks, showing that uniform adoption of the locally risk-dominant action is

always a stochastically stable equilibrium, and uniquely so if the network satisfies

1The literature on networks, even in economics, is far too vast to mention fully here. See
textbooks by Goyal (2007) and Jackson (2008)

2Actually the model of KMR is one of random matching, but such a framework is strategically
equivalent to that where agents live on a fully connected network and interact with everyone else.

3Young (1993) introduces general techniques that allow computation of stochastically stable
equilibria for general games.

4Caveat: KMR assume that players err with state independent probabilities. While risk-
dominance is also the prediction when players make logit-type errors (Blume, 1993), Bergin and
Lipman (1996) showed that such predictions are highly dependent on how players make mistakes,
and that any strict equilibrium can be stochastically stable for an appropriately defined model
of mistakes.
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a mild density condition.5

This seems to suggest that if one accepts stochastic stability with “intuitive”

errors as the correct selection criterion for large population coordination problems,

then it is not possible to implement a particular outcome by manipulating network

architecture. In this paper I show that this is false. Network architecture can af-

fect equilibrium selection without resorting to “unintuitive” mistakes, and in fact,

the risk-dominance selection results of the papers mentioned above are primar-

ily driven by another primitive of the game: the homogeneity of the population.

A homogeneous population means that every edge in the network represents a

common local-interaction, which by definition is constrained symmetric. This is

limiting, since when local-interactions are pure coordination games, each player’s

coordination problem is su%ciently similar, and hence, in the presence of neigh-

bours who are persistently making mistakes, so is optimal behaviour (i.e. take the

risk-dominant action).

The heterogeneous framework I use is the “Language Game” of Neary

(2010a). The Language Game deviates from existing large population models

in one simple but important way: the population is partitioned into two homo-

geneous groups with local-interactions occurring both within- and across-group.6

Each local-interaction is still a 2 " 2 game of coordination, though players from

di!erent groups prefer to coordinate on di!erent actions. When arranged on an ar-

bitrary network, players from the same group are di!erentiated only by the identity

of those to whom they are connected.

Such heterogeneity introduces tension. In the homogeneous agent case, it

is clear what all players would like to coordinate on - the unique pareto e%cient

equilibrium - the issue of interest is whether or not decentralized play will allow

such coordination to occur. In the Language Game, players from di!erent groups

have di!erent “ideal” equilibria.

I examine the stochastically stable equilibria to the Language Game on

5This holds for a class of noisy dynamics that includes that of KMR and Blume (1993) -
though clearly cannot be the case for all such noisy dynamics (see the caveat in footnote 4).

6The Language Game is one of many Multiple-Group Games (MGGs) introduced in Neary
(2010c).
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arbitrary networks using the logit-error model of Blume (1993). To do this I ex-

ploit some existing results. The Language Game is a potential game (Shapley and

Monderer, 1996).7 This is useful, since the equilibria that maximize the potential

function are stochastically stable under these noisy dynamics
%

see Young (2001)

and Neary (2010c)
&

. Armed with this, it can be shown that computation of the

stochastically stable equilibria reduces to solving a linear programming problem.

The key factor for equilibrium selection is the interplay between strength of payo!s

and network structure. The stronger a particular group’s preferences, the more dif-

ficult it is to dislodge them from taking their more preferred action (since mistakes

are payo! dependent). The more agents from their own group to whom an agent

is connected, the less likely it is that they will adopt the other group’s preferred

action.

The results allow something to be said about the strength of networks. In

pure graph theory, there are many notions of the centrality of a vertex, where

centrality is often interpreted as importance,8 but each of these notions is static

and simply determined by the underlying network architecture. Recently, the game

theory literature has begun to examine which vertices are most important when

interactions along links are strategic.9 In each case, the focus is on which players

are “stronger”, with “strength” indices captured by a player’s equilibrium payo!.

While the Language Game is also a little abstract, it does allow me to address

questions like: is it possible for a smaller, “better”-connected group to impose

their preferred equilibrium outcome on a larger, “worse”-connected group? And

if so, what properties of the network allow this? If a group could strategically

7Potential games have a simple and intuitive interpretation. Whenever a player unilaterally
deviates from the current profile, the change in that person’s utility is equal to the change in
potential.

8Some of these are: degree centrality - the fraction of other vertices a particular vertex is
connected to; betweenness centrality - loosely defined as the number of shortest paths between
all pairs of other vertices that the vertex of interest lies on; closeness centrality - defined as
the arithmetic mean of the closest path between the vertex and all other vertices; eigenvector
centrality - where, loosely put, the importance of a vertex is related to the importance of its
neighbouring vertices. See Jackson (2008) (pages 37-43) for reference.

9Polanski (2007), and Manea (2009) analyse similar models, in which a link between two
players represents a bargaining opportunity over a unit surplus. Both ? and Bramoulle and
Kranton (2007) look at games where a homogeneous population of players interact pairwise with
each of their neighbours via a common symmetric anti-coordination game.
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arrange itself, how would it best do so in order to optimize the likelihood that its

preferred outcome will be adopted?

Section 4.2 shows that network structure can dramatically a!ect stochasti-

cally stable outcomes, even in a simple 4-player game. It further emphasizes that

the details of the dynamics are far more important for equilibrium selection in

games with heterogeneity than in games with a homogeneous population, as the

dynamics of KMR and Blume (1993) can select very di!erent equilibria.

Section 3.3 formally defines the Language Game, while Section 3.4 intro-

duces the dynamics and relates stochastic stability to the potential function.

Section 3.5 defines the linear programming problem that computes the

stochastically stable outcome for any network.

While the linear programming method provides a complete solution for any

network, to help fix ideas it is useful to examine the selection results for some oft-

studied cases. Section 3.6 looks at equilibrium selection when the network is fully

connected. In Neary (2010a), I performed a similar analysis using the uniform error

dynamics of KMR, and I showed that certain group-properties, group size, group

payo!s, and group adaptiveness, a!ect stochastically stable outcomes.10 The first

two properties remain important for equilibrium selection, though the property of

group adaptiveness is dropped as it is not definable under the dynamics of Blume

(1993). Strength of payo!s have a greater e!ect in this case, but this is only natural

since the dynamics are payo! dependent.

In Section 3.7, I discuss stochastic stability for some other commonly stud-

ied graph structures that have received much attention in the literature. In partic-

ular, using situations where payo!s are mirrored, it emphasizes how in using the

potential approach, it is the number of edges within each group that matter.

Section 3.8 characterizes properties of the graph such that each group will

adopt their preferred equilibrium action, and thus fail to coordinate with the other

group. The key feature is the way in which sets of agents, and not just individual

agents, are connected to those in the other group.

Section 3.9 concludes.
10This was contrasted with the model of KMR, as these properties have no bearing on selection

in their homogeneous agent framework.
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3.2 Example: Network structure and dynamics

matter

The purpose of this Section is to show, via a simple 4-player example,

that (i) existing equilibrium selection results for network games are driven by the

fact that the pairwise interaction occurring across each link is the same, and (ii)

the dependence of selection results on the details of the dynamics is far more

pronounced in a heterogeneous population setting.

Consider the following story. There is a population of 4 players, N =

{1, 2, 3, 4}, partitioned into two groups of identical agents, & = {A,B} = {{1, 2} ,

{3, 4}}. Each player is located at a vertex of a fully connected undirected graph,

$, with vertex set N , and edge set E.

The strategic situation is a simultaneous move game where each player has

the same two-action strategy set {a, b}. Along edge (i, j), i < j, players i and

j play game G"(i)"(j), where #(k) is the group to which player k belongs. Each

player must use the same action in all local-interactions and his/her utility is the

unweighted sum of payo!s earned with each neighbour. Figure 3.1 below shows $

and the local-interactions occurring across each edge, while payo!s are as given in

Figure 3.2. The vertices for players in Group A are coloured red, and for those in

Group B are coloured blue.

1 2

34

GAA

GBB

GABGAB

Figure 3.1: Fully connected graph, $.

Interest lies in pure strategy equilibria since these are the only serious can-

didates for long run behaviour. Letting s = (s1, s2, s3, s4) # S := {a, b}4 denote a

particular strategy profile, the only two pure strategy equilibria to this game are
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GAA GAB GBB

A1

A2

a b
a 3, 3 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 2

A

B
a b

a 3, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 2, 3

B1

B2

a b
a 2, 2 0, 0
b 0, 0 3, 3

Figure 3.2: GAA, GAB, GBB.

(a, a, a, a) and (b, b, b, b), which I denote a and b respectively.

The above game gets repeated. Players follow a simple updating rule.

Specifically, whenever a player is a!orded a revision opportunity, he/she takes

a best response against the current population profile.

Aggregating these individual decisions generates population dynamics. It

is clear that the initial profile, or state of play, has great bearing on the terminal

resting point. The pioneering works of Foster and Young (1990), Young (1993),

and Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) showed that by adding “noise” to the dy-

namics, it is possible to remove this path dependence.11 There are two benchmark

models of noise, which is introduced at the level of the individual by supposing that

players occasionally make mistakes. The first is the uniform error model of KMR,

where every player mistakenly chooses an inferior action with state-independent

probability. The second is the logit error model of Blume (1993), whereby the

likelihood of an error is proportional to the loss in utility due to the error.

Let us examine these two di!erent scenarios. First, let us say that every

period all players best respond to the current profile and make uniform errors.

Second, imagine that each period one player is randomly selected and chooses

his/her action according to the logit-error model. It turns out that since both

groups are the same size, the graph is fully connected, and payo!s (in a sense

made precise in Neary (2010c)) are mirrored, that for these two noisy dynamics,

stochastic stability predicts both a and b, each with probability 0.5. This is hardly

11Adding noise means that population behaviour is always moving. However, despite the fact
that population behaviour is always in flux, it spends the bulk of time centralized on a subset of
the equilibria known as the “stochastically stable” equilibria.
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surprising.

So far so good. Now suppose that the original fully-connected graph, $, is

altered by removing edges (1, 3) and (1, 4). We are then left with the subgraph

of $, $̂, with the same vertex set N , and set of edges
"

(1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)
#

.

This new graph $̂ is depicted in Figure 3.2 below. (Whatever edges remain have

the same local-interaction games played across them.)

1 2

3

4

GAA

GAB

GAB

GBB

Figure 3.3: Network $̂, a subnetwork of $.

The set of pure strategy equilibria to this new game is the same as in the

fully-connected case: a and b (this can be seen by noting that player 1 must

coordinate with player 2). So despite the fact that the network structure is now

quite di!erent and has lost it air of symmetry, the symmetric profiles are the only

pure strategy equilibria and hence the only candidate rest points of a best-response

based dynamic.

Now let us compute the stochastically stable equilibria for each of the noisy

dynamics described above. It turns out that the selection results are very di!erent.

Best-Reply Dynamic with uniform errors

To calculate the long run distribution, I will first look at each player’s

updating rule for the next period. I can then, via brute force, calculate how the

best-reply dynamic proceeds from each state. With this information it is then easy,

but tedious, to perform a crude, but standard, “mutation counting” argument to

conclude which outcome(s) is (are) stochastically stable.
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The myopic updating rules for each player are as follows:

player 1: take whatever action player 2 took this period.

player 2: take whatever action was used by at least two of your neighbours this

period.

players 3, 4: play b if at least one neighbour played b this period. Otherwise play

a.

There are 24 = 16 states. Table 3.1 below lists each state, ordered lexico-

graphically under the relation a < b, and examines where the best-reply dynamic

terminates for each initial state, tracing the path by which it arrives there using

the updating rules given above. Let s0 denote the initial state and B the best-reply

dynamic. B2(s) = B
%

B(s)
&

is the 2-fold iteration of B, and so on. The successor

state in a sequence follows a “$” symbol.

Table 3.1: Evolution of B for each initial state.
s0 B(s0) B2(s0) B3(s0) end

1 (a, a, a, a) $ a a
2 (a, a, a, b) $ (a, a, b, a) $ (a, a, a, b) $ · · · cycle
3 (a, a, b, a) $ (a, a, a, b) $ (a, a, b, a) $ · · · cycle
4 (a, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
5 (a, b, a, a) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
6 (a, b, a, b) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
7 (a, b, b, a) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
8 (a, b, b, b) $ b b
9 (b, a, a, a) $ a a
10 (b, a, a, b) $ (a, b, b, a) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b
11 (b, a, b, a) $ (a, b, a, b) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b
12 (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
13 (b, b, a, a) $ (b, a, b, b) $ (a, b, b, b) $ b b
14 (b, b, a, b) $ b b
15 (b, b, b, a) $ b b
16 (b, b, b, b) $ b b

Of the 16 strategy profiles, the only rest points of B are the symmetric ones.

States ‘2’ and ‘3’ form their own closed cycle. States ‘1’ and ‘9’ lead to a, while

the remaining 12 states all come to rest at b.
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To discuss how the stochastically stable equilibria are computed for this sit-

uation it is necessary to introduce a little bit of terminology.12 The deterministic

best-reply dynamic, B, induces a nonergodic Markov process, with transition ma-

trix P , on the state space S. The process P has three recurrent classes: R1 = {a},

R2 = {b}, and the closed cycle R3 = {(a, a, a, b), (a, a, b, a)}. All other states

will transition with probability 1 to either a or b, with the set that lead to a (b)

referred to as the basin of attraction of a (b).

An s-tree on S is a collection of arrows between pairs of elements of S, such

that every element except s is the initial point of exactly one arrow, and from any

state in S\ {s}, there is a unique path leading to s.

The cost between any two states s1 and s2, denoted c(s1, s2), is the number

of simultaneous mutations needed to transform B(s1) to s2. The path of minimum

cost between two states is the natural extension of this. The stochastically stable

states are those contained in the recurrent class with minimum cost s-tree.

In this example, for each recurrent class, the s-tree of minimum cost is never

unique. To compute the minimum cost s-trees, all we need to consider are paths

of minimum cost between the recurrent classes.13 And to do this, we just have

to examine paths from each recurrent class to the basin of attraction of the other

recurrent classes. Table 3.2 below displays a minimum cost path and its costs for

all pairs of recurrent classes.

Table 3.2: Transition Costs
Transition Cost Via the path

R1 $ R2 1 (a, a, a, a)$ (a, a, a, b)
R1 $ R3 1 (a, a, a, a)$ (a, b, a, a)
R2 $ R1 1 (a, a, a, b)$ (a, a, a, a)
R2 $ R3 1 (a, a, a, b)$ (a, a, b, b)
R3 $ R1 3 (b, b, b, b)$ (b, a, a, a)
R3 $ R2 3 (b, b, b, b)$ (a, a, a, b)

Write c
%

(Ri)
&

for the cost of a minimum cost s-tree for recurrent class Ri,

12These techniques were first introduced to game theory in Foster and Young (1990) and are
now very standard.

13The minimum cost s-tree for all states in a given recurrent class is equal since transitions
within a recurrent class are by definition costless - see Young (1993).
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i # {1, 2, 3}. It can be computed using Table 3.2 that

c
%

(R1)
&

= 4

c
%

(R2)
&

= 4

c
%

(R3)
&

= 2

Note then that the stochastically stable equilibrium is (b,b), which is very

di!erent to the 50 : 50 distribution over (a, a) and (b,b), as it was when the

network was fully connected. Network structure has thus a!ected the stochastically

stable equilibrium.

Best response dynamic with logit errors

Now, each period, one player is drawn randomly from the population and

a!orded the opportunity to update his/her current action. Noise is introduced by

supposing that the likelihood of playing a particular action is exponentially related

to its expected payo! (and hence not independent of the current state).

Under such a dynamic, the only feasible one-period transitions are to states

that di!er in a maximum of one component. Drawing out a table such as Table 3.1

is not helpful since each state has multiple possible successors and costly transitions

are not of equal cost. Fortunately, a convenient shortcut is available. Since each

local-interaction of the Language Game is a potential game (Shapley and Monderer,

1996), the Language Game is itself a potential game (Section 3.4). It turns out

that, under the noisy dynamic described above, the stochastically stable states are

precisely those that maximize the potential (Theorem 10).

In this case, the potential function takes the same value at either symmetric

equilibria. The reason for this is that the potential function ignores basins of

attraction as it values only the potential along each edge of the network. There

are the same number of within-group interactions for either group, and since payo!s

are mirror image the sum of potentials for all within-group interactions is equal

regardless of which symmetric profile is adopted. Furthermore, for the same reason,

the potential along edges across-group takes the same value for either type of
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successful coordination. As such, again the stochastically stable distribution places

probability of 0.5 on each symmetric equilibrium.

Why the di!erence in selection for di!erent dynamics?

Given the heterogeneity of the framework, I hope it is unsurprising that

network architecture can a!ect equilibrium selection. It is however, at least to me,

far more of a mystery as to why the di!erent dynamics can select such radically

di!erent equilibrium outcomes. In the example outlined above, the reason seems

to be that the discontinuities in selection occur at di!erent points.

It is perhaps useful for a moment to recall the homogeneous agent setting,

with a population that is fully connected. In that case, once one action risk-

dominates another, it is immediate that uniform adoption of this action will be

selected. Such a statement is true for either the uniform error or the logit error

dynamic.

Now consider the game above on the fully connected graph. Under the

uniform error dynamic, we can perturb the payo!s of the players and the prediction

will not change. This is true no matter who’s payo! we perturb and no matter

how we perturb them, and is true because even with nearby payo!s, it is still the

case that each player needs to see at least 2 others taking his preferred action in

order to adopt it. But if we perturb only the payo!s of one group, say Group A,

such that their payo!s from coordinating on their preferred equilibrium outcome

are increased from 3 to 3+ +, (+ > 0), then the prediction changes. The reasoning

is that with payo! dependent logit errors, it is now slightly harder, albeit only

fractionally so, that Group A players will accidentally choose action b when a is

their best response, than it is for Group B players to accidentally choose action a

when b is their best response.

3.3 The Language Game

A network is an undirected graph $ = (N , E) where N = {1, . . . , N}

denotes the set of vertices, and E ) {(i, j)|i &= j # N} denotes the set of edges,
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such that (j, i) # E whenever (i, j) # E.14 In the model, N will also denote the

player set, so that each vertex is the home of a distinct player. If (i, j) # E, then

edge (i, j) has ends i and j, and vertices i and j are said to be adjacent. I abuse

notation by writing E = {gij}i,j%N , where gij = 1 if i and j are adjacent, and 0

otherwise.

A path in a graph is a sequence of distinct vertices such that each vertex

is adjacent to the next vertex in the sequence. If it is possible to establish a path

from any vertex to any other vertex, then the graph is said to be path-connected ;

otherwise, the graph is disconnected.

An undirected graph $& = (N &, E &) is said to be a subnetwork of network

$ = (N , E), if N & ) N and E & ) E. For any network $ = (N , E), and for

any two nonempty subsets, X, Y ) N , we may consider the set of links with one

end in X and the other in Y , EXY := {(i, j) # E|i # X, j # Y }. We may thus

consider the subnetwork of $ induced by a vertex set C ) N , and denote it as

$[C] =
%

C,ECC
&

. Similarly we may define a subgraph induced by a set of edges

F ) E, that has edge set F and vertex set consisting of all vertices which lie at

the end of at least one edge in F . This we denote by $[F ].

The Language Game is defined as the tuple L :=
"

N ,&, S,$,G
#

, where

& := {A,B} =
55

1, . . . , NA
6

,
5

NA + 1, . . . , NA +NB
66

is a partition of N into

nonempty groups A and B of sizes NA and NB respectively (N = NA + NB),

S := {a, b} is the strategy set common to all players, $ := (N , E) is the network

on which the players live with $[A] and $[B] both path-connected,15 and G :=
5

GAA, GAB, GBB
6

is the collection of pairwise local-interactions, where GAA is the

game that a player from Group A plays with a player from Group A, etc. In GAA

(GBB), the two group A (B) players are denoted A1 and A2 (B1 and B2). These

games are symmetric. The game GAB is not symmetric and so it is important to

note who is “row” and who is “column”: Ai denotes the row player from Group A,

while Bj denotes the column players from Group B. Payo!s are given as follows,

14The symbol ) (%) connotes weak (strict) inclusion,
15There is no steadfast reason to insist that both "[A] and "[B] are path-connected. Rather,

if they were not path-connected, then in some sense each path-connected component of these
subgraphs could be thought of as comprising separate groups.
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GAA GBB

A1

A2

a b
a (A, (A 0, 0
b 0, 0 1+(A, 1+(A

B1

B2

a b
a 1+(B, 1+(B 0, 0
b 0, 0 (B, (B

GAB

Ai

Bj

a b
a (A, 1+(B 0, 0
b 0, 0 (B, 1+(A

Define S :=
!N

j=1 Sj with typical element s = (s1, . . . , sN). A pure strategy

profile, s # S, can be viewed as (si; s). Thus, (ŝi; s) = (s1, . . . , ŝi, . . . , sN). Writing

1{} for the indicator function for event {}, for typical players i # A and j # B, the

utility from taking action s # S is given by,

UA
i (s; s) := (A1{s=a}

$

j $=i

gij1{sj=a} + (1+ (A)1{s=b}

$

j $=i

gij1{sj=b} (3.1)

UB
k (s; s) := (1+ (B)1{s=b}

$

l $=k

gkl1{sl=b} + (B1{s=a}

$

l $=k

gkl1{sl=a} (3.2)

The Language Game is a simultaneous move game, in which players do not

randomize. Utilities are the unweighted sum of payo!s earned from interacting

with neighbours, where the same action must be used with each. Note that all

local-interactions are opponent independent, in that a player’s payo! depends only

on the actions chosen and not the neighbour’s identity. Thus a player cares only

about the number of his/her neighbours who choose the same action, and not on

who those others are. I assume that (A, (B # (1/2, 1), so that regardless of who

they interact with, Group A members prefer to coordinate on a, while those in

Group B prefer to coordinate on b.

A graph, $, is said to be bipartite if the vertices can be divided into two
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disjoint sets N & and N && such that no two vertices from the same set are adjacent.

The pair (N &,N &&) is known as the bipartition of $. In the Language Game, it is

clear that for all X ) A and Y ) B, $[EXY ] is bipartite. This bipartition need

not be unique unless $[EXY ] is path-connected. However, $[EAB] can always be

taken as the bipartite graph (X, Y, EAB) for some X ) A and Y ) B, and this is

the bipartition I will always adopt.

3.4 Dynamics and Potential

When they exist, strict equilibria are typically the most serious candidates

for long run behaviour when agents are myopic best responders. In the Language

Game, there are always at least two strict equilibria (in symmetric profiles), and

possibly more depending on the strength of preferences (the values of (A and (B)

and the structure of the network.

One goal of stochastic evolutionary game theory is to make predictions on

which equilibrium is more likely to emerge as games are played repeatedly. This is

the focus of the remainder of the paper, where the game I analyse is the Language

Game. Given that strict equilibria are self enforcing, we will need an equilibrium

selection device. The equilibrium selection criterion I use is stochastic stability

(Foster and Young, 1990).

Let me first describe how population behaviour evolves. Time is discrete,

and is indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Undiscounted utilities are received every period.

Each period, one player is drawn randomly from the population and a!orded the

opportunity to update his/her current action. Thus the only feasible one-period

transitions are to strategy profiles, that I now refer to as “states” in “state space”

S, that di!er in a maximum of one component.

I suppose that the likelihood of playing a particular action is exponentially

related to its expected payo!, where a player correctly forecasts the behaviour of

others to remain unchanged. To be precise, if the current population profile is

s, and player i is selected, then he/she chooses action si # S according to the
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probability distribution p$i (si|s), where for any & > 0,

p$i (si|s) :=
exp

%

& Ui(si; s)
&

exp
%

& Ui(a; s)
&

+ exp
%

& Ui(b; s)
& (3.3)

As & $ /, player i’s response distribution as defined in (3.3) approaches

that of a best response. This is true since actions that yield higher payo!s receive

more weight as & increases. So for any finite &, (3.3) is a perturbation of the best

response. By combining the perturbed best response dynamics for each player,

an irreducible Markov process with transition matrix P $ is induced on the state

space S. The process is aperiodic and irreducible, and as such P $ has a unique

stationary distribution µ$.

The goal is to calculate the states to which the limiting distribution, as the

perturbations of the process vanish, assign positive probability. To do this, we

would like to know, µ#, where

µ# := lim
$()

µ$

We then have the following definition, originally due to Foster and Young

(1990),

Definition 20. A state s is said to be stochastically stable if µ#(s) > 0, and

uniquely stochastically stable if µ#(s) = 1.

Informally, whatever state(s) µ# assigns positive probability to, is (are)

the predicted outcome(s) for the above system when it is constantly subjected to

myopic best responses with noise.

For a given Language Game, L, the set of stochastically stable states is

denoted '(L). The approach to computing '(L) when errors are uniform, is to

ignore computation of µ$, and instead to compute µ# directly using tools from

the theory of dynamical systems (Freidlin and Wentzell, 1998) by analysing the

recurrent classes of the unperturbed process P := lim$() P $. When the errors are

not uniform this is di%cult, but fortunately, given the particular structure of the

Language Game, there is a very workable shortcut such that these sophisticated
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techniques are not needed. The shortcut exploits the fact that the Language Game

is a potential game (Shapley and Monderer, 1996). A game is said to be a potential

game if the change in each player’s utility from choosing a new action can be derived

from a common function, referred to as the game’s potential function. Formally,

Definition 21. An N -person game G is a potential game if there exists a function

$ : S $ R such that, for every player i, and every s # S, and all pairs of actions

si, s&i # Si,

Ui(si; s)+ Ui(s
&
i; s) = $(si; s)+ $(s

&
i; s) (3.4)

First I show that each local-interaction game of the Language Game, L, is

a potential game. This is easy. It can be checked that each of GAA, GAB, and GBB

have potential given by16 $AA : S"S $ R, $AB : S"S $ R, and $BB : S"S $ R,

where each is defined as follows (for $AB, the first argument refers to the Group A

player’s strategy, and the second to the Group B player’s strategy):

$AA(a, a) = (A $AA(a, b) = 0

$AA(b, a) = 0 $AA(b, b) = 1+ (A

$AB(a, a) = (A + 1+ (B $AB(a, b) = (A

$AB(b, a) = 1+ (B $AB(b, b) = 1 (3.5)

$BB(a, a) = 1+ (B $BB(a, b) = 0

$BB(b, a) = 0 $BB(b, b) = (B

Since each local-interaction of the Language Game is a potential game, by

Theorem 2 of Neary (2010c), the Language Game is itself a potential game, with

potential function, $#, where for any strategy profile s,

$#(s) :=
$

(ij)%EAA

i<j

$AA(si, sj) +
$

(ik)%EAB

i%A, k%B

$AB(si, sk) +
$

(hk)%EBB

h<k

$BB(sh, sk) (3.6)

16I should mention that the potential function for a game is never unique. For example, adding
a constant will produce a new potential function.
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The following is the key result. (It is a direct implication of Theorem 3 in

Neary (2010c), which itself is an extension of a result from Blume (1993).)

Theorem 10. For every & > 0, P $ has the unique stationary distribution, µ$,

given by

µ$(s) =
exp

%

($#(s)
&

*

s"%S exp
%

($#(s&)
& (3.7)

where $# is the potential function of L as defined in equation (3.6).

Furthermore, '(L) = argmaxs%S $
#(s).

3.5 Selection

By Theorem 10 above, for a given Language Game, to compute the stochas-

tically stable equilibria, what is required is to find those equilibrium profiles that

maximize the potential function $#. This can be reduced to an integer program-

ming problem as follows.

Without loss of generality, identify {a, b} with {0, 1}. It is then the case

that we can rewrite the potentials given in (3.5), where, for any i, j # A and

h, k # B,

$AA(si, sj) = (1+ si)(1+ sj)(A + sisj(1+ (A)

$AB(sj, sk) = (1+ sj)(1+ sk)((A + 1+ (B) + (1+ sj)sk(A

+ sj(1+ sk)(1+ (B) + sjsk1

$BB(sh, sk) = (1+ sh)(1+ sk)(1+ (B) + shsk((B)

Thus the problem of maxs%S $#(s) reduces to

max
{s1,...,sN}%{0,1}N

7

$

i,j%A
i<j

gij $
AA(si, sj)+

$

i%A,k%B

gik $
AB(si, sk)+

$

h,k%B
h<k

ghk $
BB(sh, sk)

8
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3.6 The Fully Connected Network

From Neary (2010a), when $ is fully connected there are only 3 candidate

equilibrium profiles, {(a, a), (a,b), (b,b)}, where (a,b) is the profile where all

Group A members adopt action a, while all those in Group B choose action b, etc.

Behaviour at these profiles is group symmetric in that all players in a given group

take the the same action. Both (a, a) and (b,b) are always equilibria. Profile

(a,b) is an equilibrium provided the ratios of preferred payo! to less preferred

payo!
%

(A/(1 + (A) for Group A and (B/(1 + (B) for Group B
&

are su%ciently

high.17

Recall that for any two nonempty subsets of vertices, X, Y ) N , EXY is

the set of all undirected edges (i, j) with i # X and j # Y . Let e(X, Y ) = |EXY |

be the number of such edges.

I now compute the potential for each candidate group symmetric profile. To

do so, the following facts will be useful. The number of edges on any fully connected

undirected graph with N vertices is
%

N
2

&

. So, e(A,A) =
%

NA

2

&

, e(B,B) =
%

NB

2

&

.

Furthermore, $[EAB] = (A,B,EAB) is a fully connected bipartite graph, so that

e(A,B) = NA "NB.

We have that,

EAA EAB EBB

$#
%

(a, a)
&

=
%

NA

2

&

· (A + (NANB) · ((A + 1+ (B) +
%

NB

2

&

· (1+ (B)

$#
%

(a,b)
&

=
%

NA

2

&

· (A + (NANB) · (A +
%

NB

2

&

· (B

$#
%

(b,b)
&

=
%

NA

2

&

· (1+ (A) + (NANB) · 1 +
%

NB

2

&

· (B
(3.8)

where the first term on the right hand side is the potential of edges EAA, etc.

The stochastically stable equilibria are those for which $# takes the largest

17Precisely, it requires: (NA + 1)"A ' NB(1 + "A) and (NB + 1)"B ' NA(1 + "B). If one
group is strictly larger, then the relevant inequality always holds, and so one must only check
that of the smaller group.
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value out of the three above. Simple algebra shows that for (a,b) to be stochasti-

cally stable, it must be that

(A ' (#A =
1

2
+

1

2

NB

N + 1
and (B ' (#B =

1

2
+

1

2

NA

N + 1
(3.9)

From the omitted algebra, it is the condition $#
%

(a,b)
&

' $#
%

(a, a)
&

that

gives the lower bound of (#B. It is intuitive that comparison of these two states

yield a requirement for a Group B player’s payo!, since obviously all Group A

players prefer (a, a).

Footnote 17 states that for (a,b) to be an equilibrium, it must be that

(NB + 1)(B ' NA(1+ (B), which happens if and only if (B ' (̄B = NA/(N + 1).

It is clear that both (#A ' (̄A and (#B ' (̄B, so that a necessary condition for profile

(a,b) to be stochastically stable is that it be an equilibrium.

Here is the main result concerning equilibrium selection for the fully con-

nected language game.

Theorem 11. For the Language Game, L, with $ fully connected,

• (a, a) # '(L), if and only if

'

NA

2

)

(2(A+1)+

'

NB

2

)

(2(B+1)+NANB((A+(B) ' 0 and (B . (#B

(3.10)

• (a,b) # '(L), if and only if

(A ' (
#
A and (B ' (

#
B (3.11)

• (b,b) # '(L), if and only if

'

NA

2

)

(2(A+1)+

'

NB

2

)

(2(B+1)+NANB((A+(B) . 0 and (A . (#A

(3.12)

Proof. The proof follows by combining the first and third equations of (3.8) with

the inequalities in (3.9).
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Theorem 11 demonstrate thes simplicity of the potential approach. Basi-

cally, one just computes the number of edges in the fully connected network and

weights them according to the local-interaction potentials.

Consider conditions (3.10) and (3.12) of Theorem 11. In (3.10) for example,

the first inequality compares the potential at (a, a) to that at (b,b), while the

second compares that at (a, a) to that at (a,b). The second inequality is just the

reverse of that in (3.9), which now requires that Group B players do not have

overly strong preferences. The first inequality computes the number of edges in

the fully connected network and weights them according to the local-interaction

potentials at each of the symmetric population profiles.

For the sake of intuition, the following two special cases of Theorem 11 are

useful. First imagine that both within-group local-interaction are payo! mirror

image. That is, (A = (B. In this situation it can be shown that,

$#
%

(a, a)
&

' $#
%

(b,b)
&

,- (2(A + 1)
-

'

NA

2

)

+

'

NB

2

)

.

' 0

which, given that 2(A > 1, happens only if
%

NA

2

&

'
%

NB

2

&

, which happens only if

NA > NB - i.e. Group A is the bigger group.

Now, another useful exercise is to examine what happens when within-

group local-interactions are not payo! mirror image, but each group has the same

number of members. That is, when NA = NB. In this case, it can easily be shown

that

sign
-

$#
%

(a, a)
&

+ $#
%

(b,b)
&

.

= sign
+

(A + (B
,

(3.13)

Equation 3.13 above can be used to indicate the fragility of the stochastic

stability prediction in the payo! dependent case. Recall back to the example in

Section 4.2, when the population was fully connected (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). I stated

that the uniform error dynamics of KMR and the logit error dynamics select both

symmetric equilibria each with probability 0.5. However, if we perturb the payo!

of the most desired outcome for Group A, from 3 to 3 + +, for some + > 0, then

under the uniform errors of KMR, the prediction does not change. But, under the
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logit errors which measures the potential at di!erent profiles, it is clear from (3.5)

that everybody adopting action a is uniquely stochastically stable. This selection

result holds true even for the subgraph $̂ in Figure 3.2.

I have just proved the following two Theorems, which are really just special

cases of Theorem 11

Theorem 12. Suppose within-group local-interactions of the fully connected Lan-

guage Game are payo! mirror image. Then,

• If NA < NB, then

'(L) 1

7

(a,b), if (A ' (#A,

(b,b), if (A . (#A,

• If NA > NB, then

'(L) 1

7

(a, a), if (B . (#B,

(a,b), if (B ' (#B,

Theorem 13. Consider the fully connected Language Game with NA = NB. Then

'(L) 1

9

:

:

;

:

:

<

(a, a), if (A > (B ' (#B,

(a,b), if (A ' (#A and (B ' (#B,

(b,b), if (B > (A ' (#A,

Theorem 12 says that when payo!s are mirrored, if one group has strictly

more members than the other, the stochastically stable equilibrium cannot involve

all players uniformly adopting the preferred outcome of the smaller group.

Theorem 13 says that is both groups are of equal size the long run outcome

will involve all players uniformly adopting the preferred outcome of the group with

stronger preferences, unless both (A ' (#A and (B ' (#B.

Theorems 11 - 13 provide somewhat di!erent selection results to those of

Neary (2010c) who uses the uniform errors framework of KMR. It is of some interest

to compare the two.
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3.7 Some Commonly Studied Networks

Let us quickly examine which states maximize the potential function for

some networks that have received a lot of attention in the literature.

Graph 1 (2 Star Networks with centers connected). Each group is arranged in

a star network. The central player for Group A (B) is labelled A1 (B1). Any

player who is not central is referred to as peripheral. Thus, for $[A], gA1Aj
= 1

if and only if j #
5

2, . . . , NA
6

, while for $[B], gB1Bk
= 1 if and only if k #

5

2, . . . , NB
6

. I also assume that the central players of each star are adjacent

(gA1B1
= 1), and that there are no other links. Clearly, in any pure strategy

equilibrium, the peripheral players must take the same action as the central player

of their Group.18 It can quite easily be seen that the only candidate equilibria to

this game are {(a, a), (a,b), (b, a), (b,b)}, where (b, a) is an equilibrium only if

(NA + 1)(1+ (A) ' (A and (NB + 1)(1+ (B) ' (B.

Figure 1 below illustrates this network. The left star represents $[A], and

the right star $[B]. Group A members are red vertices, while Group B members

are blue vertices. The central player of each subnetwork is depicted larger than

the others. I assume that NA > NB.

Let us compute the potential for each of these equilibrium profiles. Note

that e(A,A) = NA + 1, e(A,B) = 1, and e(B,B) = NB + 1.

$#
%

(a, a)
&

= (NA + 1) · (A + 1 · ((A + 1+ (B) +(NB + 1) · (1+ (B)
$#
%

(a,b)
&

= (NA + 1) · (A + 1 · (A +(NB + 1) · (B
$#
%

(b, a)
&

= (NA + 1) · (1+ (A) + 1 · (1+ (B) +(NB + 1) · (1+ (B)
$#
%

(b,b)
&

= (NA + 1) · (1+ (A) + 1 · 1 +(NB + 1) · (B

It is clear by inspection that $#
%

(b, a)
&

is the smallest value, and thus
%

(b, a)
&

can never be stochastically stable. This is interesting as this profile has

the lowest welfare properties of all equilibria, as it has each group coordinating on

the other group’s preferred action.

I now compare the potential at each of the remaining equilibria. The fol-

18In fact this game has no equilibria in totally mixed strategies.
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1 1

2

3

4

NA

2

3

NB

GAA

GAB

GBB

Figure 3.4: Two stars connected center to center

lowing are the relevant inequalities,

$#
%

(a,b)
&

' $#
%

(a, a)
&

,- (B '
NB

2NB + 1
(3.14)

$#
%

(a,b)
&

' $#
%

(b,b)
&

,- (A '
NA

2NA + 1
(3.15)

Note that the utility to the central Group B player, B1, of choosing action

b at state (a,b) is (NB+1)(B, while that of choosing action a is NB(1+(B). Note

that by comparing these two, the second inequality in (3.14) falls out, and thus it

really captures the decision of B1.

Given that both (A, (B > 1/2, the right hand side inequalities of (3.14) and

(3.15) can always hold for su%ciently large values of NA and NB . Thus, perhaps

unsurprisingly, the most likely outcome for two star networks connected center to

center is for each star to coordinate on its most preferred action. Note that this

will be true once each group reaches a given absolute size, and is independent of

the relative size of the groups.

This example and prediction can be contrasted with the stochastic stability

results for a homogeneous group arranged in a star network. Jackson and Watts

(2002, 2008) show that under the uniform error dynamics, that either symmetric
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profile is stochastically stable (the intuition being that all it takes to move between

equilibria is for the central player to mutate, which he/she will do with equal

likelihood). With logit error dynamics, risk dominance will be selected.

The analysis of uniform error dynamics is similarly easy for this situation.

In fact, any group symmetric profile that is an equilibrium is stochastically stable

according to such dynamics, since all it takes to transition between them is for

a central player to mutate (which, again, he/she will do with equal likelihood).

However, we just saw that the profile (a,b) will be uniquely stochastically stable

for large enough group sizes under the payo! dependent dynamics.

Graph 2 (2 Star Networks connected spoke to spoke). Again, suppose that each

group is arranged in a star network. Again, A1 and B1 are the respective central

players, and NA > NB . This time however, assume that each peripheral agent

from Group B is connected to the central Group B player and also to a unique

peripheral player from Group A. The set of links, E, can thus be defined by:

gAiAj
= 1 if and only if i = 1 and j #

5

2, . . . , NA
6

; gBkBl
= 1 if and only if k = 1

and l #
5

2, . . . NB
6

. And finally gAmBn = 1 if and only if m = n #
5

2, . . . , NB
6

.

Figure 2 illustrates this, with group colours as before. Note that since NA > NB,

there are (NA+ 1)+ (NB + 1) = NA+NB “left over” peripheral Group A players

who are only connected to the central Group A player, A1.

To help compute the pure strategy equilibria, note that in any equilibrium,

the “left over” peripheral players in Group A, {ANB+1, . . . , ANA}, must coordi-

nate with A1. All other peripheral players will only choose their least preferred

equilibrium action only if both their neighbours are using it.

Clearly (a, a) and (b,b) are equilibria. It is easily checked that (a,b) is an

equilibrium, (b, a) is not, and it that, s =
%

(sA1
, sA2

, . . . , sA
NB

, sA
NB+1

, . . . , sA
NA

),

sB
&

=
%

(b, a, . . . , a, b, . . . , b), a
&

is an equilibrium if and only if the following (which

is a requirement on A1) holds: (NA + 1 + NB)(1 + (A) > (NB + 1)(A. However,

it is always the case that $#
%

(b,b)
&

> $#
%

(b, a, . . . , a, b, . . . , b), a
&

.

Given this, (a, a), (a,b), and (b,b) are the only candidates for stochastic

stability. The potential at each of these equilibrium profiles is,
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1 1

2

3

4

NB

NA

2

3

4

NB

GAA

GBB

GAB

Figure 3.5: Two stars connected spokes to spokes.

$#
%

(a, a)
&

= (NA + 1)(A + (NB + 1)((A + 1+ (B) + (NB + 1)(1+ (B)
$#
%

(a,b)
&

= (NA + 1)(A + (NB + 1)(A + (NB + 1)(B
$#
%

(b,b)
&

= (NA + 1)(1+ (A) + (NB + 1)1 + (NB + 1)(B

The following are then easily shown:

$#
%

(a, a)
&

' $#
%

(a,b)
&

,- 2/3 ' (B

$#
%

(a, a)
&

' $#
%

(b,b)
&

,-

(NA + 1)(2(A + 1) + (NB + 1)(A ' (NB + 1)(3(B + 1)

$#
%

(b,b)
&

' $#
%

(a,b)
&

,- (NA +NB + 2) ' (A(2N
A +NB + 3)

An interesting pattern which has emerged in all of the examples is that the

number of links in each group’s subnetwork is important as regards selection. When

the within-group games are payo! mirror image, this becomes hugely important.

This is summarized in the following result, again stated without proof.

Theorem 14. Consider the Language Game, L, where local-interactions are payo!

mirror image. The following always holds,

• If e(A,A)<e(B,B), then (a, a) is not stochastically stable.

• If e(A,A)>e(B,B), then (b,b) is not stochastically stable.
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Theorem 14 above is nothing more than statement of the following identity:

sign
0

e(A,A)+ e(B,B)
1

= sign
0

$#
%

(a, a)
&

+ $#
%

(b,b)
&

1

. I should emphasize that

this corollary applies to the number of links within-group, and not to the number

of members in each group. While the number of agents within a given group does

bound from above the number of possible links within-group, it is the number of

links themselves that is the important feature.

It is important to note however, that the above does not say that if e(A,A) <

e(B,B), then (b,b) will be stochastically stable. Nor does it say that all Group A

members taking action a will be not be part of the stochastically stable outcome.

Rather it just says that in the long run, whichever group has more within-group

connections must contain some subset who take their preferred action.

A similar result can be shown in the situation where the within-group local-

interaction are not payo! mirror image.

Theorem 15. Consider the Language Game, L.

• If (A > (B, then

e(A,A) ' e(B,B)- $#
%

(a, a)
&

> $#
%

(b,b)
&

• If (A < (B, then

e(A,A) . e(B,B)- $#
%

(a, a)
&

< $#
%

(b,b)
&

The following example helps illustrate the findings.

Graph 3. There are twelve players, Group A = {A1, . . . , A4} and Group B =

{B5, . . . , B12}. Suppose Group A are tightly knit, such that $[A] is fully connected.

Group B is arranged in a line, EBB = {(i, i+ 1)}i=4,...,11. All Group A players are

connected to players 5 and 6, and that there are no other edges in $[EAB].

The network $ is displayed in Figure 3.6 below. Group A members are

contained in the red box that is shaded.19 The dashed lines connecting Group B

players, B5 and B6, to Group A indicates that gAiB5
= gAiB6

= 1 for all i = 1, . . . , 4.

19This is to convey that all pairs of them interact without having to draw the many connections.
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A

1 2

34

5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 3.6: $

Simple arithmetic yields that e(B,B) = 6, e(A,B) = 8, and e(B,B) = 7.

Since e(B,B) > e(B,B), the corollary to Theorem 14 states that if (A = (B, then

in the long run there is some nonempty subset of Group B that take action b.

Let us now analyse this game when (A = (B for a variety of di!erent values.

In each case, I will first write down the set of pure strategy equilibria and then com-

pute the stochastically stable outcome by examining the potential of each. The set

of candidate equilibria is always the same:
"

(a, a),
%

a, (a, a, b, . . . , b)
&

, (a,b), (b,b)
#

The potential for each of these profiles is given below,

$#
%

E1

&

= 6 · q + 8 · (p+ q) + 7 · p
$#
%

E2

&

= 6 · p + 8 · p + 7 · p
$#
%

E3

&

= 6 · p + 8 · (p+ q) + 5 · p
$#
%

E4

&

= 6 · p + 8 · (p+ q) + 7 · q

Example 7 (' = 4/7). In this case the equilibrium set is
"

E1, E3, E4

#

. We have

that
"

$#
%

E1

&

, $#
%

E2

&

, $#
%

E3

&

, $#
%

E4

&

#

=
"

102, 84, 100, 101
#

Clearly then the stochastically stable outcome is E1 = (b,b).

Example 8 ((' = 5/8). In this case the equilibrium set is
"

E1, E3, E4

#

. We have

that
"

$#
%

E1

&

, $#
%

E2

&

, $#
%

E3

&

, $#
%

E4

&

#

=
"

117, 105, 119, 115
#

Clearly then the stochastically stable outcome is E3 =
%

a, (a, a, b, . . . , b)
&

.
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Example 9 (' = 5/7). In this case the equilibrium set is
"

E1, E3, E4

#

. We have

that
"

$#
%

E1

&

, $#
%

E2

&

, $#
%

E3

&

, $#
%

E4

&

#

=
"

103, 105, 111, 100
#

Clearly then the stochastically stable outcome is E3 =
%

a, (a, a, b, . . . , b)
&

.

Example 10 (' = 7/8). In this case the equilibrium set is
"

E1, E2, E4

#

. We have

that
"

$#
%

E1

&

, $#
%

E2

&

, $#
%

E3

&

, $#
%

E4

&

#

=
"

119, 147, 141, 113
#

Clearly then the stochastically stable outcome is E2 = (a,b).

The above examples correspond to the following ranges on '. If ' #

(1/2, 3/5), then (b,b) is uniquely stochastically stable. If ' # (3/5, 4/5) then
%

a, (a, a, b, . . . , b)
&

is uniquely stochastically stable. While if ' # (4/5, 1) then

(a,b) is uniquely stochastically stable.

The intuition is quite straightforward. When ' is su%ciently small, then

no player minds too much coordinating on their less preferred outcome. Hence the

greater number of connections in Group B dominate. When ' is not to small nor

too large, then players strongly prefer to coordinate with their neighbours on their

most preferred action but can be persuaded to choose their least preferred action

provided enough of their neighbours are choosing it. This is relevant for players

B5 and B6. When ' is su%ciently large then provided at least one neighbour is

taking your preferred action then it is worth sacrificing all other interactions for

this one successful coordination.

3.8 Failure to Coordinate Across Group

The linear program in Section 3.5 computes the stochastically stable equilib-

ria for the Language Game on any arbitrary network. The purpose of this Section

is to determine what conditions must be placed on the subnetworks, $[A],$[B],

and $[EAB], to determine when state (a,b) is stochastically stable.

It turns out that such a characterization is very straightforward. Theorem
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16 below provides straightforward su%cient conditions.20

Theorem 16. The bipartite graph $[EAB] is the triple (V A, V B, EAB). Let Q

denote the set of players in Group A who use action b, and R denote the set of

players in Group B who use action a. Su"cient conditions for (a,b) # '(L), are

that the following both hold

max
{Q: ,-Q.A}

e(Q,Q) + e(Q, V B)

e(Q,Q) + e(A\Q,Q)
.

(A
1+ (A

(3.16)

max
{R: ,-R.B}

e(R,R) + e(R, V A)

e(R,R) + e(B\R,R)
.

(B
1+ (B

(3.17)

.

Proof. I show only the first inequality. The second is shown analogously.

Let "A % S denote the set of states where all Group B players are con-

strained to take action b. Consider the discrete time process where players in A

update their action according to (3.3). Let P $A denote this irreducible process

on state space "A with states %. As in Theorem 10, it can be shown that the

restricted process P $A has unique stationary distribution, µ$A, where

µ$A(!) =
exp

%

&$#(!)
&

*

!
"%!A

exp
%

&$#(!&)
&

I will show that $# is maximized at (a,b), provided the condition in the

statement of the theorem holds. Fix a state ! = (%1, . . . ,%N) # "A, and note that

$#(!) =
$

(i,j)%EAA

$AA(%i,%j) +
$

(h,k)%EAB

$AB(%h,%k) + e(B,B)$BB(b, b)

For any two sets X, Y , define X\Y := X ! Y c, where Y c denotes the

20This result does not depend on the path-connectedness of "[A] and "[B].
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complement of Y . Now letting Q& = {i # A : %i = b}, it is easy to see that,

$#(!) = $AA(a, a) · e(A\Q&, A\Q&) + $AA(b, b) · e(Q&, Q&) + $AB(b, b) · e(Q&, V B)

+ $AB(a, b) · e(A\Q&, V B) + $BB(b, b) · e(B,B)

= (A · e(A\Q&, A\Q&) + (1+ (A) · e(Q
&, Q&) + 1 · e(Q&, V B)

+ (A · e(A\Q&, V B) + (B · e(B,B)

and that

$#
%

(a,b)
&

= $AA(a, a) · e(A,A) + $AB(a, b) · e(A, V B) + $BB(b, b) · e(B,B)

= (A · e(A,A) + (A · e(A, V B) + (B · e(B,B)

Thus

$#
%

(a,b)
&

+ $#(!) = (Ae(A,A) + (Ae(A, V
B)+ (Ae(A\Q

&, A\Q&)

+ (1+ ')e(Q&, Q&)+ 1e(Q&, V B)+ 'e(A\Q&, V B)

= (A
+

e(A,A)+ e(A\Q&, A\Q&) + e(A, V B)+ e(A\Q&, V B)
,

+
+

(1+ (A) · e(Q
&, Q&) + e(Q&, V B)

,

= (A
+

e(A,Q&) + e(A, V B)+ e(A\Q&, V B)
,

+
+

(1+ (A) · e(Q
&, Q&) + e(Q&, V B)

,

= (A
+

e(Q&, A) + e(Q&, V B)
,

+
+

(1+ (A) · e(Q
&, Q&) + e(Q&, V B)

,

= (A
+

e(Q&, Q&) + e(Q&, A\Q&) + e(Q&, V B)
,

+
+

(1+ (A) · e(Q
&, Q&) + e(Q&, V B)

,

We wish to find conditions on Q& such that the above is positive. If Q& = *,

then ! = (a,b) and the above expression is zero. So we restrict attention to

nonempty Q&. Attention can also be restricted to sets Q& such that Q& ! V A &= *,

since otherwise e(V B, Q&) = 0 and all the terms in the last line above are positive
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meaning the desired inequality follows trivially. Thus it is su%cient that

(A
1+ (A

'
e(Q&, Q&) + e(Q&, V B)

e(Q&, Q&) + e(A\Q&, Q&)

holds for all nonempty Q& ) A with Q& ! V A &= *.

That we can make the stronger restriction that Q& ) V A, rather than

Q& ! V A &= *, follows by noting that

• If the inequality in (3.16) holds for Q ) V A, then it holds for any Q̂ ) A

where Q̂ ! V A = Q.

• If the inequality in (3.17) holds for R ) V B, then it holds for any R̂ ) A

where R̂ ! V A = R.

To prove this, let ! denote the state in which agents Q ) V A take action b.

Specifically Q =
5

i # V A|%i = b
6

. Now consider a state !̂ where %̂i = b -

i # Q̂, with Q ) Q̂ % A and Q̂ ! V A = Q.

It is su%cient to show that

$#(!)+ $#(!̂) ' 0

Using Theorem 16 above we have that

$#
%

(a,b)
&

+ $#(!̂) = '
+

e(Q̂, A) + e(Q̂, V B)
,

+
+

(1+ ') · e(Q̂, Q̂) + e(Q̂, V B)
,

= ' · e(Q̂, A)+ (1+ ') · e(Q̂, Q̂)

+ ' · e(Q, V B)+ e(Q, V B)
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So we have that

$#(!)+ $#(!̂) =
+

$#
%

(a,b)
&

+ $#(!̂)
,

+
+

$#
%

(a,b)
&

+ $#(!)
,

=
+

' · e(Q̂, A)+ (1+ ') · e(Q̂, Q̂)
,

+
+

' · e(Q,A)+ (1+ ') · e(Q,Q)
,

= ' · e(Q̂\Q,A)+ (1+ ') · e(Q̂, Q̂) + q · e(Q,Q)

= ' · e(Q̂\Q,A)

+ (1+ ') ·
+

e(Q,Q) + e(Q̂\Q, Q̂\Q) + ·e(Q̂\Q,Q)
,

+ (1+ ') · e(Q,Q)

= ' · e(Q̂\Q,A)+ (1+ ') · e(Q̂\Q, Q̂)

> 0

where the last inequality follows since ' > 1/2, and e(Q̂\Q,A) ' ·e(Q̂\Q, Q̂)

due to the fact that Q̂ ) A.

Consider the weak inequalities (3.16) and (3.17) in Theorem 16 above.

Generically (A and (B are irrational, and hence so are (1 + (A) and (1 + (B).

The ratio of two irrational numbers is generically irrational, so the weak inequali-

ties are unlikely to hold with equality.

For profile (a,b) to be stochastically stable, the inequality must hold for

all singleton sets Q& = {Ai} % V A. So each individual player Ai # V A must

have more connections to those in his/her own group than (1 + (A)/(A times the

number of connections to those in V B. Note that for these singleton sets, this is

just a restriction on individual behaviour, since if action a is not a best response

for player Ai # V A to the profile where all other Group A players take action a and

all Group B players take action b, then profile (a,b) is not even an equilibrium.

However, holding for all singleton subsets of V A is insu%cient for the in-

equality to hold for all Q& ) V A as Figure 3.8 below demonstrates. Agent Ai # V A

is adjacent to those in the set V B
1 = {B1, B2} % V B. Agent Ai is also adjacent to
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agents Aj and Ak from A. Thus, by taking Q& = {Ai}, the relevant inequality holds

for any value of (A given that (A > 1/2 > 1+(A. Similarly, agent Aj # V A is adja-

cent to 2 agents from V B, those in V B
2 = {B3, B4} % V B. Note that V B

1 !V B
2 = *.

Agent Aj is connected to agents Ai, and Al from Group A. So choosing Q& = {Aj},

inequality (3.16) clearly holds. However, by choosing Q& = {Ai, Aj}, it is the case

that e(Q&, V B) = 4, whereas e(Q&, A\Q&) = 2, and as such inequality in (3.16) will

only hold for (A # [5/8, 1) and not for (A # (1/2, 5/8).

Ai

B1

B2

Aj

B3

B4

Ak

Al

GAA

GAB

GAB

GAA

GAB

GAB

GAA

Figure 3.7: Failure to coordinate across Group

3.9 Conclusion

This paper has examined stochastically stable equilibria to the Language

Game of Neary (2010a). While the results are far from conclusive, the take home

message should be that network architecture can a!ect equilibrium selection, and

that much of what is driving the risk-dominant predictions of KMR, Ellison (1993),

Blume (1993), and Peski (2010) is the homogeneity of the population.

Another interesting feature is how much more sensitive stochastically stable

outcomes are to the manner in which players make mistakes. To my knowledge
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there are no games for which the uniform errors of KMR select di!erent outcomes

to the payo! dependent errors of Blume (1993). But with the introduction of

multiple populations this immediately comes to the fore. Further exploration of

the details of the dynamics seems an interesting avenue for future research.
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Abstract

We propose three new equilibrium refinements for normal form games, that

can easily be extended to extensive form analogs. The refinements are strategy-

perturbation based, à la perfection, as defined by Selten (1975). An equilibrium is

defined as reasonable if more costly mistakes are trembled onto with lower proba-

bility than less costly ones. However, we do not require that the relative likelihood

be of a full order of magnitude, as in properness (Myerson (1978)). It may be,

but need not be, the sole requirement is that it be weakly lower. The remaining

two refinements are similar in spirit to reasonable equilibria although instead of

requiring robustness to one such reasonable tremble, they require robustness to

more, and all, such reasonable trembles respectively. We call an equilibrium more-

than-proper if it is robust to a larger, yet tractable, class of reasonably constrained

games than properness. We call an equilibrium truly proper if it is robust to the

set of all reasonably constrained games.
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4.1 Introduction

The ideas of equilibrium refinements originated with the seminal work of

Selten (1975). Selten (1975) observed that in extensive form games the Nash solu-

tion concept could often prescribe seemingly irrational (non-maximizing) behavior

at unreached information sets, and he sought to eliminate such unreasonable equi-

libria. In standard economic models these unreasonable equilibria often amounted

to players making incredible threats. This produced a huge inconsistency between

game theoretical predictions and reasonable (or at least observed) economic be-

haviour, and have caused some concern to game theorists for some time.

Selten (1975) introduced the concept, that assigns a non-empty set of strat-

egy profiles each element of which is known as a perfect equilibrium point, by pos-

tulating that full rationality is the limiting case of incomplete rationality. To quote

Okada (1981): “He (Selten) parameterized incomplete rationality by a small posi-

tive probability for the breakdown of rationality and defined the perfect equilibrium

point to be stable against arbitrarily slight parameterized incomplete rationality”.

Selten’s goal was to require that players prescribe rational behavior at every

information set. Mathematically, his mechanism found an equilibrium point stable

against an arbitrary sequence of perturbations in the strategy choice of players. It

did this by looking at nearby constrained games where all players were required

to play each pure strategy with non-zero probability. This ensured players now

would (not just could) be called on to act at each information set, hence proposing

a non-maximizing action at any information set was irrational.

Note, however, that behavior in these constrained games is fully rational by

the standard definition of rationality (maximizing expected payo!s given beliefs).

Thus, what Okada (1981) refers to as incomplete rationality is really an awareness

on the part of each player that his opponents and the player himself are constrained

in their allowable choices. These can be viewed as physical constraints placed on

the players or (perhaps more plausibly) as belief constraints on how a player may

make slight mistakes. Perfection required that an equilibrium be robust against

an arbitrary set of belief constraints.

The fundamental question that this paper seeks to address is: ‘What is
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the right set of constrained games to look at?’ Or to put it another way: ‘What

constrained games are reasonable, and why?’ What is unique about our contribu-

tion is that we turn this question on its head. Rather we ask: ‘What beliefs are

unreasonable?’ and eliminate these as possible candidates. The remaining set of

beliefs are considered possible, and any equilibrium supporting beliefs from this

set is referred to as reasonable.

It was viewed as undesirable that the process towards full rationality may

violate dominance. It seemed odd that players could collectively agree that if

strategy B dominates strategy A for player i, then player i may tremble onto A

with greater probability than B. Myerson (1978) noticed this undesirable property

of some perfect equilibria, and so proposed a strict refinement of perfection, namely

properness. Proper equilibria are perfect equilibria where the added assumption is

that there is a particular rational mechanism underlying the perturbations.1

Myerson (1978) motivated properness with the idea that players ought to

take care as to how they tremble, and as such should tremble onto more costly

mistakes with infinitely less probability than onto less costly ones. The main

concern is that while players tremble in a reasonable (non-dominance violating)

manner, the weighting scheme they assign to strategies is very specific, and in some

instances overly restrictive.

The first refinement we present here is a coarsening of properness. We look

at constrained games where every player must play a fully mixed strategy, and any

pure strategy that is not a best response given beliefs must receive infinitely less

weight than all pure strategy best responses. Within the complement of his best

response set,2 a player must give less weight to worse strategies, but need not give

infinitely less weight, just less. We also require that payo! equivalent strategies

receive equal weight, be they best responses or not. An equilibrium is reasonable

if it is robust to one such constrained game. Existence is immediate by Jurado

and Sánchez (1990), who extend Myerson’s properness to also require the equal

weighting of payo! equivalent strategies. 3

1We will use “trembles”, “perturbations”, and “belief constraints” interchangeably through-
out.

2We will refer to a generic agent as “he” throughout the paper.
3Jurado and Sánchez (1990) call their refinement strong properness. The di!erence is mild,
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Our next two procedures strictly refine the set of reasonable equilibria.

More-than-proper equilibria require robustness to the set of reasonably constrained

games where every player must play a fully mixed strategy, and any strategy

that is not a best response given beliefs must receive infinitely less weight than

all pure best responses. Within the complement of the best response set, worse

strategies receive a constant ) times the weight of the next best strategy, and this

is required to hold for all ) # (0, 1). Truly proper equilibria require robustness to

all reasonably constrained games. Thus an equilibrium is truly proper if it is stable

against all sequences of nearby constrained games where the belief constraints do

not violate dominance given knowledge of how the opponents are playing. What

it means formally for players to have collectively reasonable belief constraints will

be made precise in Section 4.5. Truly proper equilibria are a strict refinement

of more-than-proper equilibria, but the di!erence is mild and comes at a cost as

more-than-properness is much more tractable, and can even be shown to eliminate

some intuitively bad proper equilibria. More-than-properness also permits a simple

test for selecting between multiple proper equilibria that is discussed in Section

4.7.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 shows via a simple one player

example the di!erences between each of our 3 new equilibrium refinements, and

contrasts them with existing refinements like perfection and properness. Section

4.4 provides a brief recap of normal form equilibrium refinements, highlighting the

merits and deficiencies of each. Section 4.5 argues that reasonable trembles are

the correct way to think about Selten’s so-called breakdowns in rationality, and

as such properness is a step in the right direction. Section 4.6 argues that the

class of allowable reasonable trembles can also be reduced. Section 4.7 formalises

our equilibrium notion of more-than-properness, while Section 4.8 introduces true

properness. Section 4.9 presents our main result which categorizes the positioning

of our new refinements in the food chain of existing refinements. Section 4.10

concludes. Our notation is reasonably standard and is quickly laid out in Section

4.3.

so from this point on in the paper whenever we speak of properness, we are referring to strong
properness.
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4.2 A one player Example

In their paper on sequential equilibria, Kreps and Wilson (1982) write:

“Some sequential equilibria are supported by beliefs that the analyst can reject

because they are supported by beliefs that are implausible. We will not propose

any formal criteria for ‘plausible beliefs’ here.” The purpose of this section is to

show through a simple example what we propose as plausible beliefs that players

may hold. This is done by looking at reasonable mechanisms by which a rational

player could tremble.

We consider a set of complete information 1-player normal form games,

{$(k, l)}, where k and l parameterize the set. k is a real number strictly less than

2, while l is a real number strictly less than k.

The story goes like this: Rowena adores Apples (A); she quite likes Bananas

(B); she also thinks Cheese (C) is ok, but not as nice as Bananas, while Dates (D)

are her least favourite food. Suppose Rowena walks into a room with a table on

which lies 1 Apple (A), 1 banana (B), 2 identical pieces of cheese (C1, C2), and a

bag of dates (D). Rowena may choose only one item from the table. Her goal is

to choose whatever makes her happiest, and she is free to do so. A payo! matrix,

$(k, l), representing this situation is the following:

Row

A 100

B 2

C1 k

C2 k

D l

First of all notice that while this is technically a game, it is a 1-player game

and is more accurately viewed as a decision problem. Second, notice that in the

realm of decision problems, this is a trivial one: it is obvious what Rowena should

do - she should choose the apple (A). Thus the only equilibrium (if it can be called
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that) is for Rowena to play A. Given that A is the only equilibrium and that it is a

strict equilibrium,4 it must therefore be the only robust equilibrium. So our focus

here is not on refining the set of equilibria, but rather in demonstrating various

reasonable mechanisms illustrating how Rowena might make mistakes.

Let pi be the weight that Rowena gives pure strategy i # {A,B,C1, C2, D}.

In terms of mixed strategies, the equilibrium in this game can be described by

the 5-dimensional vector (pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0). We will analyse how

Rowena will make mistakes given the beliefs that she has.5

Under perfection, Selten (1975) would allow any sequence of perturbations

of (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) that converges to it. In one possible constrained game, Rowena

could play a totally mixed strategy described by (1+7+, +, 2+, 3+, +). We think this

is odd for at least two reasons. First, given that k < 2 it seems odd that Rowena

would put twice as much weight on C1 than B, and three times as much weight

on C2 that B. Second, given that C1 and C2 represent duplications of the same

thing, it is strange that Rowena would place more weight on C2.

Under properness, Myerson (1978) argued that worse strategies, equiv-

alently more costly mistakes, should receive infinitely less weight in the limit

than better ones. Thus Myerson might insist on a mixed strategy of the form

(1, +, +2, +2, +3).6 This seems plausible if Cheese (C) is really unpleasant to Rowena

while bananas (B) are nice, just not nearly as nice as Apples (A). But suppose

that while Rowena strictly prefers Bananas to Cheese, she does so only slightly.

Then requiring a full order of magnitude weighting di!erence seems excessive.

Under reasonableness, we argue that while C is clearly worse than B the

relative weighting of B to C (and also C relative to D) could very well be context

specific, and while C should certainly not receive more weight thanB, insisting that

it get infinitely less is in many cases overly restrictive (the case where k is strictly

less than but very close to 2 is a clear example).7 Reasonableness also requires that

4A strict equilibrium is one in which each player has a unique best response against the profile.
Clearly it must be in pure strategies.

5Note now why we discuss this in a decision problem sense. Rowena can have only one belief
- that she is allowed play the game (choose an item) with certainty.

6In fact Myerson’s properness would allow (1, #, #2, #2/2, #3/2), but this is ruled out under
strong properness (Jurado and Sánchez (1990)).

7Objections to this by appealing to the cardinal nature of von-Neumann Morgenstern payo!s
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duplicate strategies receive equal weight, and that the sum of weights on duplicate

strategies does not exceed the weight assigned to any of the next best strategies.

We have that the set of +-reasonable equilibria are {(pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD) | pA+pB+

pC1
+pC2

+pD = 1 ; pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD > 0 ; pA < 1 ; pB . +pA ; pD . pC1
= pC2

.

pB/2}. Clearly as + goes to zero, any sequence in this set converges to (1, 0, 0, 0, 0).

Our next refinement, more-than-properness, requires robustness to a larger

class of constraints than properness. More-than-properness assumes that the mod-

eler is aware of how the players would rank their strategies given their beliefs, but is

unsure as to how much worse certain strategies are than others. The modeler also

assumes that in the complement of the best response set, that worse strategies get

a constant fraction of the weight of next best strategies. The modeler assumes this

constant weighting scheme, but since they are unsure as to which type of constant

relative trembler the players are, requires robustness to all such constant relative

weighting schemes. For our example, the set of constrained games is the following:

{(pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD) | pA+pB+pC1
+pC2

+pD = 1 ; pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD > 0 ; pA <

1 ; pB . +pA ; pC1
= pC2

= )pB/2 , pD = )pC1
= )pC2

}. Here, ) captures the idea

of constant relative trembling. As + goes to zero, for a given value of ) we have a

)-more-than-proper equilibrium. An equilibrium is said to be more-than-proper if

it is )-more-than-proper for all values of ) # (0, 1).

Finally, we also propose the concept of true-properness. This is done to de-

flect two possible objections to more-than-properness. First, more-than-properness

has the potentially undesirable feature that while the modeler is unsure as to what

type (what value of )) of trembler each player is, he assumes that all players are si-

multaneously of the same type. But surely it is possible that di!erent players may

tremble in di!erent ways. Second, the constant relative trembling is attractive due

to its tractability (as it can be parameterized by only one parameter), but seems

excessive. Letting ) = ()&, )&&) be a vector in (0, 1)" (0, 1), the set of )-truly proper

equilibria is the following: {(pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD) | pA + pB + pC1
+ pC2

+ pD =

1 ; pA, pB, pC1
, pC2

, pD > 0 ; pA < 1 ; pB . +pA ; pC1
= pC2

= )&pB/2 , pD =

which can make any two close payo!s arbitrarily distant from each other can equally be used as
a critique of properness too. That is, if two payo!s can be made arbitrarily far apart, they can
also be made arbitrarily close by the reverse transformation.
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)&&pC1
= )&&pC2

}. The equilibrium is truly proper if it is )-truly proper for all

pairs ()&, )&&) # (0, 1)" (0, 1).

The one player decision problem above does not capture how much stronger

the notion of true properness is as compared to more-than-propernes. For multi-

player games, true properness says that given a particular type of trembler for

player i, the constrained equilibrium must be robust for all types of relative trem-

blers of the other players. And this statement must hold no matter what type of

relative trembler player i is.

4.3 Notation

A finite n-person normal form game is a 2n-tuple $ = (S1, . . . , SN , u1, . . . ,

un), where Si is a finite nonempty set of pure strategies for player i, and ui is

player i’s payo! function defined as a mapping ui :
!n

j=1 Sj +$ R. These hold for

i # {1, . . . , n}.

(i denotes the set of all probability distributions over Si, and we call this

set player i’s mixed strategies space. We define S :=
!n

j=1 Sj and # :=
!n

j=1 (j ,

with typical elements s = (s1, . . . , sN), and " = ("1, . . . , "n). It is straightforward

to extend ui to #.

From player i’s perspective a pure strategy profile s # S can be viewed as

s = (s\si), while a mixed strategy profile " # # can be viewed as " = ("\"i).

Thus the strategy profile (s\ŝi) will refer to (s1, . . . , si#1, ŝi, si+1, . . . , sn), i.e. the

profile s, where ŝi replaces si. Similarly for ("\"̂i), and ("\ŝi).

We will denote the set of pure best responses for player i to strategy profile

" as bri("), where bri : # " Si. We denote the set of all pure best replies to

strategy profile " by br(") 2
!n

i=1 bri(").

A constrained game (to be made precise below) will be denoted $%, where

the superscript + (which may be a vector) fully parameterizes the constraints.

Finally, we will denote the set of equilibria of a game $ by E($).
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4.4 Recap of Definitions

The notion of a constrained game is fundamental to the strategy perturba-

tion based refinements literature. The constraints require that each player places

strictly positive weight on each pure strategy, thus guaranteeing that in an exten-

sive form game every information set is reached.8 This ingenious trick of Selten’s

was intended to lead to rational behaviour being prescribed at every information

set.9 He viewed constraints as corresponding to mistake probabilities that all play-

ers j &= i hold about player i’s actions.10

Definition 22. Let $ = (S1, . . . , SN , u1, . . . , un) be an n-person finite normal form

game. For each i, let +i and (%i
i be defined by:

+i # RSi with +i(si) > 0 for all si # Si, and
$

si%Si

+i(si) < 1, (4.1)

(%i
i :=

"

"i # (i : "i(si) ' +i(si), 0 si # Si

#

(4.2)

Furthermore, let + = {+1, . . . , +n} and #% :=
!n

i=1 (
%i
i . The constrained

game $% is thus the infinite normal form game ((1(+1), . . . ,(n(+n), u1, . . . , un).

Loosely put, there are three “types” of existing strategy perturbation point-

valued solution concepts for normal form games, respectively due to Selten (1975),

Myerson (1978), and Okada (1981):

8Our definitions will be for normal form games throughout. This is to avoid having to specify
purely extensive form notions like ‘sequential best responses’, etc. One may think of our analysis
in the standard way of each player optimizing ex-ante. Each definition can of course be extended
to general extensive form games.

9By the standard definition of rational behavior, that of maximizing expected payo!s given
(possibly constrained) beliefs, this does lead to rational behavior. However it can lead to what
we later term unreasonable behavior.

10A further assumption is that player i is also aware of the mistakes he himself will make. See
Van Damme (1984) for the definition of a quasi-perfect equilibrium point, i.e. a strategy profile
that is the limit of completely mixed strategy profiles in which each player is aware of the mistake
possibilities of other, but does not take into account that he himself will make a mistakes in the
future.
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(1) Perfection: A strategy profile " is called perfect, if there exists at least one

sequence of constrained games {$%}, and while + 3 0, we have "% # E($%),

and "% $ ".

(2) Properness: A strategy profile " is called proper, if there exists at least one

“nice and intuitively reasonable” sequence of constrained games {$%}, and

while + 3 0, we have "% # E($%), and "% $ ".

(3) Strict Perfection: A strategy profile " is called strictly perfect, only if for all

constrained games {$%}, while + 3 0, we have "% # E($%), and "% $ ".

The major contribution of Selten (1975) was to show that no matter what

the constraints, an equilibrium in the constrained game “passes to the limit”, and

that this limit is an equilibrium of the original game. The real power of perfection

is that in a constrained game a weakly dominated strategy becomes strictly so, due

to every information set being reached with strictly positive probability, and as a

rational (payo! maximizing) player will assign as little weight as is permitted to

weakly dominated strategies. In passing to the limit, a perfect equilibrium there-

fore places zero weight on weakly dominated strategies. Kohlberg and Mertens

(1986) argue forcefully that players should assign zero weight to weakly dominated

strategies. So perfection is certainly a step in the right direction.

The definition of perfection we provide below is due to Myerson (1978).

This equivalent way of formalizing a perfect equilibrium introduces the notion

of an +-perfect equilibrium.11 Thus we can consider perfect equilibria from the

perspective of convergence of +-perfect equilibria.12

Definition 23. A strategy profile "% # # is said to be an +-perfect equilibrium of

$, if "% is completely mixed, and satisfies the following:

11Intuitively, this just says that if a response to a strategy profile is not a best response for
player i, then it must get weight of no more than #. It can be shown that an equilibrium is
perfect if and only if it is a limit point of #-perfect equilibria - see Theorem 8.4 (page 352) in
Fudenberg and Tirole (1991).

12In an abuse of notation, # may refer to a real number strictly between 0 and 1, or may refer
to a vector of constraints. It should always be clear from the context.
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if ui("%\s&i) < ui("%\s&&i ),

then "%i (s
&
i) . +, for all i, for all s

&
i, s

&&
i

A perfect equilibrium is the limit point of a sequence {"%}%/0, where "% is an

+-perfect equilibrium of $, for all +.

The weakness of perfection is that for an equilibrium to be stable that it be

robust to some slight strategy perturbation. But the perturbation can be chosen

arbitrarily - its sole purpose is that it “works”.

Myerson (1978) introduced the notion of a proper equilibrium point which

implicitly assumes that players will try harder to avoid more costly mistakes.

Properness has been interpreted as there being some rational mechanism governing

the mistake probabilities. Strategies that are more costly are assigned a probability

of smaller order than less costly ones. Formally, under perfection, players cannot

act irrationally by the definition of rational behavior (prescribe non-maximizing

behaviour), but can hold and respond to what are deemed unreasonable beliefs

over the mistake probabilities of others. Under properness, mistake probabilities

of players are constrained in a reasonable, but very specific way. For completeness

the formal definition is given below.

Definition 24. Let $ be an n-person normal form game. Let + > 0 and "% # #.

Myerson (1978) calls "% an +-proper equilibrium of $ if "% is completely mixed and

satisfies:

if ui("%\s&i) < ui("%\s&&i ),

then "%i (s
&
i) . +"

%
i (s

&&
i ), for all i, for all s

&
i, s

&&
i .

A proper equilibrium is the limit point of a sequence {"%}%/0, where "% is an

+-proper equilibrium of $, for all +.

An ,-proper equilibrium always exists in the constrained game. Since each

constrained game possesses at least one equilibrium, and this equilibrium is an el-

ement of a compact set, the limit of the constrained equilibria (possibly passing to

subsequences) exists. That this limit is an equilibrium of the original game is triv-

ial, by showing that any proper equilibrium is perfect. Thus a proper equilibrium

exists for all normal form games.
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Okada (1981) introduced the notion of a strictly perfect equilibrium point.

Intuitively this just generalises perfection, i.e. where perfection requires stability to

any one sequence of nearby constrained games, strict perfection requires stability

to all sequences of nearby constrained games.

Definition 25. Let $ be an n-person normal form game. Let -̂ # RS
++, let

O&̂ :=
5

- # RS
++ | - < -̂

6

.13 Call " # # a strictly perfect equilibrium of $ if there

exists some -̂ # RS
++ and for each - # O&̂ some "& # E($&) such that lim&/0 "

& = ".

Van Damme (1996) introduced the following refinement of strict perfection

where a mild regularity condition is placed on the strategy perturbations. This

condition ensures that strategies change smoothly as beliefs change. He refers to

such an equilibrium as strictly proper.

Definition 26. An equilibrium " of $ is strictly proper if " is strictly perfect and

the mapping - 4$ "(-) from O&̂ to # is continuous.

In the next Section we will argue that if any behavioral interpretation is

attached to the notion of trembling, then surely players collectively believing that

another player will violate dominance in his mistakes is unreasonable. So only

beliefs in the complement of this unreasonable set are plausible. Equilibria sup-

porting supported by such beliefs will be called reasonable.

4.5 Reasonable Equilibria

That equilibria should be robust to trembles is widely accepted. Interpret-

ing trembles as uncertainty in beliefs rather than a mere technical trick is more

controversial.14 However, if you require robustness to trembles and take seriously

the behavioral notion of trembles, then reasonableness, as defined below, is surely

a necessary condition for an equilibrium to be self enforcing.

13Given two equal dimensional vectors x and y, write x < y if xi < yi for all i.
14Harsanyi and Selten (1988) argued that some behavioral interpretation should be attached

to the notion of trembles, while Kohlberg and Mertens (1986) argue that such an interpretation
should not be made.
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The common theme to all our refinements is that players do not violate

dominance given their beliefs. We insist that players may make mistakes and are

aware that other do too. Note that no matter what beliefs a player holds, it is

always possible to rank his pure strategies in terms of the payo! each would yield.

We insist that best responses to a particular belief receive most of the weight,

while non-best responses receive little weight. Inferior non-best responses receive

less weight than better non-best responses.

It seems highly believable that players will make less costly mistakes. This

is easily understood and quite intuitive as the following suggests: it seems quite

odd to suppose that if pure strategy A and B are both strictly dominated relative

to a proposed equilibrium profile, while strategy B strictly dominates A, that

strategy A should be assigned more weight than B in any constrained game. If

not the payo!s are surely not representative of the player’s preferences.

However, it also seems overly restrictive to insist that the weight put on

a more costly mistake always be a full order of magnitude lower than that on a

less costly one as in properness. Since if a strategy is only marginally less costly

then the trembling player is exerting a huge amount of energy to control the less

costly mistake despite it being only slightly so. Furthermore, there may be external

factors not present in the normal form, such that despite a particular player having

a strategy appear much more costly than another to the modeler, perhaps the

player has an unobservable fondness for that particular strategy. Provided the

player is rational this more costly error will certainly receive less weight, but need

not receive a full order of magnitude less weight as in the properness notion of

Myerson (1978).

The deficiencies of perfection are highlighted in the game 4.5 below. The

equilibrium {L1, r2} is perfect: Provided player 2 believes that R1 is more than

twice as likely a ‘mistake’ than M1, then he is justified in playing r2. But this is

absurd as M1 strictly dominates R1 for player 1, and as such player 2 is holding an

unreasonable belief if he thinks that player 1 may play R1 with higher probability

than M1. Surely if player 2 is called upon to act he will believe it more likely

that player 1 played M1 rather than R1. Thus we believe the set of constrained
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games that require player 1 to put strictly more weight on R1 than M1 to be very

unreasonable.

!!!!!!!!!!!!

"""""""""""
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Figure 4.1: Unreasonable belief constraints

Thus, taking the view that trembles are restrictions on players beliefs, it

seems overly restrictive and intuitively quite odd to require that complete ratio-

nality be viewed as the limiting case of any kind of unreasonable beliefs, as these

are surely a component of unreasonable behavior. We believe that incomplete ra-

tionality, of which complete rationality is the limit, would better be modeled as

having not-quite-certain but still reasonable belief constraints. It seems far more

natural to model the complete rationality of an individual as the limiting case of

nearby games in which players can tremble in any manner they wish as long as it is

reasonable. We now formally define what it means for an equilibrium to satisfy this

limit of reasonable beliefs. Naturally such equilibria are referred to as reasonable.

First we will need the definition of an equivalence class.15

Definition 27. Given a strategy set Si for any player i. Define the equivalence

class of strategy si # Si as the subset of all elements of Si that are payo! equivalent

to si:

[si] := {s&i # Si | ui("\s
&
i) = ui("\si), 0" # #}

If s&i and s&&i are both elements of the same equivalence class, we will write s&i 5 s&&i .

The number of elements in [si] will be denoted by |[si]|.

15An equivalence relation is a binary relation (often denoted by 5) on a set X . The following
should be read with the appropriate quantifiers “for all x, y, z,” etc. That is, a relation that is
reflexive (x 5 x), symmetric (x 5 y implies y 5 x), and transitive (x 5 y and y 5 z imply
x 5 z). Given an equivalence relation 5 on a set X , we define the equivalence class [x] of x by
[x] := {y : y 5 x}.
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Definition 28. Let $ be an n-person normal form game. Let + > 0 and "% # #.

We call "% an +-reasonable equilibrium of $ if "% is completely mixed and satisfies:

1. if si # br("%),

then "%i (s
&
i) . +"

%
i (si), for all i, for all s&i &# br("%).

2. if ui("%\s&i) < ui("%\s&&i ),

then "%i (s
&
i) .

1
|[s"i]|
"%i (s

&&
i ), for all i, for all s

&
i, s

&&
i &# br("%).

3. if s&i 5 s&&i ,

then "%i (s
&
i) = "

%
i (s

&&
i ), for all i.

A reasonable equilibrium is the limit point of a sequence {"%}%/0, where "% is an

+-reasonable equilibrium of $, for all +.

Some remarks are in order:

Remark 1. Condition 1 in the definition follows Myerson in that it requires pure

strategies that are not best responses to the group profile receive at most + times the

weight of those pure strategies that are best responses. Condition 2 only requires

that within the complement of their best response set, that no player violates

dominance with their trembles. Condition 3 just ensures that payo! equivalent

strategies are assigned equal weight.

Remark 2. The introduction of an equivalence class for each strategy is necessary

as without it, the solution concept is sensitive to the duplication of strategies.

Without the scaling in condition 2, one could continue to add inferior strategies

and their combined weight could eventually exceed that of a “better” strategy.

Remark 3. The reader may object to a strictly worse strategy being allowed as

much weight as a better one. This is easily handled by a slight tweaking definition

28, where instead of defining an +-reasonable equilibrium, one instead defines an

(+))-reasonable equilibrium, where ) is strictly less than (but close to) 1, and is

inserted on the right hand side of the weak inequality in condition 2.

Thus, in Game 4.5 above, the perfect equilibrium {L1, r2} is not self-

enforcing as it is not reasonable. Since player 1 ranks his strategies given his
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beliefs and assigns them weight in an order preserving manner, there is no belief

that player 1 can ever hold that will lead player 2 to believe that R1 is a more

likely ‘mistake’ than M1. Thus player 2 must play l2.

Reasonableness restricts the set of perturbations that are allowed. We will

denote the set of reasonable equilibria of a game $ by Rea($).

Lemma 11. Rea($) is a nonempty closed subset of the set of perfect equilibria.

Every proper equilibrium is reasonable.

Proof. That every reasonable equilibrium is perfect is trivial by definition 23.

Existence is trivial since it is clear from definition 24 that every proper

equilibrium is reasonable, and proper equilibria always exist.

To show that Rea($) is closed we proceed as follows. Fix + > 0. Let R% be

the set of (-reasonable equilibria for ( # (0, ,). Let R% denote the closure of R%.

Clearly Rea($) = !%>0R%. Since R% is closed and the intersection of any arbitrary

collection of closed sets is closed we are done.

Consider the following game $(x), similar to one in Van Damme (1996):

P1

P2

L C R
U 2, 3 1, 2 0, 1
M 2, 3 0, 2 x, 1

It is clear that Player 2 has a strictly dominant strategy that he must

play, thus any equilibrium requires that he play L. In fact, player 2 has a strict

preference ordering on his set of pure strategies. Let p denote the probability that

player 1 plays U . Note that every equilibrium in the connected set of equilibria

{{p, L} : p # [0, 1]} is reasonable.16 It is also not di%cult to see that the unique

proper equilibrium to this game is {U, L}. However, {U, L} is only proper because

player 2 strictly prefers C to R and as such is required to play R with a full order of

16Let X be a topological space, and A a subset of X . A is said to be connected if it cannot be
represented by the union of two or more disjoint nonempty subsets each of which is open in the
relative topology induced on A.
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magnitude less than C. Player 1’s best response to this constrained optimization

is to play U since given the order of magnitude of player 2’s tremble, U is better

than M (i.e. 1, > x,2 for all , su%ciently close to zero no matter what the value

of x).

4.6 But is Reasonableness enough?

The following process shows the need for an extension to properness (and

hence reasonableness by Theorem 11).17 Consider the following 2-player normal

form game:

P1

P2

L C
U 4, 4 2, 2
M 2, 2 2, 2

Figure 4.2: A nongeneric game with 2 (pure strategy) equilibria.

This is a non-generic game with only 2 equilibria. Both equilibria, {U, L}

and {M,C}, are in pure strategies. As discussed before, since perfection is a

rather weak requirement, if an equilibrium is not perfect then it is very unstable.

However, as is easily shown, the only perfect equilibria in this game is {U, L}. In

Figure 4.6 below, we transform the game by adding a weakly dominated strategy

to each player.

P1

P2

L C R
U 4, 4 2, 2 0, 0
M 2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
D 0, 0 2, 2 2, 2

Figure 4.3: Game above altered by adding weakly dominated strategies.

17Our development in this section follows closely that of Myerson (1978).
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Thus we have added a weakly dominated strategy to each player and it can

now be seen that both {U, L} and {M,C} are perfect. In fact, the equilibrium

{M,C} is reasonable, and even proper.18 Thus even properness has selected the

unappealing equilibrium {M,C}.

4.7 More-Than-Proper Equilibria

We believe that the right set of constrained games to focus on is the set of

all reasonably constrained games. More-than-properness is arrived at by looking

at a particular subset of these reasonably constrained games. More-than-proper

equilibria are the limit of a sequence of (+))-more-than-proper equilibria. Before

defining this, we will need one additional piece of notation.

The following definition ranks a player’s strategies relative to a given strat-

egy profile.

Definition 29. The number of pure strategies of player i strictly preferred to ŝi

relative to the profile " is

ci(", ŝi) := #
"

si # Si | ui("\si) > ui("\ŝi)
#

(4.3)

Clearly if ŝi # bri("), then ci(", ŝi) = 0, and if s&i 5 s&&i , then ci(", s&i) = ci(", s&&i ).

Definition 30. Let $ = (S1, . . . , SN , u1, . . . , un) be an n-person normal form game.

Let + > 0, and ) # (0, 1), and "%' # #. We call "%' an (+))-more-than-proper

equilibrium of $ if it is completely mixed and satisfies:

1. if si # bri("%'),

then "%'i (s&i) . +"
%'
i (si), for all i, for all s&i &# bri("%').

2. if ci("%', s&&i ) < ci("%', s&i), and ! s̃i # Si such that

ci("%', s&&i ) < ci("%', s̃i) < ci("%', s&i),

then "%'i (s&i) =
1

|[s"i]|
)"%'i (s&&i ), for all i, for all s&i, s

&&
i &# bri("%')

18
%

!1(U),!1(M),!1(D)) = (#2, 1, #
&

does it for player 2 to be willing to randomize in a similar
manner. The game is symmetric so only needs to be checked for one player.
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3. if s&i, s
&&
i &# bri("%'), and s&i, s

&&
i are payo! equivalent

then "%'i (s&i) = "
%'
i (s&&i ), for all i.

"' # # is a )-more-than-proper equilium of $, if "' is a limit point of a

sequence
5

"%'
6

%/0
where "%' is an +)-proper equilibrium of $ for all +, for some

) # (0, 1).

Finally we say that " # # is a more-than-proper equilibrium of $, if " is a

)-proper equilibrium of $ for all ) # (0, 1).

Again, some remarks are in order:

Remark 4. The equality in the second condition is what gives more-than-properness

its bite. To see the di!erence between more-than-properness and properness con-

sider again game 4.6. Clearly {U, L} is proper but it is not as obvious that {M,C}

can be made proper with the appropriately defined tremble given before. However,

only {U, L} is more-than-proper. {M,C} is )-proper for values of ) # (0, 1/2], but

fails to be )-proper for values of ) > 1/2. Thus our more-than-proper equilibrium

concept has removed the less desirable equilibria {M,C} from Game 4.6.

Remark 5. More-than-proper equilibria do not exist for all games. Refer back

to Game 4.5. Note that if we permit player 2 to be an (,))-trembler, then this

preference of player 1 for U over M need not always hold. For values of x > 1 we

run into trouble for ) > 1/x, since in that case it need not be true that 1, > x,).

For small values of ) the (,))-more-than-proper equilibrium coincides with the

,-proper equilibrium {U, L}, but for large values of ) the (,))-more-than-proper

equilibrium flips to {M,L}. Since more-than-properness requires intersecting over

all ) # (0, 1) we have that the only proper equilibrium of the game {U, L} is

not more-than-proper. But while more-than-proper equilibria do not exist for all

games, the concept could be extended from a point-valued solution to set-valued

one. We leave this to future research.

Remark 6. While more-than-properness fails to exist for all games, it can in some

instances provide a method for selecting amongst multiple proper equilibria.19 An

index of stability can be created for how robust a proper equilibrium is. For

19I thank Chulyoung Kim for suggesting this approach.
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example, in Game 4.6, the proper equilibrium {M,C} has only a stability index of

) = 1/2 and thus is not particularly stable, whereas the proper equilibrium {U, L}

has a stability index of 1. This is as our intuition suggests.

Remark 7. It is not di%cult to see that as in the definition of an +-reasonable

equilibrium, the use of equivalence classes is again necessary to maintain robustness

to duplication of strategies.

Remark 8. Phelps and Pollak (1968) rewrote the way economists thought about

discounting. The standard models assumed that lifetime utility, U , was separa-

ble over periods and that the following days felicity (intertemporal utility), u,

was always a constant discount factor less valuable than the preceding day; i.e.

U(c0, . . . , cT ) =
*T

t=0 &
tu(ct), where & # [0, 1] is the discount factor. This con-

stant discounting scheme is similar to the weighting scheme used by Myerson in

properness, where next worse strategies are assigned a constant weight of the next

best strategy.. But Phelps and Pollak (1968) conjectured that possibly the imme-

diate following period is relatively more important than future periods; i.e. that

U(c0, c1, . . . , cT ) = u(c0) + &
*T

t=1 )
t#1u(ct), where both &, ) # [0, 1]. More-than-

properness is an extension of properness somewhat analogous to how Phelps and

Pollak (1968) extended the standard exponential discounting model, where the

solution must be robust to the entire family of possible discounting mechanisms.

We denote the set of proper equilibria of a game $ by Prop($) and the set

of more-than-proper equilibria by MTP ($).

Lemma 12. The set of more-than-proper equilibria, MTP($), is a closed subset

of Prop($). Though possibly empty.

Proof. Let " be a more-than-proper equilibrium of $. Clearly then, for every

+ > 0, and every ) # (0, 1), there exists a (,))-more-than-proper equilibrium such

that " = lim%(0"
%'. This follows since an (+))-more-than-proper equilibrium is

(+&))-more-than-proper for all ,& ' ,. Choose a ) smaller than + and the result

immediately follows.

To show that the set is closed fix a ). Let C%' denote the closure of the

set of (+))-more-than-proper equilibria, for + # (0, +). Letting C' denote the set of
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)-more-than-proper equilibria for this particular ), we have that C' = !%>0C%'. It

follows that

MTP ($) =
=

'>0

C' =
=

'>0

=

%>0

C%'

The possible emptiness of MTP ($) stems from intersecting over all ) #

(0, 1). It can be shown by a slight adaption of Theorem 17 part 5, that the set C'

is non-empty for all ) # (0, 1).

4.8 Truly Proper Equilibria

Despite being a refinement of properness (see Theorem 17 part 3 below),

the attentive reader will have noticed that more-than-properness does not in fact

cover the set of all reasonably constrained games.

To be precise, Myerson (1978) constrains, via an upper bound, the weights

that more costly mistakes receive, but he does not insist that these constraints

bind. More-than-properness expands the set of constraints, and insists that the

equilibrium is robust for all these constraints. However, the set of reasonable con-

straints required by more-than-properness is not exhaustive, as it only it insists on

constant relative trembling, and only requires robustness to everybody simultane-

ously trembling according to the same constant weighting scheme. An equilibrium

will be referred to as truly proper if it holds for all weighting schemes that do not

violate dominance in the complement of the best response set, and not just the

constant weighting schemes used in more-than-properness.

Before presenting the formal statement we introduce some additional no-

tation. Let mi denote the number of pure strategies of player i, i.e. mi := |Si|.

Define m :=
*n

i=1mi. Let m̂i denote the number of equivalent strategies (as in

defintion 27) of player i. Also define m̂ :=
*n

i=1 m̂i. For each player i, let )i

denote an (m̂i + 2)-dimensional vector where each component is between 0 and 1.

That is )i := ()1i , . . . , )
m̂i#2
i ) # Rm̂i#2, and represents a profile of relative trembling
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discount factors for player i. Finally, let ) denote a vector of relative trembling

discount factors for the game $, that is ) := ()
1
, . . . , )

n
) # R

!n
i=1(m̂i#2) = R(m̂#2n).

Definition 31. Let $ = (S1, . . . , SN , u1, . . . , un) be an n-person normal form game.

Let + > 0, and ) # R(m̂#2n), and "%' # #. We call "%' an (+))-truly proper

equilibrium of $ if it is completely mixed and satisfies:

1. if si # bri("%'),

then "%'i (s&i) . +"
%'
i (si), for all i, for all s&i &# bri("%').

2. if ci("%', s&&i ) < ci("%', s&i), and ! s̃i # Si such that

ci("%', s&&i ) < ci("%', s̃i) < ci("%', s&i),

then "%'i (s&i) =
1

|[s"i]|
)&i"

%'
i (s&&i ), all i, all s&i, s

&&
i &# bri("%'), some )&i # (0, 1)

3. if s&i, s
&&
i &# bri("%'), and s&i, s

&&
i are payo! equivalent

then "%'i (s&i) = "
%'
i (s&&i ), for all i.

"' # # is a )-truly proper equilium of $, if "' is a limit point of a sequence
"

"%'
#

%/0
where "%' is an +)-truly proper equilibrium of $ for all +, for some

) # (0, 1)(m̂#2n).

Finally we say that " # # is a truly proper equilibrium of $, if " is a

)-proper equilibrium of $ for all ) # (0, 1)(m̂#2n).

Remark 9. It is immediately apparent that truly proper equilibria permit a finer

selection criterion to more-than-proper equilibria. It should be clear that more-

than-properness only has “bite” for games where at least one player has 3 or more

pure strategies. Similarly, true properness can only strictly refine the set of more-

than-proper equilibria for games where at least one player has 4 or more strategies.

For games where no player has 4 or more pure strategies, the two coincide.

Remark 10. Note that true properness is a much stronger refinement that more-

than-properness in the sense that it requires player i to rank his pure strategies

in the same manner for all relative trembling profiles )j that all other players j

may have. More than properness only requires robustness to each player relatively
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trembling in the same manner at the same time. True properness requires much

more.

Remark 11. If more-than-properness is analogous to requiring robustness to the

set of all (&))-discounting model of Phelps and Pollak (1968), then truly proper

equilibria are analogous to the set of all hyperbolic discounting models where

U(c0, c1, . . . , cT ) =
*T

t=0(
!

0's't &s)u(ct), where &0 = 1, and &t # [0, 1] for all

t # {1, . . . , T}. In other words there is no need for tomorrow to be as relatively

less important to today, as today was relatively less important to yesterday. Rather

the only condition that must be satisfied is that a day in the future is never more

important than any preceding day.

Lemma 13. When they exist, the set of truly proper equilibria, TP ($), is a closed

subset of MTP ($). Though possibly empty.

Proof. It is not hard to see that more-than-proper equilibria are merely a spe-

cial case of truly proper equilibria where robustness is only required for the set
5

) | ) = (), . . . , )) # Rm̂#2, 0 ) # (0, 1)
6

. Possible emptiness of TP ($) is then im-

mediate. Showing the closure of TP ($) is notationally far more cumbersome than

that of lemma 12 but follows along similar lines. It is therefore omitted.

4.9 The Food Chain Theorem

This section categorizes our three new strategy perturbation-based refine-

ments in the respective “food chain” of existing refinements for normal form games.

Theorem 17. 1. Every reasonable equilibrium is perfect.

2. Every proper equilibrium is reasonable.

3. Every more-than-proper equilibrium is proper.

4. Every truly proper equilibrium is more-than-proper.
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5. Every strictly proper equilibrium is truly proper.

Proof. 1. This was shown in Lemma 11.

2. This was shown in Lemma 11.

3. This was shown in Lemma 12

4. This was shown in Lemma 13

5. We will show that every strictly proper equilibrium is more-than-proper.

This is for notational ease only. Showing that strict properness implies

true properness is proved along very similar lines, though is notationally

far messier.

Assume " is a strictly proper equilibrium of $. Let O&̂ be as in definition

25. For - # O&̂ let "(-) be as in definition 26.

Let ) # (0, 1), and let m be defined as before. We define , and U as follows:

0 < , < min
si%Si
i%N

-̂i(si)

U :=
"

- # O&̂

>

> ,)m#1 . -i(si) . ,, for all i, for all si
#

Now define the correspondence G from # to U as follows:

G(") :=
"

- # U
>

>

>
(1) for all i, for all s&i &# bri(")

if si # bri("),

then -i(s&i) . +-i(si),

and

(2) for all i, for all s&i 5 s&&i

then -i(s&i) = -i(s
&&
i )

(3) for all i, for all s&i, s
&&
i &# bri(")

if ci(", s&&i ) < ci(", s&i), and ! s̃i # Si

such that

ci(", s&&i ) < ci(", s̃i) < ci(", s&i),

then -i(s&i) =
1

|[s"i]|
)-i(s&&i )

#
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It is clear that G(") is a compact and convex set for each " # #. The

upper-hemicontinuity of G follows from the continuity of each player’s utility

function. To show that G is nonempty we proceed as follows:

For a given profile ", each si belongs to an equivalence class [si]. We define

a slightly modified version of the count function given in equation 4.3 as

follows: For each strategy profile ", let

ĉ(", [ŝi]) := #
"

[si] | ui("\[si]) > ui("\[ŝi])
#

where ("\[si]) denotes the profile ", with "i replaced with any pure strategy

of player i that is payo! equivalent (against ") to si. Thus the modified

count function, ĉ(", ·) ranks the equivalence classes for a player relative to a

given strategy profile, ". Define

-i(si) =
0 1
!

{[s""i ]:ĉ(",[s""i ])'ĉ(",[si])} |[s
&&
i ]|

1 +)ĉ(",[si])

+
*

[s"i]
)ĉ(",[s"i])

Clearly -i # Gi("), where Gi is the component of G associated with player

i, i.e. G = G1 " · · ·"Gn.

Now define a correspondence F from U to U by F (-) = G("(-)), where

"(-) # E($&). It is clear that F satisfies the su%cient conditions of the

Kakutani (1941) fixed point theorem, and therefore has a fixed point in U .

Let -(' denote this fixed point. To minimize notation, we will denote "(-(')

by "%'.

We thus have constructed the following:

if si # bri("),

then -%'i (s&i) . +-
%'
i (si), for all i, for all s&i &# bri("). (4.4)
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if ci("
%', s&&i ) < ci("

%', s&i),

and ! s̃i # Si such that ci("
%', s&&i ) < ci("

%', s̃i) < ci("
%', s&i),

then -%'i (s&i) =
1

|[s&i]|
)-%'i (s&&i ), for all i, for all s&i, s

&&
i &# bri("

%'). (4.5)

Now, since "%' is an equilibrium of the constrained game ($&
"#
), the players

must abide by the constraints. Hence we must have

"%'i (si) ' -
('
i (si), for all i, and all si # Si (4.6)

Furthermore, it can trivially be proved (see for example Van Damme (1996)

Lemma 2.2.2 page 27) that the constraints on any pure strategy that is not

a best response must bind in a constrained game, so

if ui("
%'\s&i) < ui("

%'\s&i),

then "%'i (s&i) = -
('
i (s

&
i), for all i, for all s&i, s

&&
i . (4.7)

It is clear that by combining the equations from (4.4) - (4.7), we have that

"%' is an ,)-more-than-proper equilibrium of $. For , very small, we have

that "%' is close to ". As such " is a )-proper equilibrium of $.

Finally we note that our choice of ) was arbitrary, and thus " is a )-more-

than-proper equilibrium uniformly in ). " is therefore more-than-proper.

4.10 Conclusion

This paper extends the literature on rational behaviour in multiplayer non-

cooperative games. Our main goal is to reexamine the notion of what are consid-
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ered reasonable beliefs that players may hold in equilibrium. Specifying reasonable

o!-path equilibrium beliefs has always been done by looking at the limit of fully

mixed strategies. The question we sought to answer is a standard one: What kind

of trembles are sensible?

We approach this problem from a di!erent perspective by flipping the ques-

tion on its head, instead asking: What is the set of trembles that don’t make

intuitive sense? We assume perturbations of pure strategies that have full sup-

port, and insist on the quite natural requirement that weights on pure strategies

are ordered according to conditional dominance. Any strategy profile in which any

player assigns more weight to an inferior strategy is deemed unreasonable and is

rejected.

The set of perturbations not violating conditional dominance are referred

to as reasonable. An equilibrium is reasonable if it is robust to one sequence of

perturbations from the reasonable set. An equilibrium is referred to as more than

proper if it is robust to a large yet easily characterized set of perturbations from

the reasonable set. An equilibrium is referred to as truly proper if it is robust to

all the perturbations from the reasonable set.

It is widely accepted that equilibria should be insensitive to some strategy

perturbations - as such requiring robustness to some (if not all such perturbations

is essential). It is not so widely accepted that strategy perturbations should be

thought of as limiting beliefs rather than a mere technical trick. We argue that

if any behavioral interpretation is assigned to trembles, then reasonableness is

surely a necessary condition for an equilibrium to be self enforcing. Modeling is

a key component of economics, and while models break down in all sorts of ways,

possibly (surely?) in a few cases, some modes of breakdown are more plausible

than others. So requiring robustness to these modes seems all the more important.

Furthermore, requiring robustness to certain modes of breakdown can at times be

seen as odd.

Potential extensions and applications of our refinements abound. Neary

(2008) examines what happens when there is common knowledge of reasonable

trembling but players have uncertainty over what type of reasonable trembler their
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opponents are. Such an assumption selects the reasonably rationalizable strategies

of a game. Another interesting line of research could be to weaken the restrictions

in learning-theoretic foundations of equilibrium (see Fudenberg and Levine (1993)),

to a point where players need not even agree ex-post with on path beliefs, they

just need have similar (and of course reasonable) beliefs. Recently, refinements of

equilibria have been applied in many varied subfields of microeconomics: to the

networks literature, see Calva-Armengol and Rahmi (2007) for example; to voting

games, see Sinopoli (2000) and Sinopoli, Dutta, and Laslier (2006); and of course

there is a large literature on refinements as applied to signaling games, see Banks

and Sobel (1987) and Cho and Kreps (1987). Our refinements are tractable and

supply another method for refinements in such games.

Finally, while this paper has focused mostly on reasonable equilibria, various

referees have expressed interest in both more-than-properness and true-properness

but are concerned by the lack of existence of both. An interesting avenue to ex-

plore would be to extend both point-valued concepts to set-valued versions, and to

check whether these sets satisfy the desired requirements of stability of Kohlberg

and Mertens (1986), and Mertens (1989, 1991). Hillas (1990) also looks at set-

valued solutions by requiring robustness to perturbations of the best-response cor-

respondence. One could modify his analysis by restricting the set of allowable

perturbations to the best-response correspondence and constrain them to be rea-

sonable. This is left to future research.
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